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RESOLVE OF THE LEGISLATURE OF MASSACHUSETTS, PASSED MARCH 21, 153~.
R:t30LVED, That the Governor with the advice-of the CouncH,'is hereby authorized to employ some suitable person or persons to make a Geological Survey of any lands in Maine,
where such Survey, together with the various observations which the surveyors will h::ive
opportunity to make, will probably lead to a more accurate knowledge of th~ worth of the
public domain.

RESOLVE OF THE LEGISLA'.rURE OF MAINE, PASSED MARCH 28, 1836.
REsoLv1:n, 'rhat (in the language of our chief magistrate) a Geological Survey ofthis State,
upon n basis commensurate with the magnitude and variety of its territory, is an enterprise
that may rightfully claim the encouragement of every class of industry, as involving more or
less ot protable utility to each an<l is intimately conuecte<l with the a<lvnncemcmt of the arts
nnd scienct!s, of agriculture, manufacturt!s an<l commerce.
·
RxsoLVXD, That the Board of Internal Improvements cause a Geolog:kal Survey of this
State to be made us soon as circumstances will admit, commencing in the early part of the
next summer, and they a.re hereby empowered to appoint and contract with some suitable
person or persons to perform the same.
RESOLVED, That it is with pleasure we learn the intention of Massachusetts to join us in
prosecuting so much of said Survey as shall pertain to the Public Lands-that we cordially
embrace the opportunity of co-operntin~ with her in this design ; and that the Board of
Internal Improvements are hereby directed to take such measures as may be necessary to
eJfoct this portion of the contemplated Survey.

R>:SoLv>:o, That it shall be the duty of the Board of Internal Improvements to lay before
the Legislature, at its annual sessions, a detailed account of the progress of th~ Sur\'t:y,
together with the expenditures in prosecuting the same.
RESOLVED, 'rhnt the person who shall be employed to make the Geological Survey, shall
be required to select three complete suits of specimens of a.JI the rock!:! and mineral~ of Ma.iue
an<l deposite one of them iu the l'ublic Buildings as the property of the Stute and also one in
each College in the State.
RESOLVED, Tliat the sum of Five 'l'housand Dollars be appropriated from the Treasury,
subject to the di~cretiou of the Board of Internal Improvements, and to be expended by them
in carrying on sniU Geological Survey.

STATE OF MAINE.
IM:rnovi:Mli!NT1, l
25, 1836.
5
On0En.1m, That 1\Iessrs. Hodgdon, Pilsbury, and Burnham, be authorized to contract with
CHARL:Es T. J.a.cx.soN of Boston, to commenco a Geological Survey of the State, subject to the
IN BoJ.RD Oi' INTERNAL
JUNE

Instructions of tho President of this Board, in pursuanc• ofa Resolve of March 28, 183G.
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GEOLOGY has for its object the natural history of the earth on
whir1h we live. Its name is derived from the Greek yi/, earth,
and ).uro~, a discourse, and is understood to signify the doctrine
or science of the earth. This science investigates and describes
the structure of our globe, the nature of its various components,
and the lawsi, which have effected, nnd still continue to produce'
changes in its ma~s. It aims not only to satisfy the curiosity of
the philosopher, but to be practically useful to every one, by
pointing out the natural resources which the world oilers to its
inhabitants. Descending with the miner into the <larkcst subterranean recesses, it directs, by its light, his operations to their
most successful results. It points out with accuracy the structure of the crust of the earth, as far as man has ever penetrated
into it, and lays down general laws, by which we may be guided
in searching into our great resources in the mineral kingdom.
Thus certain rocks abound in metallic ores, which exist in
them in the form of beds or v-eins ; others arc always destitute
of metallic treasures, but afford in their place a supply of valuable combustibles, in the form of coal. Other rocks contain salt
springs, rock-salt and gypsum, which occur in well known formations. There are many rocks also, which are valuable' in their
natural state, or become so after undergoing certain chemical
operations. The situation, qunntity and quality of such sub-·
stances arc questions to be decided by a geological investigation.
The architect :::.nd engineer derive much valun.ble information
from this science, for it treats of the stability, or liability to
change, evinced by exposure of rocks to the action of air and
water and fire. It teaches them to avoid those substnnccs which
would cause a speedy decomposition oflrnilding stones, or deface
their beauty.
Soils on which we depend for our daily bread, are known to he
formed from the decomposed fragments of rocks, mixe<l with
variable proportions of vegetable and animal matter, and their
fertility depends, in a great measure, on the proportions of the
mineral ingredients, which they contain. The adaptation of soils
to particular kinds of plants evidently ccpends on their composition, as most intelligent agriculturalists must have observe(].
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Seeds, which had lain dormant for an unknown length of time,
have been made suddenly to germinate and spring up, on treating
the soil with particular mineral substances such as lime marl or
ashes, and have astonished the former by ~heir almost O:iraculous
presence on an unexpected spot, where he had not sown the seed
in question.
In order to avail himself to the utmost of the capabilities of the
soil, the practical farmer should understand its nature, as taught
by the geologists and chemists. Then, instead of exhaustinrr
his
0
soil, he would continually add to its fertilizing properties. 0ne
of the chief reasons why farmers distrust what they call "book
learning," as contrasted with actual experience, is found in the
fact, that they do not understand the pi·inciples, on which the
amelioration of the soil depends. If, for instance, they read in
books or newspapers that lignite, containing iron pyrites, sulphate
of ir~n, or copperas, is used in certain agricultural districts in
Belgium for the purpose of improving a soil, and that great
fertility is produced by it, they do not stop to consider the principles on which it acts in that country, and the nature of the soil on
which it produces such favorable results, but proceed at once to
the trial on their owri farms, where the soil, being of a different
nature, is, perhaps, rendered totally barren by the very substance
that produced fertility in another country. Now in the instance
which I have mentioned, which is the result of actual observation
the cause of the difference in the two cases is simply this. I~
Belgium, where the decomposing pyrites acts so favorably, in the
production of wheat and other crops of grain, the soil is composed
in a great measure of calcareous marl, which, containing carbonate of lime, exerts a chemical action on the sulphate of iron.
An exchange of clements taking place, sulphate of lime, or gypsum, is formed, which is a powerful stimulant to vegetation ;
while sulphate of iron, or copperas, is a most noxious poison to
plants, and when put upon a sandy, or clay >and sand soil, destroys
by its action the delicate plants, as they begin to put forth.
Some barren tracts of land, in the State of New-Jersey, have
been rendered fertile by a just knowledge of the nature and
action of a kind of shclly marl and green sand, which abounds in
the vicinity. I have seen a sterile tract of red sandy soil, in
Massachusetts, suddenly rendered fertile by the application of
marl dug up from the bottom of a neighboring peat bog. In other
places an acid peat soil, which was totally barren, was rendered
fertile, by carting up a quantity of mud and muscle shells, from
the neighboring sea shore. In both these instances, the treat-
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ment of tho soil was indicated by geological and chemical principles. Let no intelligent farmer therefore, decry a just and
rational theory : for such theories are built upon a multitude of
instances, while his own observations perhaps, arc made in a more
limited field, and cannot be applied in other situations, where
the circumstances are different.
Agriculture may derive a great many valuable hints from
geology, while at the same time the geologist should respect the
experience of the practical farmer, and learn sedulously from him,
. the observations which he has made.
The principles of agriculture are at present exceedingly loose
and uncertain, and it is on this account that I beg leave to offer
the above remarks, requesting each farmer, who has the means
of making rcsearc.hcs, to experiment rationally in the amelioration
of unfertile soils. No one respects more highly than I do this
department of human art, and those who are laboring to advance
a knowledge of its principles.
By the aid of geology, we are directed to our great mineral
resources, which constitute in a measure the basis of national
prosperity. Materials useful at all times in peace or in war
should be found, if possible, within the limits of each State tha~
it may be prepared for all emergencies.
'
France was once thrown.. wholly on her internal resources, and
nothing but the skill of her men of science, saved her from being
overrun by foreign enemies. By the discovery of an abundance
of saltpetre, iron, copper and lead, the bcrenius ofBerthollet ' Mono-e
b
'
and their compeers, supplied her with the immediate means of
successful defence ; while their discoveries recorded in the archives of science, have served to aid in ~he defence of other
countries, and among them our own durincr the war with Great
Britain. Every State that discovers within itself the means
of support and defence, strengthens by that means the whole
confederacy.
·
Besides the immediate advantages resulting from the discovery
of new ~u?stances, within the limits of the State, we may consider
~hose ansmg from the check, which is given to absurd speculations
~n p:·ete?ded valuable minerals, which may exist only in the
imagmatron of the schemer. Maine has suffered so much from
such extravagances, that I need not enter into the details of many
absurd instances, which crowd my memory. There are few individuals in the State who cannot relate many examples, which
have
come
to their knowledge, of dio-crinoand borinu
for coal in
..
•
bt:>
t::>
t:>
pnmative rocks, where it never exists-of working ir<:>n pyrites,
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under the supposition that it was gold, or silver-of selling polished specimens of greenstone trap-rock, under the idea that it was
marble, and many other such vain speculations, which have taken
place, from ignorr.nce of geology. Such absurd operations are
by no means confined to l\lfaine ; they arc carried on in almost
every part of our country, and injure public confidence, in all
proposals, to explore our mineral wealth.
Some of the instances which have come to my knowledge, were
·evidently fraudulent artifices, but a greater number proceeded
from ignorance of the nature of the substances in question.
Every citizen of l\faine feels, I doubt not, that the throng of
wild spccubtors, who crowded the State summer before last, have
injured public confidence in the real valuable resources of the
State, and produced a corre:>ponding retardation in the business
and settlement of the country. Had a geological survey been
made a few years earlier, this difficulty would have been prevented,
so far as relates to the mineralogical resources of the State. In
the course of a short time the reaction of public feeling will subside, and people will look seriously into the real mineral wealth
which your State so abundantly contains, and successful operations will be commenced so as to render it available.
I have spoken of a few of the ordinary uses of Geology, by
which it appears that many of the arts and manufactures are bene-_
fitted, and human wants supplied. There are, however, higher
and nobler uses appertaining to this science. It opens to us tho
groat book of natun>, where we may re'l.d the eternal truths of
creation, those "sermons in stones" which were written by the
finger of the ALMIGHTY, and which bear indisputable proofs of his
wisdom, goodness, power and omnipresence.
Tho world has its history written on its strata ; a history so
interesting, that the most splendid fictions of the human imagination sink into insignificance when compared with it, in the same
measure as all human productions must, when compared with the
eternal works of the Creator.

REPORT.
To His Excellency RoBERT P. DUNLAP, EsQ.., Governor ef
the State qf Maine, President qf the Board qf Internal
Improvement.
Sm-IN accordance with a Resolve of the Legislature
of Massachusetts, passed on the twenty-first day of March
1836, I received a Commission from the Governor of that
State, dated July first, of the same year, authorizing me to
make a Geological Survey of the public lands, belonging
jointly to the States of Massachusetts and Maine. At the
same time I received proposals from tl1e Roard of Internal
Improvement in Maine, to make a Geological Survey of the
entire State.
Having travelled several times through the State, and
knowing how vast was its extent and how difficult would be
the undertaking, I hesitated at first, doubtful whether I should
·be able to accomplish so Herculean a task and do justice to
the subject.
Trusting to your aid and indulgence in the accomplishment
of this great work, I ventured to accept the overtures of your
Board, and forthwith entered upon the survey. Much difficulty .was apprehend~d and felt, from the want of good
Geographical Maps on a large scale, for the purpose of
recording g~ological observations, but we have succeeded,
as far as our means would permit, by obtaining a large chart
of the coast, and correcting its errors as we proceeded, so
that we have approximated, as closely as circumstances would
allow, the actual state of things in Nature.
The gentlemen appointed as assistant Geologists were Dr.
T. Purrington of Brunswick, on the part of Maine, and J runes
T. Hodge for Massachusetts.
·Mr. F. Grae.ter was engaged as draftsman.
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I am happy to say that these gentlemen performed faithfully and diligently the duties assigned them, and entered
upon their tasks with alacrity and zeal.
Our warm thanks are due to Captain Uriah Coolidge, and
to the officers and crew of the Eastport Cutter Crawford,
for their kind and spirited exertions in our behalf, aiding
free! y in the most laborious work, while we were in. their
company, and offering us every facility for the explorntron of
the coast.
Wherever we went in the State, the citizens of Maine
appeared to feel a personal interest in fon~ardin? our objects.
To particularize those who have thus assisted _m the survey,
and aided us by their kindness, would reqmre too much
time, and we beg leave to tender here our acknowledgements
to all.
·
.
The State of Maine is one of the most interesting sections
of our country, and presents a great diversity of geological
facts, which are important in the advancement of the arts
and sciences. No other State in the Union has such an
extensive and varied rocky coast, indented _by thousands of
arms of the sea, and estuaries of great rivers. Although it
is dangerous of approach to those ig~or~nt of its formation,
it offers a vast number of safe and beautiful harbors to th?se
familiar· with· its topography. The inlets and bays, which
are formed by its lofty mural precipices, frequently offer a
complete shelter against the fury of the storm, so that the
skilful naviO'ator may avail himself of secure anchorage and
await the abatement of the gale. Such peculiarities in the
topography of the coast, afford great advantages to steam
boats, not prepared to withstand the fury of a st~rm at sea.
I have premised the above remarks to show the unportance
of· a correct topographical survey of the ~ea board of the
State, and hope that hereafter, a correct chart may be drawn
from actual surveys.

PLAN OF THE SURVEY.
· IN order to take a comprehensive view of the Geology of
the State, it became necessary to lay down some regular
plan, according to which the observations should be distinctly
noted. For this purpose, I thought it would be most expedient, first to examine the coast, where the action of the sea
had laid bare the rocks so that their structure and superposition could ·be clearly ascertained.
The frequent and deep indentations of the coast offered
us many advantages, by exhibiting natural sections of the
rocks, of which the promontories are formed. Knowing
from former observations, that the general direction of strata
in Maine is N. E. and S. vV. I found that the coast section
would give me the extent of most of the strata in a longitudinal direction, while the indentations, bays and mouths of
rivers bO'ave those
of a transverse order. I was anxious to
.
divide the State as far as practicable, into squares, so as to
intersect every rock Off which it is based, and explore the
different beds and veins of metallic ores as they presented
themselves to view. This plan has been followed and
advantage was taken of the river courses .to obtain the most
perfect views of the strata.
.
The first O'reat object of the survey was to ascertam the
O'eolorrical
boundaries of the State. This was effected as
b
.
b
follows-The sea-board from Lubec to Thomaston was carefully examined, so as to determine the i:ature and position of
the diflerent rocks. Then the St. Croix was explored, and
the line followed onward to Houlton. From that place we
proceeded to the St. John river, and pursuin~ its western
bank, we obtained a section of the strata, which cross. the
public lands, and crop out along the course_ of that nver.
At the Grand Falls we took canoes and exammed the rocks
.and soils to the Madawaska river. By following this plan, it
will be seen on inspecting the map, that we have mad: a
reconnoissancc of two sides of a very large square, formmg
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the eastern, and northern boundaries of the State. Besides
this we have made a great numbe~· of minute surveys of
important localities.
Last year I explored a portion of the State from Portland
to Lubec, and those observations are now added to the map, as
are als? my researches up the Penobscot to Williamsburg.
It will be seen at a glance, that a great extent of country
_has been traversed by us, while on the survey, and the
observations collected will serve as a key to the Geology of the
State. In exploring so wide an extent of country, it is probable
that some omissions must have taken place, and errors may
be_ found in the boundaries of the rock formations. These
must-be added, and corrected in subsequent researches, as we
proceed with the work.
In addition to rriy geological duties, I thought it might be
interesting to ascertain, by barometrical measurement, the
elevation of some of the remarkable mountains, and have
succeeded in two instances, which will be found record~d in
the Report.

this .head I shall describe the different loc~lities
whfoh were examined, nearly in the order in which they
were explored. This portion of my Report will serve as a
guide to those persons, who may be desirous_ of visiting the
localities in question, either for the purpose of testing the
accuracy-of oU:r results, or for obtaining a knowledge of the
subject of which I shall treat.
·
FIRST SECTION.

It became an interesting question, whether there occurred,
in _the State, any of the series of rocks which belong to the
regular Coal Measures, as exhibited in other parts of the
world. Having, on a previous occasion, ascertained that
rocks of this order were found in Nova-Scotia and NewBrunswick, and. that the same kind of rocks occurred on
._ the St. Croix River, the President of the Board of Internal
Improvements desired me to devote my attention first to this
district.
In compliance with these instructions, our course was
directed to that portion of the State which forms the boundary between Maine and New-Brunswick; and both sides of
the St. Croix River were carefully explored.
Moose Island, on which the town of Eastport is built, was
first examined, with a view of ascertaining the relations of
its rocky mass to the surrounding strata. This island consists
entirely' ofgreenstone trap-rocks, of a compact texture, but
presenting, in many places, an irregular, columnar structure.
It is frequently amygdaloidal, having rounded and ovalshaped cavities, which are generally filled with infiltrated
minerals, such as chlorite, epidote, calcareous spar and iron
· pyrites. This rock rests upon red porphyry, which is also
- charged with abundant crystals of pyrites of a cubic form.
The trap rocks are also observed to rest upon strata of flinty
slate, which evidently owes its induration to the action of
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the superincumbent rock. Of this, however, we shall treat may be amended by the use of lime, which will c~ange the
deleterious salt into a valuable stimulant to vegetation .
more fully hereafter.
... . From Eastport we made an excursion by land to Perry,
At Broad Cove on the southern part of Moose Island we
observed a large mass of stratified slate, impregnated with a . tracin CT the extent of the rocks as we travelled. At the
small proportion of carbonate of lime, included between · tloi-tln~estern extremity of the island, near the bridge, the
high walls of trap-rocks, and exhibiting remarkable contor- trap-rocks are divided into thin, tabular sheets, resembling,
tions in its strata, as if they had been broken up and elevated in ·some measure, a stratified rock. On the road to Perry,
by subterranean power. This slate has a general inclination we' observed an abundance of potter's clay, such as is used
for making bricks. Eight miles N. N. E. from Eastport, we
to the· S. W. ; but owing to the confusion in its strata, the
came to the outcropping edges of the new red sandston!'l, the
angle of the dip could not be estimated. This slate is filled
strata of which run E. S. E., and W. N. W. and dip 20° N .
with abundant impressions of marine shells, resembling the
.
This
formation we explored carefully, along the St. Croix,
,genera mytilus, tellina and lingula; but no remains of the
proceeding
in the custom' house boat, up' the ri_ver, to
substance of the shells could be found, it having been
Calais,
examining
the strata on either side, ascendmg and
entirely absorbed by the rock. The following diagram
.·descending.
exhibits the situation of the rocks at Broad Cove. The
The whole coast, from Indian Town to Robbinston,
precipice is 60 feet above the water's edge.
consists of strata of red sandstone, intersected by numerous
dykes .or veins of greenstone trap, which exhibit, in every
locality, its remarkable action on the rock, which it intersects,.
60 .feet.
converting portions of the sandstone into a breccia or trap
tuff, forming amygdaloid, and converting the sandstone, frequently, into complete scorire. In the amygdaloid a~·e found
. numerous nodules of calcareous spar, coated, on their exter. rial surface, with a layei' of bright green chlorite, geode~ of
a<:rate containinCT crystals of amethyste quartz, apophylhte,
. o
'
"'
.
f
analcime
and various
other infiltrated minera1s, specimens
0
.·which are deposited in the collection made for the s_tate.
··.Few rocks form a more regular and graceful outline. than
a a Greenslone trap-rocks.
h Contorted strata of slate containing impressions of marine shells ..
the sandstone. The overhanging -precipitous cliffs which
skirt the St. Croix, on either side, present the observer with
peculiarly picturesque scenery, illustrations of which "".il! be
A few narrow veins of the sulphurets oflead and copper, and·
nrsehical iron are found in the trap-rocks oh Moose Island, . found in the atlas accompanying the report. The prec1p1ces
at Lewis Cove, in Perry, rise to the height of 50 or 60 feet,
but they are too insignificant to' be of commercial value.
anc(pr~seiit perfectly mural escarpment; "'.hile the ~ower
Although the greenstone trap-rock of Eastport is extremely
stirface;··of the rock is worn mvay by the continual action of
hard and slow of disintegration, it forms, when decomposed,
an excellent soil, which covers the rocks with a thin, but
tl1e t!cie\;aters, .so as to uri:dei·mine the cliffs, and cause a
fertile stratum of a dark brown loam; in which the usual
rapid d~gradation of the coast. . The ~aim~r in which :he
culinary vegetables grow luxuriantly. This soil is remarkasand~tone yields to the action of \Vater IS CUr!om:; the cliffs
ble for the excellent potatoes which it produces and which
bein'g worn away, so as to form rounded proJectmg mas~es,
vie with those of Nova-Scotia. Where this soil contains
which give to the rock an appearance of h~avy, elep~antme
a;chitecture. · Not unfrequently 1 large port10ns of this rock
any sensible proportion of sulphate of iron or copperas, it

a.
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are detached from the main land, by the inroads of the sea;
and lofty, castellated masses are isolated, and stand like
giants in the midst of the waves. One of the most remarkable of these isolated towers is fou~d at Lewis Cove, Perry.
It js a single mass of red swdstone thirty-eight feet high,
and worn at its base so that it is but eighteen feet ii1 diameter. _Its summit, which is 24 feet in diameter, is clothed·
with verdure, and supports a number ·of forest trees. This
tower has received the appellation of the Pulpit Rock.-[See
PL.A.TES.]

.

_·

.Near this place we disc'overed ·the charred remains of
fossil plants in the fine red sandstone, a little north of Pulpit
Roel{. These fossils are the remains offuci or marine plants,:
and are contained in the solid rock, seven feet above the:
base of the cliff. \Ve traced the red sandstone along the
coast to·Liberty Point, where a remarkably coarse breccia,
~onsisting of square and angular masses of red porphyry
·slate and greenstone trap is found; the blocks of porphyry
. being -not unfrequcntly from one to two feet in diameter.
[See PLATE.] Crossing the channel, we visited St. Andrews
and· traced the same rock through that town. At Joe's
Point, St. Andrews, vve discovered another large dyke of trap
which 'traverses and, overlies the sandstone at that place.
The strata of sandstone here coiisist of .l::iyers of firie and
coarse varieties, with beds of grey sandstone alternating with
them. The. strata run E. N, E. and W. S. W. and dip 17°.
E. B: E. Following our course up the river~ we soon discovered that the sandstone doesnot continue above Liberty
Point in Robbinston; but a rock consisting of a bright red
felspar; with a few particles 'of.hornblende occurs, forming
beautifol variety of sieriite, which appears to be of the sarrie'
geological age as the red porphyry befoi·e described. This'
rock· extends to an eminence called the Devil's Head, and
forms the entire mass of Neutral Island in the middle of the_
rive·r. ' The red sienite of which we have spoken, is traverse&
by ·numerous fissures, so that -it is difficult to obtain large
blocks (otherwise, it wouldform a beautiful stone for archi·
tectural p11rposes~ It may however be wrought info elegant
articles of ornamenf,~and will take a fine and durable polish:
At Calais we found a coarse variety_ of hornbleride rock,
consisting of large irregular crystals; and masses of horn-
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blende an.cl felspar .. Near .Bog Brook we examined a quarry
of bea~t1ful gramt~ whicl~, is extensively., quarried by
Mr. Wludden of Calais. This granite consists of a delicate
_rose-colored f~lspar, black mica and quartz, united with
great regulanty, and presenting a very smooth surface
whe~ broken.
It splits _into large and perfect blocks,
adm~rably a~apted for architecture. Masses have here been
obtamecl which would weigh sixty tons. There can be no
doubt that. this .locality is of great value, since it is situated
favorably, it bemg only half a mile from the river and on an
elev~ted spot, so that the blocks can be easily t~ansported •
I~avmg learned that granite and hornblende rock contm~ed for some distance above Calais, we did not think it
advisable to proceed farther up the river at this time, and
defe.rred, until a subsequent visit, the exploration of this
s:ctton. Returning, we visited all the most important localities o~ red sandstone before noticed, and laid clown on the
map its extent, and the situation of all the important dykes
and beds which it contains.
- ~ F~om the observations which we have been able to make,
1t wi!l appear, that the sanclstone here described is a continuati?n o~ that, which exists in New-Brunswick, and in which
the ~1tummous coal of the Grand Lake is probably contained.
It _will I:owever ?e imposs~~le for me to speak positively on
this sub~ect, until I have VJSitecl that district; for no survey of
that reg10n has ever been made. It is, however, an undoubted fact, that the sandstone in question is identical with the
red_ sandstone of Nova-Scotia which contains gypsum, salt
sprmgs and coal. In a subsequent excursion around Lubec
Bay~ we ~ound a ~alt spring, which issues from the soil, near
the ]Unction of this sandstone with the argillaceous limestone
rock, a?ove the Lubec lead mines. The new red sandstone
rests_ directly on the transition limestone at Pembroke. It
occurs als? at Red Head, Nutter's Point, where it is of
an exceedmgly fine texture, and will serve perfectly, for
the m.anufacture of hones and fine grindstones for delicate
tools.
_If coal reallf occurs in this sandstone, it should be found
between the village of Pembroke and the St. Croix River.
the. present state of our knowledge of the country, it is
i!lJpossible to say more respecting the occurrence of coal in

!n
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this section. It not unfrequently happens that some members
of the coal series are wanting, which may possibly be the
case here. It is however worthy of exploration; and by
boring through this rock in a few places, the question may
be settled, at little expense, to those who may enter on the
task.
·
Should no such operations be carried on before tho next
year, I hope to be allowed to extend my researches to the
lmow·n coal regions of New-Brunswick, on the Grand Lake,
when more light may be obtained on this important subject.
The numerous irregularities to which our coal measures are
subject, render it difficult, if not impossible, to trace them,
without the aid of immediate comparisons of one section with
another. No geological observations would imply, that the
rod sand stone in question should not contain coal; for if
it should be found equivalent to the new red sandstone formation of Europe, it will belong to the upper coal series.
The occurrence of a salt spring at its junction with the
limestone appears to favor this supposition.
SECTION SECOND.

Our next object was to examine the whole circuit of Lubec
Bay, in order to ascertain the nature, order and extent, of th,e
various rocks, which there exist. Although this bay has one
of the most irregular and complicated coasts that can be
found in the whole State, and is said to have more than 150
miles of sea coast, by the aid of Capt. Coolidge and Solomon
Thayer, Esq., who were well acquainted with all its indentations, we were able to accomplish the survey, with regularity,
in a rapid manner. The cutter took us swiftly from one
station to another, and the activity of the boat's crew enabled
us to visit all the important localities, which were carefully
examined, and specimens of every rock and mineral were
secured. During niy excursions in the summer of 1835, I
had an opportunity of learning what questions were here to
be decided, and consequently was enabled to economize
time, by proceeding at once to the localities. At the Lubec
plaster mills there is an interesting deposit of recent shells,
which were discovered in excavating a canal from South to
Rummeries' Bay. This canal was made for the purpose of
furnishing tide pow~r. to move the writer wheels of the mills.,
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'Used in cracking and grinding gypsum. In removing the
earth, consisting of alternating layers of clay and sand, from
this excavation, marine shells were disclosed in regular layers
imbedded in the clay. The earth was dug out from between
high rocks to i.hc depth of :}O feet. The bottom of the canal
is 18 feet above low water mark, and is 70 rods long and 27
feet wide. Its direction is from N. vV. to S. E. The solid
rocks which form the banks of this canal, are of grcenstone
trap, of a very compact kind. Their surfaces, however, have
been worn by the former action of the sea, whicl;, anciently,
must have clashed against their sides. Now they arc far
removed from the reach of the waves, and the circumstances
under which they were formerly exposed, remain to be
accounted for. vVc measured the height of the rocks on tho
N. E. side of the canal, and found them to attain an elevation of 56 feet above its bottom. On the sides of these
rocks, at an elevation of SG feet above the bottom of the
canal, and 26 fee.t above high-water mark, occur the remains
<>f barnacles attached to the rock. The clay and mud, which
was dug from the place, was filled with myriads· of shells
belonging to recent species, such as now live on the neighboring sea coast. All the different species, which we collected
at this place, have been distinctly recognized by conchologists .. They are the pecten p::elii, saxicava distorta, mya
mercenaria, mytilus eclulis, venus,-modiola papuana.
The sea now never attains this elevation ; yet it is evident
from the position in which these shells are found, and the
attachment of barnacles to the rocks in place, that the sea
<>nee stood over the very spot, where these marine relics arc
deposited. Has the level of the sea become depressed, or
have the rocks been elevated ? To answer these questions I
would observe, that it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to account for a subsidence of the waters here, without a
general change of level in the ocean ; and this is not proved
to have taken place. We cannot suppose a partial· subsidence of the waters ; for the bay communicates freely with
the ocean, and the level would be invariably maintained.
The concurrent testimony of all geological observers is in
favor of a change of level in the land, by elevation; and
such a change appears to have taken place here, within the
recent Zoological period.
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The following diagram shews the present condition of this
·
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a This whole ravine was tlllc<l with mu<l nnd marine shells.

The plaster mills which are supplied by this canal, are the
?nly ~vorks of the kind i~ our country. They were erected
m 180~, and have ever smce been in active, and profitable
?peratron. They arc provided with eight submerged, reactmg water w~wels, which move with great fopidity, and carry
all the machmery, used for cracking and grinding the plaster.
Each cr_acker si:pplies .two pair of mill stones; and the gyp~um, bemg carn~d by an inclined railway, to the upper room,
~s sent. down_ agam _through the mill in a fine powder, which
is receiv~d directly mto casks, and packed for sale. In 1835,
these mills ground 10,000 tons; 1836, 12,000. They are,
however, capable of furnishing 20,000 tons per annum. The
crude gypsum costs .'f!;l 87j per ton, at the mills; and ·when
g~ound sells for ~ft5 per ton. There arc, besides the grinding
mills, several furnaces for calcining the plaster, so as to form
stucco, and employ five large iron kettles, in which the
ground plaster is heated, in order to drive off its water so
a~ to c?nvert it into tha: substance. . The present y~ar,
1 o,000 twrces of gypsum will be converted into stucco. The
crude gypsum i:s furnished uy supplies from Nova Sc0tia
~nd New Brunswick. ~Ve were favored with the above par~
ticulars through the politeness of Mr. Fmvler, superintendent
of the works. I have inserted them here on account of
their statistical value.
'
From the plaster mills we went to Rogers' Island, whe1e the
trap rocks ar~ see~ cutting through the argillaceous limestone, and restmg, 111 mass, on its strata. In the immediate

' vicinity, the limestone is filled with numerous veins of calcareous spar. The stratified rock runs W. by N. and E. by S.
and clips 32° N. by E. This Island is precipitous, its sides
rising like a wall, from 50 to 60 feet, vertically. On its
S. vV. side may be seen strata of the limestone, distorted and
broken up by the intrusion of the trap rocks.
Passing through the thoroughfare, we examined the strata
of slaty limestone, found on the farm of Col. Trescott and at
Lawrence's mill brook. At both these localities, we found an
abundance of fossil shell impressions in the rocks. Such as
are represented in Plates 1., n., nr. They appear to belong
to the genera anomia, terebratula, lingula, mytilus and telina.
At Comstock's Point we examined the limestone rocks,
which there abound. The rock is the argillo ferruginous
limestone, and is of a dark blue color. It contains many
nodules, of an oval form, which are highly calcareous. The
strata rnn N. N. E. and S. S. W., and clip 22° S. S. E. This
rock is intersected by ·numerous dykes of trap rocks, and
contains veins of white, yellow, and rose colored calcareous
spar, which are found in the vicinity of the dykes. This
limestone has been singularly broken up by the trap rocks,
which have run into it in perpendicular and lateral veins.
Remote from the dykes, impressions of fossil shells, like those
fonnerly noticed, are discovered. Lime was formerly burnt
at this place by its present proprietor, Mr. Taft Comstock,
who informs me that it was of good quality. Between Bassett's
Creek and Straight Bay it has been estimated that there are
upwards of 2,000 acres of limestone, of similar quality.
From the composition of the limestones found in this vicinity, I should think that hydraulic cement might be made from
the argillaceous varieties. I believe, however, the attempt
has never been made to test the propriety of such operations.
At Gove's Point, near the extremity of Seward's Neck,
the trap rocks are observed to overlie red porphyry, and a
breccia composed of fragments of porphyry and greenstone
trap. On the western side of this neck of land, two miles
from Gove's Point, numerous veins of micaceous specular
iron are found, included in the porphyry. They are seldom
more than eight inches wide, and consequently are not of
commercial value. The porphyry at this place is columnar,
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and forms high precipices, attaining an elevation from 40 to
70 feet above the sea, presentieg a hard and rugged outline.
Hog Island consists of slate rocks, uml brecciated porphyry,
composed of angulrir . pieces of porphyry nncl green stone,
A narrow voin of sulphuret of lead occurs at this ··place near
the waters eclgc. It is in a vein of quartz, one foot vvide,
which is too hard to be advantageously wrought for the lead.
Leaving this I!"land, we proceeded to the r.,amsdell form,
belonging to iYir. 'Taft Comstock. Herc we observe the
junction of the trap rocks with argillaceous and calciferous
slates, which arc overlaid by heavy masses of the trap, which
has been forc<'d through them. and spread out on their upper
surface. ~rlic 1.wo rocks arc blcncl<:d at the point of contact,
and a brcccia formed of their fragments. The slate is .,
changed into ii. very compact kind of novaculite.
Procccclin6 1.<YWards tho Lubec lead mines, we discovered
an abundance of fossil shells, in the blue limestone. The
strata run N. and S. and clip to tho East 38°. This limestone
has numerous veins of calcareous spar, which abound near,
and in contact with, tho trap dykes that i·ntcrsect its strata.
A small vein of galena, a few inches wide, occurs at this
place.
Arrived ::it the lead mines, we examined their situation,
beginning at the North and proceeding Southerly. These
mines arc situated on the estate of Mr. John Ramsdell, on
the western siclc of South Bay, and four miles west from
Lubec. They arc contained in an argillaceous limestone,
like that formerly noticed, and the veins are found at the
points where that rock has been traversed by dykes of trap.·'
The strata of limestone nm N. W. and S. E. and dip S. vV. 35°. '
These veins of lead ore were discovered in 1832, and have
been wrought during the summer months of two years. The
northern vein runs in an E. and W. direction, and dips South
80°. It is mixed with yellow sulphuret of zinc, and calcareous
spar, the whole vein being three feet wide. In exploring
this vein, a drift or gallery was excavated, in a westerly
direction, following the vein in its course. This drift we,
measured, and found that it extended into the rock, to the
distance of GO feet. A perpendicular shaft or well was sunk,
in the middle of the gallery, to the depth of 16 feet, and

another at the mouth of the mine 12 feet deep. These pits
were sunk for the purpose of attacking the vein at a lower
level. They were both filled with water, so that we could
not enter them. It was observed by the miners, that the
vein widened as it descended. But this we could not determine at this mine, but such is certainly the case with a small
vein of the same ore in the cliff by its side, which is six
inches wide at the bottom, while it is nipped out, at the
height of six feet, shewing that the vein must have been
injected from below. The following diagram shews the
situation of this vein.

e
a a Strata of blue slatv limestone.
b b Ilrokcn and disto;ted strata filled with calcareous spar.
c Trap dyke.
d Vein of galena.
e Narrow vein of galena, nipped out at the top.
D Drift.
E Shaft.

Seventy yards south from this mine, is found a~othe~ vein
of galena, contained in a blue limestone, at the JUnct1on of
that rock with the grecnstone trap. This vein is two and a
half feet wide, and is contained in a gangue of quartz and
comuact felspar and is· known to the miners by the name of
hard vein. It intersects an abrupt precipice of limestone,
which is nearly 100 feet high, and is seen on the face of ~he
cliff. A drift has been excavated into this rock, followmg
the vein ii1 a westerly direction, to the distance of 155 feet.
The miners found, in their operations, that this vein had b~en
thrown out to the south by a shift or fault, and proceedmg
in that direction, it WM recovered and pursued. The vein
i

'
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was found to have been dislocated, to the extent of five or
six feet. A perpendicular shaft was also sunk to the depth
of 14 feet, for the purpose of striking the vein lower down,
where the ore is supposed to be wider and more pure. We
do not know what success they met with in this undertaking,
since the shaft was, like all the others, full of water, so as to
render it impossible to descend into it. From 20 to SO tons
of pure galena have been obtained from this vein, much of
which still lies near the mouth of the mine, covered with
earth, to prevent its being furtively taken away. A considerable quantity of sulphuret of copper and .iron, carbonate
of copper, &c., are found associated with the lead ore. If
hereafter, this mine should be wrought, it will be advisable
to separate the ores of copper, zinc and lead into distinct
heaps, and then to smelt them for their several metallic
contents.
The following diagram exhibits the geological nature of
this mine.
a.

b

a

b

c

b

,ve have described

above; but owing to the death ~f the
chief miner, Featherstonhaugh, who was drowned i~ . the
wreck of the Eastport packet Sarah, the work :vas ~hscon
tinued, and has never been resumed. The followmg diagram
shews the position of this mine.
c

a

· It
'- Point ' on Denbo's Neck, the argillaceous
A t L erg
1 on s
d" ·
limestone was observed running N. W. and~· E. ~nd rppmg
350 N. E. It has been broken up by the mtrusion of_ trap
d kes and near their point of. contact we found a ven~ of
s;lphurets of lead and zinc. _The :ein is 14 inche.s wr~le,
and the lead ore is nine in'ches m thickness; the 1em~m
der of the vein consists of black. blende, or sulph~ret of
zinc, and calcareous spar. Tl~e wal~s of the v~m are
incruste<l with yellow ochrcons oxide of rro~, to ~he tluckness
of three or four inches on either side. Tlus vem. has been
exposed by the action of the sea, and the shore is strewe<l
;ith rounded masses of lead ore, which have thus been
, t ac h e d . 'T'l1c
d1· •-ection of the vein is N. N. E., and
W.
ae
~·
· S. S."bl
Since its upper surface is covered with soil, it was.1mposs1. e
for us to trace its extent through the rocks. . T.hrs quest10n
may be settled, by sinking a pit through the soil, ma S.S. W.
direction from the vein, where it is exposed on the sh~re.
At Davis' Point we found the red sands~o~e, restrng on
the blue limestone, the latter rock contammg an abundance of rna<lrepores and marine shells, such as terebratulre,

t{e
a a a Slraia of blue lim~slonc, with veins of calcareous spar near the dykes.

DDrift.

Three hundred yards south-west from the mine we have
just described, occurs another vein of the same kind of ore,
which differs from that only in the color of the blende or
sulphuret of zinc, which in this vein is of a dark brownish
black color. The vein is oncJoot wide, and is contained in
limestone, at its junction with the trap rocks. Its direction
we found to be E. and Vv. and its dip 64° South. A gallery
has been cut through this vein, and carried on towards those

b

a Strata of Argi.llo-fcrrugtnous limestone.
b Dyke of grecnstone trap-rock.
c V cins of calcareous spar.
d Vcin of galena and blencle.
D Entrance to the drift.

a

b b b Trap dykes.
c Vein of galena.

d
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mytilus, &c. On the shore of the creek, at this place, is
found a saline spring, which breaks out through a bed of clay.
Its outlet was formerly above high water mark, but has been
displaced by a slide in the bank, so that it is now accessible
only at half tide. As it was covered with the sea, when we
visited the spot, we engaged one of the inhabitants to obtain
a quantity of the water when the tide subsided ; and were
shortly after furnished with a half barrel of it, which I have
since analyzed for the purpose of determining its nature and
value. This spring, according ·to Mr. Solomon Thayer,
furnishes more than four hogsheads of water per hour, and
near it is found another spring charged with carbonate of
iron.
We proceeded to examine the rocks at N utter's Cove in
the town of Perry, where there is a remarkable disturbance
exhibited in the strata of argillaceous limestone, at the
junction with the trap-rocks. The appearance of the strata
shews evidently, that they have been broken up, by the
upheaving of the neighboring trap dyke.
The following diagram illustrates this section.
a

b

Nutter's

c

Cove~

Perry,

(l\1uiuc~)

a Trap dyke.
b Calcareous spar.
c Contorted strata of limestone.

The dip of the limestone remote from the dyke, is to the
N. W., and contains abundant casts of fossil shells, such as
have been described. Where the trap cuts through this
rock the strata are turned up and curiously contorted; while
abundant narrow veins of calcareous spar traverse it, near
its junction with the upheaved .rock. The greenstone trap
at this place, appears to belong to the same dyke which
traverses the red sandstone at Loring's cove, and contains
l!l~my of the same kinds of minerals, which we found there.
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The direction of the dyke serves also to identify it with the
orie examined at that place. A breccia, composed of angular
and rounded pieces of porphyry and trap, i~ found at this
place.
.
On Nutter's point a very fine and compact variety of red
sandstone occurs, suitable for hones and whetstones for fine
tools and is used for this purpose, it being preferred to the
best Turkey oil-stone. This sandstone is curiously altered
by the trap rocks, in contact with it, to which it evident~y
owes its compact texture and columnar structure_. It is
extremely hard and difficult to break, and where it has a
columnar structure, the masses separate into small square
frao-ments an inch or two in diameter. In some places,
wh~re it is more compact, larger pieces can be obtained.
We next examined a tract of land, situated in the town of
Pembroke belono-ino- to Mr. Hardon Clarke. The rocks on
this estat~ consi~t of the argillaceous limestone, filled with
innumerable impressions and casts of fossil shells .. Near ~he
shore, we obtained a great variety of these fossils, which
are very important, in determining the relative age. of the
rocks in which they are found. Among those which. we
have 'recoo-nized, are three distinct species of ~n extmct
crustaceou~ animal called the trilobite, two of which belong
to the o-enus asaphus, and the other to the calymene. It
is highly probable that all these _species will prove to be
new, as they differ from any wluch I have seen figured.
[See PLATES.]
Several species of the genera ter~bratula, productus
mytilus, tellina, and venus, we_re obtamed, as were also
casts of encrinites and orthoceratites. [See PLATES, 1, ~1, 111.]
This rock has, like many others which I have ment10n~d,
been broken through by numerous trap dykes, four of which
, were measured. Veins of calcareous spar occur near the
point of contact of the two rocks.
.
· Hersey's Head, situated near this place, cons1~ts of tl~e
same kind of limestone I have just noticed, and is overl~1d
by a powerful mass of trap-rocks, which ~orm an o~erhang~ng
precipice. In this limestone, occur remams of fuc1 or marme
plants. The same rocks are found on the wh?le o-extent o~
the coast from thi~ place nearly to Pembroke v1llaoe. Neat
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the foundry, we again discovered a fine red sandstone,
iron ore are found on Deer Island. None that I have seen
which crops out by the road side, and extends some distance.
there are of sufficient magnitude to afford supplies to a blast
This rock is stratified, and runs N. N. E., and S.S. vV., and
furnace.
inclines to the S. S. E. 15°. It is evidently a continuation
;•At Clam Cove, on Deer Island, indistinct impressions of
of the strata which we had formerly o)Jserved on the St. Croix.
fo$sil shells may be observed in the trap-rocks. These imIt rests on the blue argillaceous limesto~e, which we have
p:r:essions have been evidently taken from the subjapent slaty
described, and evidently belongs to a more recent formation
limestone, with which the trap-rock is blended. Campoth;m that rock.
·
· , hello presents lofty overhanging precipices, of irregularly
During our excursions i.n Pembroke, we took occasion to
columnar trap-rocks, which, on the eastern side of the island,
visit the ii:on foundry, which was erected there a few years
attain an elevation of nearly 150 feet above the level of the
ag?, and carried on its operations for some time, the supplies
sea. This rock is like that before described, vesicular and
of iron ore having bee.n obtained from the mines of Nictaure,
a:qlygdaloidal at the base of the cliff, while it is columnar
Nova-Scotia. The speculation did not prove advantao-eous
above. In the vicinity of Lubec village, the same kind of
to the proprietors, and the works have been abandonecl and
rocks are seen resting on slate and limestone, through which
.
.
'
are now m rums. A large heap, consisting ·of perhaps 100
they have been elevated. At the narrows, it is this rock,
tons of the Nova-Scotia iron ore, now lies neglected in the
concealed beneath the waves, that renders navigation there
foundry.
·
so dangerous to those, who are not perfectly familiar with the
From Pembroke we made an. excursion up to the village
situations of the ledges. It is an exciting scene to view the
of Denny~v~lle, following the river, in a boat, to that place,
daring intrepidity of the Quoddy fishermen; as they rush on
and exammmg the rocks on either side as we proceeded.
the tide through the narrows, guiding their frail vessels fearOwing to the rapidity of the tides, numerous whirlpools
lessly amid dangers, which their foresight enables them to
are formed, which are extremely difficult to pass through,
avoid. Even those accustomed to a mariner's life, cannot
and continual danger is experienced, of being overturned
stand upon the rocks at Lubec, and look upon the swiftly
by the irregular and tumultuous rushing of the current
passing fleets of small vessels that throng the narrows,
among the rocks. Although we did not succeed in adding
appearing at the entrance in one moment, and gone out
mar:y new a?d interesting specimens to our geological colof sight the next, without feeling that the whole scene is
lect10n, dunng the cruise to Dennysville, we learned the
one of enchantment, to which the surrounding crags and
nature and extent of the different rocks, which there occur.
green islands, add the charm of their beauty.
They consist of a very hard kind of trap-rock, and of clinkThe object of our next excursion was to make an examinastorie, a variety of trap containing a very large proportion of
tion of West Quoddy Head, and the rocks between that
compact felspar, and distinguished by its metallic sound, when
place and Lubec. They were found to consist of greenstone
struck by a hammer, from whence it deriYes its name.
trap extending entirely to Quoddy Head, which is the most
Although. this rock is of a black ·color internally, it becomes
ele.vated precipice, of this rock, found on the coast. Like
white on its exposed surface, so that it may be mistaken at a
·many other. localities before described, the place exhibits
di~tance for granite, or for white limestone. Rocks presenting
. th~ intrusion of powerful dykes of trap through slate and
tlus appearance may be seen in the river and afong its banks.
· limestone strata, which it overlies in mass, effecting changes
vVe made several excursions to Deer Island, Campobello,
li~re those aiready noticed in the description of numerous
and. other islands in the mouth of the bay, where we found
similar localities. A large mass of pyritiferous slate, or slate
the rocks to consist almost entirely of greenstone trap, somecharged with sulphuret of iron, is found near the light-house,
times including porphyry and slate. Small veins of magnetic
ip the lower part of the cliff. Where this rock has been
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exposed to the action of air and water, the sulphuret of iron
and I am sure, if he have any love for natural scenery, he
has undergone chemical decomposition; the sulphates of will be delighted with his excursion.
iron, alumina, lime and soda are produced, forming an effio. I may also be allowed to make a few remarks on the Light
rescence on the surface of the rock. They are also coated
House and fog alarm at this place, and of the dangers to
with red oxide of iron, which gives a bright red color to the . which vessels are exposed on entering this passage. Immesurface of the rock, so that it will readily be distinguished. ' -diately in the vicinity of Quoddy Head, and almost beneath
[See PLATE.] Several narrow veins of galena, sulphuret of · its very brow, stands a dangerous, half sunken ledge, called,
zinc, and arsenical iron, occur in the argillaceous limestone ' from its fancied rnsemblance to a ship, the Sail Rock. This
at this place, but they are not of sufficient magnitude to ; .rock is one of exceeding danger to the unwary navigator,
warrant mining operations. · The strata of slate are turned
and_ not unfrequently proves fatal to a passing ship.
up in some parts of the precipice, so as to become nearly
vertical. Few localities in Maine have presented us with so
distinctly marked columnar trap-rocks, as are found· here.
They arc mostly three and four sided blocks, which are piled
in lofty columns to the top of the precipice, while they
_incline a few degrees to the N. W. appearing as if ready to·
fall into the sea. These blocks are detached in great numbers, by- the heaving action of frost, and fall around the base·
of the precipice, where they are gradually rounded by the
surf and attr_ition. we measured the height of the precipice
near the light house, and found it to be 105 feet perpendicular
above the level of the sea. The rocks more inland rise gradually until they attain an elevation of nearly 200 feet above
the sea level. There is perhaps no other locality on the
whole sea coast of the United States, where the mind is more
When a dense fog sets in, as happens very frequently, the
powerfully affected by the sublimity of rock scenery, than at
navigator loses his way, having no land mark by which to
this easternmost extremity of our country. Here are lofty
steer, and is suddenly dashed upon this rock ;-his ship
precipices, like dark overhanging battlements, raised high in
bilges, rolls over and sinks, or is dashed to pieces by the
air, amid the surf, bidding defiance to the storm. Nor does
surf, as it were, in a moment, before any assistance can reach
the changeful state of the atmosphere, with its ever varying
him. To obviate this danger, a light house was erected,
tint, from the bright morning or roseat sunset, to its thick
which consists of a lofty tower, 90 feet high, and a fog bell
mantling fogs, detract any thing from the beauty of the scene.
There is sublimity even in the sound of the fog bell, as its warn- · was placed near it, to give alarm when the light could not
be seen. When any vessel approaches these rocks, she fires
ing note echoes among the dark caverns and rocky crags, giva gun, and it is immediately answered by the bell, which
ing notice to the unwary mariner that he sails amid dangers.
is kept ringing until she has passed the clanger. Mr. Godfrey,
In the space of a single day, we experienced all the vicisthe light house keeper, informs me, that he is required to ring
situdes to which I have above alluded; and even the pelting
the bell about one hundred days in the year, and especially
of the rain did not damp our admiration of the scenery. To
during the months of June, July and August. Many conview advantageously this spot, let the traveller visit its rockv
trivances have been made to ring the bell by clock W'ork
cliffs in a boat, and clamber awhile over them at his leisur~
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machinery, but thus far, all efforts of the kind have been
unavailing; for the power required to wind up the heavy
vieio-hts
which move the machinery, >Vas found to be fully
b
.
e'qual to the task of ringing the bell by han:d ; and the clock
work had not sufficient power to give forth its full tone;
Unfortunately, it also happens; that the n·ote of the bell
accol'ds so perfectly with the ocean's roar, that in stormy
weather it cannot be distinguished from it, even at the poin:t
of the greatest danger, the Sail Rock. Soine new confri~
vance must then be had recourse to, in order to prevent
disasters. . An iugenious friend has suggested, that a loud
whistle blown by nieans of bellows, worked. by machinery
or horse powe1:, might better answer the purpose of an alarm,
since tfle shrill fone of such an instrnmei.1t would reach far
beyon'd that of any bell, arid the power required to keep it
in actfon,vould be rimch less. In locomotive steam engines,
a steiifo \vhistle is used, to give warning to the approaching
train o.f cars, and is said admirably to folfilits functions. It
lrns also been suggested that a sharp toned bell might be
placed on a tower or iron frame work, erected upon the Sail
Rock itself, and the machinery kept in motion, by reciprocating i'a:ek-work, moved by the rise and fall of the tide, a
strong r'aft befog moored clo~e to it, by heavy anchors and
chains for the purpose.
.
Returning from this digression, which I trust will be pardo:ned on account of the importance of the subject, we will
proceed to examine the neck of land, which connects this
high promontory with the main land of Lubec. Here there.
is evidence, that this isthmus is of but comparatively recent
formation, and that vV est Quoddy Head was formerly in SU"
lated by the sea. The whole neck which is called the
carrying place, consists of a bed of clay and sand, appearing
as if deposited by water. Its upper surface is covered with
a bed of luxuriant growing peat, to the depth of 15 feet;
whi-Jc the bottom, consisting of blue marly clay, is nearly
on a line with the sea, the whole plain being but 17 feet
above high water. The peat at this place is interesting, as
it may be seen how it forms from sphagneous plants, various
mosses and the remains of a few lbw scattering bushes. It
is to the mosses that the peat owes its origin, and this humid
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spot exhibit& their growth in full luxuriance, while t_heir lower
· portions, dead and decayed, form well characterized peat. ·
Owing to the prevalence of fogs, and the spongy st~te of
the peat at this place, it cannot be advantageously dned
the sun, but it may be deprived of nearly the whole of its
water, by means of pressure, and then it will form a ve~y
valuable fuel. This peat possesses a great advantage m
favor of this process, it being so little decomposed, thdat ?ut
a small proportion would be lost, in a liquid state, urmg
the operation. In Germany, peat is dried in kilns, heated
with the small fragments, and refuse parts of the same substance. When it is remembered, that according to the
analysis of the late Sir Humphrey Davy, peat co~tains 60
per cent. of carbon, its use should by no means be discarded;
it is a valuable fuel for domestic purposes, and for many
manufactories. The above remarks will apply to many other
localities in the State, and the time will arrive when wood
becoming scarce, our neglected peat bogs will be in requisition.
Returnino- to Lubec, I had an opportunity of hastily dissecting a la~ge grampus, or black fish, the skeleton of which,
we engaged its captor to prepare for the State Museum. It
having been unfortunately set adrift, the State has lost ~he
opportunity of securing an adult and perfect representative
of one of its marine animals.
Durino·
foo-o-y
b
oo weather the next day, we endeavored to
ascertain, by means of the drag, what shell fish and other
marine animals, we could find on the bottom of Cobscook
Bay, and caught one of the species of Tere~)fatula, a rec~nt
to the o
o-enus
we have
described as occurring
Spec ies'belono-inrr
bb
.
.
·0
in the solid limestone rocks m a fossil state. Pl. III. Fig . ...,5
·and 26 represent this living species.
Several beautiful star fish were also obtained, two of which
·are rare, and I had .drawings made of them by_ Mr. _Graeter.
We then visited Morton's Cove, where a beautiful limestone
is found reticulated with veins of yellow, white and rose
colored 'calcareous spar. This appearance, which I have so
frequently noticed in this report, is an effect pro~uced by
the intrusion of o-reenstone trap-rocks among blue limestone.
If this rock
sufficiently compact, it would make a rich
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marble,:equal .in. beauty to· the variety known and .prized
under .the name of. Egyptian •. Like that:.marble, .it presents
rich .veins of .white, yellow and ·rt:!d. It may happen,. that on
opening the ·quarry, compact masses ,may be obtained, valuable in the arts; atipresen:t it is destined for· the.more humble
purpose of making lime. 'l'he strata run W. N. W. and S. S ..E.,
and .dip to the N. N: E .. 80°; while the trap dyke runs ,1
E .. N. E. and W ..S. W.,.and dips S.S. E. . Morton's Cove is .
frequented·by ·vessels,. for the~purpose-of obtaining a supply
of very pure·water,-that runs in a large springifrom the base
of ·the cliff upon the .sea shore ... It is remarkably cool. in
summer, and never freezes in winter, being in cold weather
constantly enveloped in vapor. I thought it would be interesting to learn its temperature. by means of the thermometer.
The temperature of the air being 65° F.-that of the water
was-44° F.· I tested its chemical composition and found only
a trace of carbonate and sulphate of .lime and common salt.
It being so nearly pure, it is admirably adapted for the supply
of ships.bound,on a voy\lge.
Excursions were made upon Seward's .Neck, two miles
south of Comstock's Point, where some fine examples of the
contact of trap-rocks and limestone may be seen. The
group of dykes is a quarter of a mile wide, and the most
striking changes have been effected by their intrusion into
the.limestone. The slate rocks are converted into complete
scorire; ·and the blue limestone is filled with veins of calcareous spar. Allan's Island, Campobello and Pope's Folly,
consist almost entirely of trap-rocks, which form steep rocky
shores, 'having many isolated blocks standing forth in the
water, like sentinels placed at the outworks of a castle.
Among the remarkable columns, I would notice that on the '
western side of Campobello, at a place called the Friar's Head.
Here a large., black; sombre looking mass of rock, stands at
the -water's edge, resembling the appearance of a monk with
his cowl and mantle. This· celebrated rock is called the
Old Friar, and it is customary to make all passengers in the
ferry· boat take off their hats as they pass by him. Various
are the devices by which the boatmen effect this object; and
the most successful one, is, to ask the traveller "what he has
on his hat?" which is generally followed by his uncovering his
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head, and a shout of merriment announces that he has done
·homage to the grave· personage: in. question.· Many superstitions are attached to the history of the Friar,. his prognostications of the state of the weather being· among the m()st
,useful· of· his· attributed accomplishments. Although: the
·legends of the :Old Friar would form ·a ·good subject. for a
story; which might occupy the pen 'of the novelist, we cannot
digress to relate his history, and will only remark that he is
icertainly an emissary of Pluto, and made his appearance amid
·the outbursting of subterranean fire !
SECTION THIRD.

This section comprises the Eastern Atlantic coast of the
State, from West Quoddy Head to Thomaston,- including
the various bays and indentations which· were explored.
·Although this line of sea coast, from one extreme to the
·other, in a straight line, is but 180 miles in length, yet,
·owing to its irregularities, if the curvatures of the coast are
followed, the extent will not fall short of 700 miles, excluding
the rivers and· circumference- of islands from ·the estimate.
·In order to take a rapid and comprehensive view of this section, we availed ourselves of the use of the Revenue Cutter
Crawford; and running down close to the land as possible,
made frequent excursions in the boat, while the cutter stood
off and on, or came to anchor, according to the time required
.at each place, and the nature of the harbors at command.
.·Few localities of interest occur, for a considerable distance
along the coast, the rocks consisting of enormous ··cliffs
·of greenstone trap, intersecting and overlaying argillaceous
.and calciferous slate, which is generally, under such circum'stances, changed in part into .chert, imperfect hornstone, or
:lydian stone ; while those· portions less affected by the trap,
•are split into rhomboidal fragments, and charged with
, sulphuret of iron, Lawrence's Cove, Broad Cove, and Hay' cock's Harbor, present us with good ·illustrations of' these
changes in the rocky strata. At the latter place there is a
large mass of regularly stratified roofing slate, which has
'been broken through by a number of large dykes of trap;
'and most of the changes above noted may there be seen.
•Some masses of this slate are free from .pyrites, and splits
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easily into slates a foot and a half square, but they are not
so perfect as those I shall have occasion to describe hereafter.
They may, however, become useful to the ·inhabitants of this
section of the country, on account of their vicinity, and they
will answer well for roofing. That variety of the slate
charged with pyrites, will answer perfectly for the manufac. ture of copperas and alum. Haycock's Harbor offers a
favorable situation for the use of tide power; the mouth of
the harbor being narrow, so that a dam could be easily ·
thrown across it, while there is a small river which contributes
to its supply. Near this place, at Bailey's Mistake, are found
a few narrowveins of magnetic iron ore. At Little River may
be seen another example of the intrusion of trap-rocks into
calciferous slate; which has been changed at point of contact,
into a very hard variety of greyish white chert. The soil on
the promontory, forming this harbor, bears a luxuriant growth
of spruce trees, which, by their perennial verdure, add to the
beauty of the landscape.
From Little River, we proceeded in a boat, to explore
Little Machias Bay. Here the trap-rocks may be again
observed, forming bold headlands at the mouth of the harbor,
on either side. At the head of this bay occurs a large
quantity of potter's clay, which is used for the manufacture
of bricks. Few interesting minerals occur at this place,
and the geological appearances are such as I have previously
described, as occurring in similar rocky associations. The
promontory of land forming the south east side of this
harbor, at a place called Grant's Point, is found a large vein
of milk quartz, of pure whiteness, suitable for the manufacture of the best kinds of glass. This bed is very large, and
is said to be upwards of a quarter of a mile in width; but
owing to the covering of soil, we could not trace its exact
limits. It. is evidently of sufficient extent to warrant the
erection of a glass furnace on the spot, the situation being
favorable, and suitable wood abundant.
Cross Island, situated one mile south east of this promontory, is remarkable for its lofty mural precipices, which
consist entirely of greenstone trap, which, on the south
western side, attain an elevation of 166 feet above the level
of sea, forming a steep and craggy escarpment. On the
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western side of the island, we examined a large vein of
calcareous spar, which stands projecting four or five feet
above the level of the surrounding rock, and runs in a
N. by E. and S. by W. direction, inclining 80° E. by S. It
is easy to break specimens from the vei?, whi~h ~aturally
divides into larO'e rhomboids three or four mches m diameter.
On the wester~ side of this calcareous spar, is found a
collateral vein of bright green chlorite, which can be broken
out in masses a foot square. Cross Island is visite.d frequently
by the Indian tribes, for the purpose of obtainin~ the ~hlor~te,
of which they make tobacco pipes and other articles, It be~ng
soft, so as to yield easily to the knife, while it endures a high
temperature without cracking. This mineral can be turned
easily, in a lathe, into boxes, candlesticks, and various other
forms. It is susceptible of a fine polish, and has a deep
leek O'reen oily lustre on its polished surface. It is not found
in suIBcient abundance to become an article of commerce.
Cross Island is covered with a thin but luxuriant soil, and
bears a thick forest of spruce trees, and is ornamented with
a O'reat variety of wild wood plants. In the autumn, the
wl~ole surface of the island is red with mountain cranberries,
which furnish an abundant supply to the neighboring inhabitants. Sailing beneath these precipices, in pleasant weather,
the scenery is delightful; but in a storm, no. spot on the· coa;t
appears more terrible-the whole power of the oceans
waves breakinO'
upon the rocks with a tremendous
roar, the
0
.
surf ·being dashed,. in spray, to their very summits.
We made an excursion up the Machias River, where we
traced the same kind of rocks I have just described,. but which
alonO' the river's course, are of a less precipitous character,
and "'are in some places, covered with diluvial sand and
rounded stones. This is especially the case on the western
side of the river. Near the town of Machias, there is a
tract of alluvial soil, forming salt marshes of consi_dera~le
extent. vV c visited Buck's Harbor, a secluded bay SIX miles
south from Machias-Port, where we found many interesting
geological appearances. There are three isl~nds in_ the
mouth of this harbor-Bear's Island, which consists entirely
of trap-rocks; Buck's Harbor, and Yellow Head Islands.
The two latter were carefully examined. Buck's Harbor
Island is distinguished as being just in the mouth of the
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harbor. It has two high, rounded and barren hills near its
..
'
..
. .. ' . '
the stripes of red, brown, green and blue,whic.h it presents,
centre, ..\~hie~ consist of that variety of trap rock called
are.the
original lines of stratification.; and .it appelll'>J probable,
porphynt1c clmkstone, consisting chiefly' of compact felspar
that.
this
jasper originated· in. the semi fusion ()f i:egular strata
~nd hornblende, of a dark slate color;-with small crystals of
of slate and sandstone. The jasper is.overlaid.and.underlaid
lighter colored felspar, scattered tlitouO-h its mass. The base
of this island, on its western side, consi~ts of a'beautiful rock :. by :trap-rocks, which, from evidence .. before:, presented, .you
w:ill. be satisfied, had an . igneous origin ; and there is no
coinpo_sed of crystalline red·· felspar,- ·with a few ·scatterin~
improbability in the supposition, that, such powe1;ful mass
and mmute crystals of green hornblende. No quartz beinir
present; it cannot be called sienite. 'This rock exists iri.: , of melted r.ocks, might have induced the changes ill question.
There is also another remarkable appearance at this pface,
solid mass, forming the fower part of the island, and may be
demonstrating, that since. the i~duration of the strata, above
wrought for architectural purposes: It will answer for winmentioned,
the rocks were a second time disturbed . by a
~ow caseme1its, in the_ ~lace of freestone, ·which it surpasses
similar
convulsion
; for there may be seen the fragments of
m hardness and dura_b1hty. It will take a high polish, and
the
ribbon
jasper,
broken up into small pieces, and reunited
may be used for articles of ornament, such as vases, &c.
by
interfusion
with
an injected dyke of trap. It is probable
Blocks may be obtained a foot thick and five feet square.
that
this
followed
immediately in the train of the first
The r~d felspar rock passes into another variety, in which
upheaving.
Masses
.of this rock, of large dimensions, may
~here_ is a con~ider~ble portion of hornblende, and the felspar
be here obtained, and I have no doubt that it will ultimately
is white. It is evident; from the oriO'in and situation of the
be brought into use for ornamental work. Its hardness
rocks at this place, that the clinks~one was elevated and
causes it to be susceptible of a fine and durable polish, but
burst through the subordinate rocks which it overlies.
it also renders it costly to work, and our stone cutters are
Yellow Head Island lies to the eastward of that last
not yet accustomed to the cutting and polishing of stones
described, and consists entirely of yellow compact felspar
of so refractory a nature. In Germany or Italy, where the
or porphyry, which forms a steep precipice or bluff, rising
iapidiaries are accustomed to work hard stone, such a quarry
50 feet above the sea. The front of this precipice exhibits
as this, would be of inestimable value, and would famish an
an interes~in? section of the porphyry, traversed by four
abundance of useful and ornamental articles, such as vases,
perfectly d1stmct dykes of greenstonetrap, which cut throuO'h
mosaic tables, &c.
the 'vhole mass to its summit. No one, who has seen simi~r
.. We next visited Starboard's Creek, near the little Kenneappearances, presented by almost every volcano, can ·for a
.bee river, in Machias, and examined very carefully the
moment doubt, that these dykes are thrown up throuO'h the
situation of the strata of limestone, which there occur. This
rorphyry: in a liquid, incandescent state. It also ~roves
locality I explored in 1835, while in the employ of a mining
mcontest1bly, that the trap originated below the porphyry,
company; and our object in the present visit was to review
and since the consolidation of that rock.
and extend those observations, and at the same time to collect
'!'wo miles west from Buck's Harbor, we visited a place, to
a supply of the interesting and important rocks and minerals
which I gave the name, last year; of Jasper Head, on account
.for the State Cabinet. Starboard's Creek, is a small but
of a beautiful variety of ribbon jasper, found there in abunsecure bay, having an island of high rocks on the S. E. condance. The whole promontory consists of this· mineral and
nected with the main land by a sand-bar, covered at high
the shore is· covered with its pebbles, which have been rou~ded
water. This island forms a shelter on the S. E. The bottom
and ·polished by the sea. Huge blocks, which have fallen
is sandy, and is good anchorage. A small stream, which
from the cliff, lie in confusion upon the beach, and some of
turns a little saw-mill, empties its waters into this bay. A
them are upwards of 10 feet in lenoth and four or five feet
few inhabitants have here built their dwellings, and subsist
•
, .
b
'
111 t uckness.
On examining this rock, it will be seen that
on the products of the soil, and by fishing. Our principal
object in visiting this place, was to examine the .Marble cliff
.,
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which exists on the borders of the sea, and extends across the
promontory to the little Kennebec. This_ cliff ri~es in its
highest part 26 feet above the shore, and its foot.rs. bathed
by the sea, at high water. The face of the prec1p1~e runs
N. and S. and extends 612 feet. There are a variety of

,~r1lnr0rl Rfn1fn, <'.nmpMill/.~ fliiR ninRfl, tlm principal nf which,
"''" ,.,,,1 111.1••••11, 1111.t 1q111ll1•d wlilfn 11111rhl••H, willi rnd HlllHlNl.0110
nl1 .. 11io1il".'I 11'1111 llin r1l111l11, ll'hllo 111. 11ilh11r n~tro111u f.hu f.rup
nppums bmsting through the whole series. On the north of

this clifl~ at the point, occurs a very remarkable breccia,
composed of an infinity of fragments of jasper. Flinty slate,
11ornstone chert, and porphyry, cemented together into an
exceedingly hard and compact mass, admirably suited for
millstones, as it can be obtained in large masses of great
solidity, and its hardness far surpasses the French buhrstones,
such as are imported for the use of wheat mills. I should
think it might also be used for ornamental work, .as specimens were obtained which would be elegant, if polished
The marble at this place owes its various colors to an admixture of particles of the intervening strata, and to the presence
of petrified fossil shells, which abound in the spotted varieties.
From the interstratification of the red sandstone and limestone, it is evident that they belong to the same formation.
The whole mass of this strata rests on the argillaceous
limestone which is seen at the southeastern point, cropping
out below this formation. The shells found in a petrified
state, in the Starboard's Creek marble, are mostly univalve
shells, among which I have discovered a species of nautilus,
and several new and curious species; which have not been
described by conchologists. There are found sections
resembling the sigaretus and very perfect petrifactions l>f
~shells, about the size of a hazel-nut, resembling in form the
. natica; but I have not been able to ascertain their species.
[See PL.ATE m. Frns. 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23.J
T.his limestone may be wrought for marble, and it will
furnish several varieties, of which the red spotted with white,
and the clouded red, are the most beautiful. A white crystalline limestone, found in the lower part of the quarry, may
be advantageously burned for lime. It becomes slightly
brown, on burning, owing to its containing carbonate of
manganese, which is converted by that process into the black

1
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oxide gi vin rr the dark color to the lime. The prese_nce of
tl~is s~bstan~e does no~. in the ieast ~njure its quality fo~
. mortar, it slacking rapidly and perfectly, and. malung a velr_Y
.
1 clu1·able cement Masons who have used t us
strong anc
.
. ·
·
d
d
lime dedai;e, that it takes an unusual quantity of san. ' an .
makes excellent mortar. It will not, of course, be used for
imloor (inishing, nor with stucco, but for every other pmpoHe
it is a good article. The followin% meas~rem_ents were made
along the section of this quarry, 111 a drrect10n from south
to north.
Greenstone trap, 67 feet.
. .
Red marl and sandstone, 44 feet.
Red, white, and spotted marble, 155 feet. .
,
Greenstone trap, mixed with lirnestone, 100 feet.
Breccia above described, 246 feet.
Near the saw mili, inay be seen a curious breccia formed
. of green marble :ind jasper, the whole mass having been
interfused by the trap-rocks enclosing the strata.
Followirirr the shore around the point to the south, the
transition ~-crillaceous limestone, like that at. Lubec, lvas
observed, co~taining an abundance of impressions of fossil
shells, i:esembling the genera lingula, foytilus, saxicava,
telliria, and terebratula. This rock is broken up by the
irap, and in many places, where the dykes cut through it, is
connected with flinty slate, chert and jasper. It is curious also,
io observe, that the trap itself has taken perfect impressions of
ihe fossils, which occur in the slate and limestone, and narrow veins of .calcareous spar abound at the junction of the
two rocks. On the western side of the point, half a mile
north of its extremity, the strata of limestone. and reef sandstone, again. make their appearance, and from their directio~,
are evidently a continuation of the strata of Starboard's
di·eek. But here they are strangely a.-ltered, th.e whole mas~
lrnvino- been thrown into great confusion, and so changed,
that if is difficult to conceive of its being of the same origin
with that before described. The two rocks. are here broken
up into fragments, and completely interfus_ed, the whole
formino- a most beautiful green and red spotted marble,
while :very trace of the fossil shells is obliterated in the
breccia, although they occur in the insolated masses, beyond
the reach of the greenstone trap. It is difficult _to give any
G
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idea of the tumultuous appearance of the strata at this
place, without the aid of a sketch. You arc, therefore,
referred to Plates v. and xvu.
. It will be remarke<:l, by those who visit this spot, that the
trap sandst~ne, a_nd limestone, form a complete scoria, or
slag, at then· pomt of contact, •vhile the chano-es
induced
0
upon the rocks diminish as they recede from it. It may also
be o~scrvcd, that some large angular masses of limestone
may oe_ seen near_ the top of the cliff; still retaining remains
of fossil shells, like those of Starboard's Creek. Lower
do~vn, the shells become less distinct, while at the actual
pomt of contact with the trap, every trace of fossils disan~ears, ~nd the fo:iestone becomes decidedly crystallin~,
iesemblmg
that
vanety called by ancient oo-eoloo·"
·l ·
1sts s
·1 l
· · ·
"'
, ace iaro1c a , or pnm1~1ve limestone. It is also curious to observe
~hat the crystallme masses c?ntain a mineral called Jaumonite;
l~ small, but well ?~aractenzed crystals. The rocks, at this
p1ace, form a precipice from 30 to 40 feet above the sea level
and ~he brecciated marble occurs near the ba.se of the clit/
formmg a bed of 10 feet in thickness. The strata are mucl~
contorted, but generally dip 35° N. and run E. and vV.
Tl:ere are few places more interesting to the geologist, than
this; for here he may read the history of chmwes induced b
" . l
f.igne_o~s ongm,
. . upon certarn
. strata, band' the characy
u. IOC.( o
ter~ are too d1stmct ever to be misunderstood or foro-otten.
It is probable, also, that this marble cun be wrought ~clvan
tage~usly; for, ~lth_ough ~omcwhat difficult to quarry and
saw mto slabs, it is so nch and beautiful, that it ouo-ht to
command a high price. If wrought into columns, f~r fire
places, the hard points of jasper \Vhich it contains, will not
proclu?e an unfavo~·ahle effect, but will serve to give it variety
and nc_hness. I~ is to be regretted that this marble is not
~ound m extensive beds ; hut on making farther search
mland, to_the eastward of_this place, perhaps larger quantities
may be discovered. Owmg to the snperstratum of soil, we
could not satisfy ourselves on this subject. Starboard's
Creel~ possesses a ~hi~, but good soil, covered with spruce
an? b~rch trees, while m summer, roses and wild wood tlO\Vers
exist m abundance.
vVe cruised around the shores of the Little Kennebec, and
found the new red sandstone at the head of the bay. Along

the eastern side of the bay we observed numerous dykes of
porphyry, cutting through the argillaceous slate, and lime
rock, running in a north and south direction, proving that
the porphyry has been injected since the deposition of that
rock. We also observed that the porphyry and slate formed
:.i. complete breccia, composed of the fragments of the two
rocks, where the dykes intersect the strata. On the western
side of this bav,
the rocks were found to be bo-reenstone trap '
•
the surface being covered with diluvial sand, gravel and
numerous rounded boulders of sicnite.
La1ceman's Island, in the mouth of the Little Kennebec,
contains a little red sandstone on its eastern side, the
remainder of the island being composed of trap-rocks.
The next point, where we saw the new red sandstone, was
at Great Island, five or six miles south from the point of
:Maine ; it is here so strangely altered, as to be recognized
with difficulty. It is overlaid by an enormous mass of trap,
and has evidently undergone both heat and pressure, it being
as hard as porphyry, and extremely difficult to break. It
contains, however, distinct impressions of fossil shells, and
even the superincumbent trap has taken perfect casts of
them. The precipices on this island, rise to an elevation of
40 or 50 feet above the sea, and the eastern side of the
island has a deep cove, in form of a crescent, the shore of
which, extending to the distance of two miles, is composed
of a beautiful white siliceous sand, valuable in glass making.
Such beaches being rare in Maine, especially in the eastern
part of the State, and wood being abundant on this island,
I would suggest the propriety of using this locality for that
purpose. Those who wish to examine the red marl and
sandstone beneath the trap, will find this locafay interesting.
The sand beach is covered with an abundance of recent
shell fish, cast up by the sea; and several species, not found
elsewhere, abound on this shore. The following species
were found here ; buccinum undatum, fusus decemcostatus,
pecten prelii, fusus antiquus, modiola papuana, mytilus
edulis, bulanus geniculatus, saxicava distorta, cardium,
icelandicum, (C. arcticmn Sowerby.) Large an<l perfect
he1wit crabs, inhabiting the shells of the fusus decemcostatus
and buccinum undaturn, are seen scrambling over the sand,
at the water's edge.
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From Great Island, we ran to Jonesport, and examined
the eastern coast of Mispecky Reach, where we found the
rocks to co?-sist of siei:.1ite, of µ.dark color, containing lighter
colored vems of the same rock. Near the store, at this
P.lace, may be seen a curious dyke· of tr::i,p, running in a
zig-zag manner through the sienite, and c1Jttin<T off one of
the light colored veins abo,'e mentioned. ·The followino4iagrain shew:i the appeararn;e of this dyke.
, ·
"'

Surface ofa Ginnite rock

a Amygdaloidal trap

;it·

.Jonesport, c:xl1ibiting fr~gmcuts of trap
included in it.
·

rock~

·

. After exploring the shores of Mispecky Reach, we examined
tlie various islands in the vicinity, some of which are composed
~f granite, while others are of trap. They are represented
in colors upon the geological map which I have prepared.
· Examining Cape Split and its shores, to Pleasant River, we
found the dark colored sienite rocks, to prevail throughout
its whole extent. Although we did not find many interesting
rocks and minei:als at this place, we were amply rep<].id for our
visit, by the numerous valuable facts, communicated to us
py the inhabitants, concerning the modifications which the
:;ea coast has undergone since their recollection.
Leaving Cape Split, we ran over to Mount Desert Island,
where we spent some days, examining the rocks in the vicinity
of Bass, South West and North East Harbors. On our passage, we qbserved Petit Menan, where a light house is erected.
This island consists entirely of granite rock.
Baker's Island, situate near the coast of Mt. Desert, is the
fJite of a light hons~. IIµge blocks of granite, piled up in
large heaps, arc seen along the c9ast.
Mt. Desert is one of the most conspicuous islands, on the
~oa~t pf Maine, and is generally the first descried by mariners,
;ipproaching these shores. Its moµntq.ins :::i.re lofw' rounded
and conical eminences, of which there are eleven, conspicuous to the eye from a distance.
Some of these mountains, I doubt not, attain an elevation
of nearly 1800 feet above the level of the sea; one, which
we measured near North East Harbor, being lOGO feet high,
while others were seen from its si.nnmit much more elevated.
It is said that these mountains, on l:J. clear clay, may be distinguished from the distance of GO miles at sea. The eastern
extremity of Mt. Desert, appears to consist entirely of immense mountains of granite and sienite. On the shore,
enormous heaps of granite may be seen, piled one upon
another, and split by nature into square blocks.
Bennet's Cove, is also a valuable locality of granite, where
it may be wrought to advantage, its quality being good, and
the quantity inexhaustible.
We examined the rocks at N. E. Harbor, and to the eastward of that place, where they were found to consist of
sienite sometimes
of a red color, spotted with black, and
.~
'

'

I

i

:

'
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containing numerous fragments of stratified rocks included
~n them. This appearance, which is curious, and important
m geology, she:vs that the sienite has been thrown up in a
mel_ted state, smce the deposition and induration of the
arg1llaceous and talcose slates, which are thus included.
The sketch below shews the appearance of a portion of this · "
rock.

. A_ few· veins of magnetic iron ore urc found in the red
s1emtc, at N. E. Harbor, but none came under our notice, of
sufficient
magnitude
to wm-rant minino.
.r
•
•
0'· there arc also a ficw
vcms 01 arscmcal iron, and crystals of iron pyrites. A mass
:"t~lphuret of antimony, is suid to have been found in this
v1cm1ty, but I wns unable to find nny of that mineral in the
r?cl~s. Dykes ~f trap are here seen bursting through the
s1_emt~ an~ gramte, below which it evidently originates; their
<l_1r~c.t1on is N. E. and S. W., and clip 80° N. W. In this
v1c1mty we found four dykes of this rock in tho space of
400 yards; they arc from five to fifty feet wide, and are
closely cemented by intcrfusion vvith the rocks they intersect.
At Bass Harbor, veins of magnetic iron ore occur in the
tr~p rocks, which have the appearance of scorire vvhere the
vems are included. Some of these veins have been wroucrht
and the ore shipped for Boston: There arc several local~ie~
on this island, whore iron ores have been obtained. Black's
Island has furnished a large quantity of hydrate of iron, a
very co:np.act variety, containing 40 per cent. of metal. The
m~gnetic iron ore will furnish 70 per cent. Specimens of
~Ins ore may be wrought into magnets, by grinding them
mto proper forms, and fixing on armatures, when they become
very powerfu I.

o:
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After ascertaining the nature of the rocks and minerals on
this part of the coast, we made an excursion into the interior,
for the purpose of measuring the elevation of one of the granite mountains, bearing three miles north from N. E. Harbor.
The barometer, at high water mark, stood at 771 millimetres,
the temperature of instrnment 17°; that of the atmosphere
being 15° cent. Having registered these observations, we
travelled through tlie woods, towards the mountain, and at its
foot found a small lake, where \Ve again observed the barometer, which stood 768 millimetres, temperature of instrument
21° cent. Arrived on the summit of the mountain, at 12§
P. M., we observed the elevation of the mercury to be, in the
barometer, T1smm., tern perature of instrument 15°, temperature of air 15° cent. From these elements, we calculate
the elevation of the mountain to be 1060 feet above the level
of tho sea., while the ld:c is 101 feet above the sea, and the
summit of tho mounta~n is 959 feet above the level of the lake .
The mountn.irn; seen from its summit were counted; they were
four on the west, one on tho north, one on the cast; and som.e
of them rose to a. greater elevation than the point upon which
the above observations were made. Their general direction
is E. and \V. Excepting this ridge, the island appeared
to be flat, and is 1vatereU by a great number of little streams,
lakes and inlets. Somes' River or Sound is the most remarkable. This mountain and its neighboring hills are composed
entirely of a coarse, granitic aggregate of felspar, quartz,
and a few scattering particles of hornblende, the presence
of the latter mineral classing the rock under the sienites.
Mt. Desert is yet but little known, and will, if explored,
furnish many Yaluable minerals; but owing to the short time
we were allowed to spend upon it, we could do no more than
glance at its resources. On account of favorable winds, we
determined to run to Thomaston, suspending our observations
at Mt. Desert for the season, with the intention of renewing
them on a future occasion. On our course to Thomaston,
we ran clown close to Deer Island, where we saw enormous
quantities of granite or sienite, which shows itself in huge
tabular sheets and blocks upon the shore. Passing the
thoroughfare, we observed, with the telescope, that the surface
of the rocks, on the northern side of the passage, was covered
with the initials of persons names, cut in large letters. We
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~id not stop' to investigate the extent of the rocks on the
island, but there is evidently sufficient granite at this piaee
to supply t~1c market for centuries; and the facilities for its
transpo_rtatron are i:emarkably f:·worable, as yessels may lie
along s1?e of them m safety. The southern side of the For
Isl~n_ds is also capable of furnishing au abundant supply of
pynt1ferous slate, which may be used adrnntaQ"eoush· in the
manufacture o!_ copperas_ and al uni. At this ~plo.ce: in the
summer of lS~o, I exammed an extensire bed of this rock
on the estate of Mr. Seth Thomas, where the slate is completely charged with iron pyr~tes, 1vhicl~ spontaneously decomposes a!~d for~1~ coppcras. The locality is ci1t through bya
trap ~}I.es, wluch, ~oubtle_ss, played a conspicuous part ill
chargmg t11e slate 1nth p_unes. It irill be remembered that
mili'1.!, other p}ace~: _mentioned in this repon, furnish ::Jso a.:i i:
abun~ance 01 pynuferous sfate, and most of these Jocalitis .
a'.e rnmable fo~the abore mentioned purposes. The followin"' ·
dT1_agram explams the situation of the pnitiferous slate 11~
v rnalliaren.
·

..

: : ;;~~,:'.~~-:;.~,;~~~!~~;;.
u~

c re~ of pyri:e~.
d Fi..i.Dn· sh::e.
:. r::::.i -0:.~G:~-=

l\"e z::oir re2f:1Jed Tnc•ma.sron, bur beinz called awar fora
feir days, I _le fr the surrny in charge of Dr. T. Purri~crt;n,
w!10 was assisted by Mr. Hodge. On my return, I revi:wed
:v1th thes~ gentlemen the work, which they had accomplished
m a satisfactory manner. The results now stated, are
abstracted from our mutual obserrntions. I had 1;isited
Tho_maston several_ times previousiy, and had iearned many
particulars respectmg the quarries, and the geology of tiie
rlace .. I was now enabled to acquire more exact and particular mformation respecting each locality, throudi the aid
gentlemen resident 011 the spot. I irnuld mention especially, the rnluable sen·ices contributed by Dr. Cochran:

o!

4\)

Hon. John O'Brien, and Col. Dwight. The first ·mentioned
gentleman, to whom we were under especial obligations,
engaged to have a plan of the town drawn, and to collect
statistical information respecting the value of the lime business of the place. This he accomplished, in a diligent and
careful manner, and his report is appended to the section on
the Economical Geology of the State. l\Ir. O'Brien furnished
the Assist::rnt from Maine 1\·ith rnluable information respecting the quarries at the State Prison, and with an estimate
of the quantity of marble manufactured in Thomaston.
Col. Dwight explained to us his views as regards the extent
of the limestone district. To these gentlemen I now beg
1eaye to tender my grateful acknowledgements, both for the
senices they hose rendered in the sun·ey, and for many personal o.ttentiom. In order to form a just idea of the nature
and extent of the limestone rocks of Thomaston, we examined the strata ffhich surround and contain it, as al:w those
which traverse or cut through its mass. At Owl's Head, we
noticed the trap rocks, forming the bold promontory on
which the Light House stands, and the shores near the hotel
at the steamboat landing. These rocks, at first view, would
::eem to ha,·e little connection with the limestone; but it will
be percei,·ed. in the sequel. th::;.t they are :issociared \Yith
those '"·h!c!1 h:J.Ye rnosr assureciiy produced chemical changes
in rh:: H-.:1.c·l2 Liisrricr in qu.:stion.
The immediate srrata. which contain the great bed of
limestone at Thomaston. ::.re composed of talcose, micaceous
and :.:..r::Ill:.:::~:.:l~ ::ls.re~. cb::..:zed ri.-:m c. ~rc~rer or lc:~s proponio.:i- or· gr--lf-'h:re or piun;-bago. Th~se ;;rrariried rocks,
where they are seen upon the hill, N. \V. from the village
of East Thomaston, run N. E. and S. vv-., and dip to the
N. \V. 55Q. On the road to ·west Thomaston, the same rock
is obserrnd to run N. N. E. and S. S. ·w. and dips to the
E. S. E. 60Q, and near the marsh it dips to the N. \V. by N.
and runs N. E. by E. On the hill, the slate is coated with
a glazing of graphite, and hence it has generally been mistaken for shale, accompanying coal. No coal has, however,
been discoYered there, nor is there any reason to believe
that it exists in this rock.; no traces of wgetable impres·
sions ha»in£: e1·er been found upon its strata, while its dip is
such, that it would disclose, on its outcropping edges, any
1
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bed of this combustible, if included in its mass. Bog iron
ore and earthy black oxide of manganese, a.re found upon
this hill, and have been often mistaken for coal.
The limestone rocks of Thomaston, a.re included between
strata of such rocks as I have above described, and the
direction of the beds coincides with that of the strata; that
is, the great mass of limerock which lies in the valley of
Thomaston, and extends from George's River to Tolman's
Pond, runs in a. N. E. and S. -VV. direction. This bed of
limestone is said to be nearly a mile wide, but its exact limits
have not been determined, owing to the superficial soil,
which conceals the rock beyond the quarries. A parallel
bed runs from the State Prison, until it comes on a line with
the meadow quarries. This bed, the limits of which are not
certainly known, is contained in talcose slate, and is wrought
at the two points I have mentioned. A bed of white mao·nesian limestone, of the variety called dolomite, is contuin:d
in similar rocks at the marsh, near the 'Vest Keag River.
These are the principal beds of limestone at Thomaston,
and they are wrought chiefly at the following places; Biackington's Corner, near Tolman's Pond, at the Meadows, State
Prison, and Beech vVood quarries. Most of these localities
a:·c cut through by trup dykes, of greater or less dimensions,
and the chemical changes produced by the injection of this
rock, are marked exactly by the proportionate size of the
dykes, and the nature of the limerock. It is interesti1w
to
0
observe, that the most valuable quarries opened, are those
which are distinguished by tho (lykes; and even the lime
burners, who certainly arc not aw::-,re ·what opinions are
entertained by geologists, and cmmot be accused of theoretical bias, attribute a good influence to the presence of
this rock. However this may be, it is certain tlrnt some
cause of this kind has had a powerful influence on the limestone in question, and changes have been effected in it, which
it would be difficult to attribute to so small a mass of igneous
rocks as are seen traversing the quarries, we may rationally
suppose, that the dykes arc but salient veins, from more
powerful masses of this rock below, and the neighborhood
shews abundant proofs, that they are not wanting in the
vicinity.
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Let us now nrocced to examine several quarries, beginning
at Blackington\ Corner,-Tolman's, Achorn's, and Crockett's
quarries.
Achorn's quarry is an excavation, which, according to the
measurements made by Dr. Purrington, is 300 feet long, 91
feet broad, and 16 feet deep-and furnishes 20,000 casks of
lime per annum.
The limerock at this locality, shews a number of fractures
in its mass, while the lines of stratification are distorted. A
small quantity of sphene, tremolite and quartz, were found
in this place, in a detached mass of rock. There is a small
dyke i1; the quarry, three feet wide, but not of sufficient power
to have induced all the changes that lw.ve taken place.
Croc!cctt's quarry, adjacent to the one above noticed, is
more interesting. There the lines of stratification are seen
only in the tlifterent shades of color the rock presents, and
the limestone is a mixture of blue, white and crystalline
particles. The coloring matter, as ascertained by analysis,
is chiefly carbon and oxide of iron. By measurement, it was
ascertained by Dr. Purrington, that this quarry was 272 feet
long, SO feet broad, 27 feet deep, and yields 30,000 casks of
lime annually. The lines of stratification run N. E. and S. W.
The most re~arkab1e object, at this locality, is its trap dyke,
which stands like a wall in its centre, rising to the height of
SO feet, and tho excavations have been made from either
side. This dyke is l 0 feet in thickness at its widest part,
and it narrows.at either extremity to an edge. The following
diagram exhibits a section of this quarry.

a a Strata of blue limestone.
b Dyke of grcenstonc trap-rock.

•. c

Whit~

crystalline limestone.
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400 feet long, 130 feet broad, and 43 feet deep-and is now
The limes~one, a~ its junction with the dyke, is closely
ii'
enclosed within the Prison walls. Here the strata were
cerr_iented ~o it, an~ 1s converted into a perfectly white crysobserved
to run N. E. and S. W., and the general dip is to the
~alh~e variety, which loses this character in proportion to ··
its distance from the dyke. The same fact was observed in 'S. E. 80°. Much of the limestone at this locality, is of a
~poor quality, owing to an admixture of foreign minerals.
all the quarries thus intersected.
The Meadow quarries are generally marked by exactly ; This is rejected in selecting the limestone for burning.
...Thirty-five thousand casks of limestone, in its unburnt state,
s~ch ap~earance.s as I have above described. They are
are sold annually by the Vil arden of the Prison. The average
situated m the midst of a plain, and are wrought to the depth
?f .1~ or 15 feet. They are in the possession of about 60 ..number of prisoners employed in the quarry, is 37; and
they are not permitted to converse with each other, while
md1v1duals, and the particular quarries are named accordinO'
to their proprietors. These quarries bear a general resem~
laboring.
A new quarry has lately been discovered, at a pl::i:ce called
?lance to. each other, so t!rn.t there would be no advantage
the Marsh, near ·west Keag River. I surveyed this locality,
m separatmg them for particular description. They are all
early last summer, before engaging in the Geological SurYey
cut _across by a se~ies of zig-zag dykes, and exhibit, in perfection, the chemical changes which have been effected.
of the State; and it is one of considerable importance. It is
u bed of white granular compact dolomite, included between
Direction ef tlze Dykes.
strata of talcose slate, which run N. N. E. and S.S. vV:, and
Achorn's quarry, E. and vV. 8 feet wide.
dip70° N.N. vV. This rock exhibits itself on theborders of
Crockett's quarry, N. N. E. and S. S. W. IO feet wide.
the 'little brook, which runs from a peat bog into the river.
Meadow quarries, N. N. E. and S. S. W. 21 feet wide.
The width of this bed is supposed, from examinations that
Beech Wood quarries, S. E. by E.
have been made, to be 240 feet; it extends 40 or 50 rods
. Th~ fractures in the limestone generally coincide with the
in the direction of the hill. The out-cropping edge of this
chrect10n of the dykes, so that it is highly probable that the
rock is of a beautiful white color, and granular;, and its
phenomena were in some way connected, and I may be
lower surface is compact, and veined with dark lines. Its
~llowe~ to. express the conviction, forced on us all, by the
composition shews it to be a magnesian carbonate of lime ;
f~cts discovered, that the rocks at this place have been
and althouO'h it is commonlv supposed that such limestone
'
b
J
•
disturbed by some great convulsion of nature. On visitina
exerts an unfavorable intluence on vegetation, it is evident
the Beech Wood quarries similar phenomena were obserYed
here, that this is not the case; for it bears directly on its
The lines of stratification run in a N. E. and S. vV. direction:
surface, a heavy growth of forest trees, such as, maple, birch,
There arc tv~o dykes which intersect this quarry, and the
spruce, beech, fir, hemlock, and various wild wood plants.
same crystallme appearance was obserYcd at the junction of
The peat meadow, at its base, is also covered with the usual
the two rocks. The walls of talcose slate may be <listinctl
plants. The notion respecting the unfavorable influence of
seen, where they embrace the limestone. Large and beaut[
magnesian limestone, is not supported by this locality.
fol cryst~1ls of calcareous spar, in the form of six sided prisms,
The dolomite of this place, takes a fine polish, and may be
arc obtai~ed here. The quarry is opened to the extent of
used
for marble slabs, columns, fire-places, &c. ; and if suffi700 feet I~ length, 145 fee_t broad, IS foot deep, and it yields
ciently
pure b1ocks can be obtained, it will form an elegant
annually 05,000 casks of hme. Northeast from this place is
i
statuary marble. The fragments may be burned for lime.
another quarry, 400 feet long, 93 feet wide and 12 feet deep
It must be remarked, that this variety of limerock swells
, The St~tc's l:>rison quar~·y was opened
years since, b}':
considerably, ·when burned; and sufficient room should be
Gcner~I l\.nox, and has smce become the site of a Prison.
allowed for expansion, otherwise it will burst the kilns. The
The hmerock has here been excavated to the extent of

do
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gr~n_:ilar d~lomite will fall into powder, when burned; bm l quarry takes its name. Although the quarry has been opened
th:s is no disa~vantage, unless it is to be kept a long time, o; only four years, it is evident from the appearance of the cliff,
;)lllpped fo.r a d:stant port. M~gnesian limestone forms, whea I that very large quantities of limestone ha:e been obtained.
urned, ."hat. Is ~alled hot lime, on account of the rapi~ ·There are also a. number of small quarnes opened to the
n:anner m which .It slakes, when moistened with water evol- North East of this locality, on the opposite side of Lilly
vm? great h~at m a sudden manner. Having collc~ted a . Pond, where limestone is found abundantly. Like the
series ~f specnnens, illustrating the natme of ali the Thom. . Thomaston limerock, it is included between walls of talcose
astof lime and marble quarries, we made several ex~urs!ora slate, and is colored by the presence of small particles of gra~ t 10 new and val_uable _localities of limestone, situate in . phite or black lead. Some specimens, contain distinct scales
amdcn and Hope, mtendmg to return to Thomaston as soon · of this substance, which are easily recognized. 'J:'he strata
a~ ~u'. m ~P of th~ tmvn was completed, and the required which enclose the limestone, may be seen on the N. E. side
1
statist1ca
col1ec•0cl
, 1,crndly
•
• l y p ond.
mh
· spot, m
· a N . W . an d S . E •
b . . mformat10n
,
'. L~ •• D·.-. cocnran
oftered of 111
l ey run at t I1JS
_tl~ 0 _tdtn ~~S\\Or.s t.o a scnos of questions, wliic!i I liacl criven direction, and dip 70° s. vV. The general direction of the
· f(orma t.1011 b emg
·
""
"; rock, is N. E. and S. \V.; so that the direction
·
·
.11111• m wntmo."" wh1cl 1 m
of statistical value
of the strata
Is. inserted
m the Econom
· 1 departmcnt of the present' ,·. at the place where our observations
·
R
.
• ica
were ma de, must 1iave
-"cpo1 t.
· been d"1sturuet,,
• 1 an d t l1err
· t 1·1rcct10n
·
l Cl
c ]iangec.
~.cvera I sma11
<dykes
of
trap
may
be
seen
intersecting
the
limestone,
on the
a
N. E. side of the pond, and chemical changes are seen
· similar to those observed at Thomaston and elsewhere.
Although the rock at Lilly Pond is now wrought wholly for
.•
I /...::· ..·····="··-······-·=·-.•·-~--~·--~
making lime, it is evident that good blocks of marble, of the
usual size, may easily be obtained, which may be wrought
into slabs like that at 1'homaston.
Goose River settlement is becoming quite celebrated fo~
its lime, which is expoi·te<l to New York, where it sells foi·
the same price as that from Thomaston. This place ]J.as a
population of about three or four hundred persons, and fifty
men arc here employed in the lime business, which gives the
a a Talcosc slate.
place an appearance of activity. Lime is also burned near
h Dolomite.
1 the village of Camden, and is shipped in considerable quan.we now proceeded to Goose River settlement, eleven tities. ·while at this pl:::.ce, we were desirous of ascertaining
1'.1iles N or1.h from Thomaston, where valuable quarries of the elevation of Megunticook Mountain, a commanding
limestone are wrought. On the point, near the village and eminence, situated on the north of the village. The day
~lose +to th: sea shore, are the Beauchamp's pits, where the
selected for this purpose was remarkably favorable, the temlu~cs.on~ IS.of excellent quality, and is largely quarried and
perature and pressure of the atmosphere being very uniform,
slupped; m its natural state, to be burned elsewhere. Most
during the time our observations were taken. At nine A. r~!.
of the hmero?k burned at Go_ose River, is obtained at a place
the barometer placed on the sea shore at the foot of the
c_alled th~ Lilly Pond quarries, where the rock forms a cliff
mountain, and on a level with the sea, stood at 774mm,
~O fe~t I:1gh: and presents an inexhaustible supply. This
temperature of instrnmcHt being 25°, that of the air 23° cent.
ocahty is situated half a mile N. E. from Goose River
After noting these observations, we set out for the mountain,
oetllement, nm the mil'gin of a little lake, from which the
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and after a fatiguing journey through the woods, and two or
three unsuccessful attempts to scale the mountain on its
inaccessible side, we found a path which led us to its sum~
mit, where we arrived at 12~ o'clock. On the brow of this
eminence, the barometer stood at 739mm, temperature of
instrument 23°, and that of the air 22° cent. Calculating :
these clements, we found the elevation of this point to be
1322 feet above the level of the sea. W c soon after discovered that we had not reached the greatest elevation, which
lies farther tq the north; and we proceeded to that place,
and repeated our observations. Here the barometer stood .
at 735mm, the temperature of the instrument and of the air
being 20°. Calculating these observations, the greatest
elevation of the mountain is found to be 1457 feet above the
sea. Megunticook consists entirely of a grey variety of mica
slate, forming consolidated strata, v.rhich incline to the horizon
at an angle of 70°. This rock is filled with numerous crystals
of macle or hemitropic andalusite; and at its base, on the sea
shore, an abundance of specimens may be obtained, which
are polished by the action of the waves. The composition
this mineral, according to an analysis I made of a specimen
from ·Lancaster, Mass., is in 100 grains, as follows,
33.0
61.0
4.0
1.5

Silicia,
Alumina,
Oxide of iron,
vVater,
Loss,

.5
100.0

From the summit of Megunticook, the view is exceedingly
fine ; numerous picturesque villages are seen scattered over
the country for an immense distance. Camden appears at
the foot of the mountain, while the beautiful Penobscot Bay,
-- with its green islands and passing ships, forms a most beautiful panorama. The following bearings were taken with
a pocket compass: East-Thomaston, S. by
Camden,
S. E. by S.; Goose River village, S. S. E.; Owl's Head,
S. E. by S. ; Fox Island light, K S. E. ; Isle au Haute,
E. by S. ; Manhegan Isle, S. ; Mount Desert, E; Matinicus

E.;
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. Jslan<l, S. E. !i S. The enumeration o~ these places is .suffi·--"cient to give some idea of the extensive prospect e~Joyed
-~:from this summit, while their bearings will serve to aid the
·:~·stranO'er in recoO'nizino· the interesting points of view. [See
::PLAT~.]' On th: soutl~ern side of this eminence,. the rocks
: :are precipitous, and rise perpendicularly to the height of 300
:'feet. Descending the inountain, our barometer was unfo~tu
·. nately broken by a fall, which accident prevented our takmg
'the height of other interesting elevations ..
-. After returnino· to Thomaston, where we obtained our
_-plan, and a statis~ical report from Di:· Cochran, we set sail
,for Belfast, visiting the Lime Islands 111 our course. These
-islands are not appropriately named, since they were found to
.consist of talcos~ slate and trap rocks, containing epidote,
·no limestone occurring on them. From Belfast we went to
Hope passincr throuo-h the towns of Searsmont, Belmont and
'
. In
"' Belfast
"' the strata of ta1cose
,
~·Appleton.
.an d arg1·11 aceous
· slate were observed running N. E. by N. and S. W. b~ S.
·. In Belmont the same kind of rock is found, which passes mto
.., plumbaginous mica slate. On the rig~1t ~and side of the
road we observed some well defined d1luvial marks on the
·slate runnin O" N. 'l\!. and S. E. and crossing the lines of
. stratification~ Boulders of granite are abundantly scatter~d
through the diluvial soil, although grm~ite ~loes not occur m
this vicinity in place. Near Cobb's mills, m Searsmont, the
talcose slate runs E. N. E. and is intersected by numerous
beds of quartz, from six to ten inohes thick, contain~ng 1ar~e
flesh colored crystals of andalusite. Near H0p~ this slat~ is
charged \Vith plumbago, so that it may be cut mto pencils,
which wi11 write upon paper.
.
The Hope limestone is contained in the talcos: ~lat~, ~Inch
runs N. E. and S. \V., and dips S. E. 80°. It is md1stmctly
stratified, and is cut through by numerous small trap dykes,
while at the points of contact the lime~tone is .frequently
converted into dolomite. This limestone is extensively quarried, and furnishes excellent lime, which is admi:ably su~ted
for transportation; since it is compact and slow m slackmg.
. The most compact variety is known in commerce under the
name of the Lafayette lime. It is a selected rock, and sells
. for n hiO'her price than the ordinary varieties, which are also
. .
/p
s

--------~.~~/
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. .~rally converted into calcareous spar. Von Buch supposed
·~t1~at dykes of pyroxenic porphyry, when. injected into strati;.fi,ed]imestones, rendered them magnesian; but after carefully
:i~~az?i11ing the localities in Europe, which he quotes, I am
Jcon,Yinced that the igneous rocks act only by fusing a lime~stoil~' which contained magnesia in its original state. The
':Jo_c?-lities here, so frequently observed, confirm this view of the
·~subj<:ct. Diluvial grooves in the rocks are exceedingly com.. ·mon in Maine, but I know of few localities where they are
.,so distinct as at Hope and Appleton. Here they may be
b
c
a
~observed running in a N. W. and S. E. direction, while they
are. very deep and perfectly defined. Their direction, it will
_be remembered, does not coincide with that of the stratifica~- tion of the rock, and could not have resulted from disintegraQuarry.
_. tion of the different strata. Three quarters of a mile S. E.
- from a hill in Appleton they may be seen forming deep chanl\'lagncsian lime:o;tone intersected hy u 'l'rap dyke, l'wrce's
nels in the rocks, to the depth of a foot, and six inches in
Quany, Hope.
·width. Since the direction and appearance of these grooves,
a Strata of Mngncsinn limestone.
: correspond with those observed in other parts of our country,
/;Trap dyke.
c Dolomite.
, I feel no hesitation in attributing them to a similar origin.
''They are certainly the result of an aqueous current, which
Another instance in the same range was noticed, where
·;once prevailed over New-England, and probably over the
then~ were two dykes, and the limestone at each intersection
· whol.e world. This current from similar grooves seen in
was changed in a similar manner. The follovving diagram
other places, appears to have proceeded from N. to S., or
illustrates this fact.
from N. 'vV. to S. E. Leaving the lime districts of Hope,
c b r.
a
c b c
"
we returned to Belfast, and there made arrangements with
Mr. Pierce, proprietOJ.; of the quarries, to furnish a statistical
account of the value of the lime business of Hope. The
·communications are contained in the Economical section of
this Report.
Lincolnville has also her lime quarries, and I am informed
that upwards of 100,000 casks of lime are annually exported
Magu!!sian limestone with trap dykes, Picrct!'B Uuarry, Hupe.
from that place. ·we were not able, <luring our excursions
ct a ft Strata of lHagncsiau limestone.
b b Trap dykes.
·
the past season, to examine this locality.
cc cc Dolomit0.
After making an examination of the vicinity of Belfast and
These appearances are quitG interesting, and show the effect
· Castine, where \Ve found the talcose, micaceous and plumbaof the intrusion of dykes, into limestone containing magnesia, · ·
ginous slate rocks, we set sail for those Islands, which we had
the stratified and compact rock, having been converted into
. not examined in our cruise from Lubec to Thomaston.
granular, and semi-crystallized dolomite. Similar changes
Passing Cape Rosier, we took a sketch of the deposition of
are observed in· some of the beds at Thomaston, and where
.Jhe slate and trap-rocks which there occur. [See PLATE.]
the rock contains no mngnesia., the carbonate ·of lime is geri-

obtained here. The Hope limestone is also suitable 'for
marble, of which it affords several beautiful varieties.
''
less than. 20 quarries are w1;ought forEme in thi~ town. We
observed in one of the quarries, a dyke of trap, running
N. N. E. and S. S. W., which cuts through the limestone.
strata, in the manner represented below. They have evidently•
been elevated by the upheaved dyke; while the blue limestone''
is converted into white granular dolomite, at points of cbntact·.
with the dyke.
.
·
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·• '\AJthouo-h
this vein is not of sufficient extent, to afford in
We then ran over to Mt. Desert, and examined Bakerjs anl
0
.
jtSelf,
a
continual
supply of iron ore for the furnace, yet it
~lack's _Island. At the lat_ter place the bog iron ore is founcf~
m _considerable abundance. We visited Marshall's Islan<lP 'may become important to collect the iron ores, from the
llifmerous localities in the vicinity, which, together, will make
which vve had been unable to examine before on account o(<;
~he violence of the surf. On the western side of the island~'( ·up enough to keep a blast furnace in operation. TI~ere is _no
~s foun_d a vein of very rich magnetic iron ore, containcdlt· ''·better iron ore in existence than this; and when m1xed with
the boo- and other Jio-hter ores of Mt. Desert and Black's
I~ gramt~ r~cks.. It lies ~)eside a powerful dyke of trap;:;·
Island,"''it will become'=' perfectly manageable, and will not
~rom wlu~h rt stnkes out lll a lateral direction. The dyke'/
.
overload the hio·h
fornace. So important an indication as .this
0
•
1s from nme to ten feet wide, and runs in a N. N. E. aria\
locality,
should
not
be lost sight of, since larger quantities
S. S. 1:'7· direction, while the vein of iron ore runs E. and W./'.
·of this valuable ore may be discovered. Mt. Desert offers
e~tendmg to the distance of 1.4 yards, nearly at rio·ht ano-Jes'
similar indications, and its mountains may be found to
with the dyke. It is evident, that this vein of iro~ ore ~ 0 (.
contain veins of this and other metallic ores. It will be
~h_e s~me ge?lo~ical _ag~ with the dyke in its vicinity, for it .
remarked by those who examine the facts stated in this
]Oms rt, and rs _m_ixed m_t1mately with its substance. It appears<.
Report,
that all the metallic ores vvhich have been deto have been 1113ecte<l mto the granite, with which it is closely'.~_
scribed,
are found in those places where trap dykes have
connected. This iron ore is of the purest mao-netic variety· .
.
0
'
been
thrown
up; and no one can doubt that thei_r origin
an d b emg possessed of polarity, is admirably suited for··
was
in
some
way
connected. This fact is not only mterestmagnets of great power. The compass needle will not·
inoin
a
theoretical
point of view, but also offers a valuable
traverse within 30 or 40 yards of the v~in, and when a crow- O'~de
to
those
who
are
seeking to discover metalliferous veins.
bar or drill of steel is strnck upon its surface, it instantly
It
is
also
an
indication
that the various ores mentioned, were
becomes a strong magnet, attracting large quantities of the'.
injected
or
sublimed
from
below, and that the veins may
powdered ore, which hangs in festoons to its extremity. When
probably
widen,
and
improve
as _they de~cend. This appears
the crowbar was suspended by a piece of cord, it oscillated
to
be
the
case
with
the
Lubec
Lead !\'Imes, so far as they
and pointed to the north, like a compass needle. This is
have
been
examined.
Many
islands
abound on this coast,
the most powerful magnetic iron ore that I have ever seen.
between
Mispecky
Reach
and
Thomaston,
which gener~l1y
._
consist of granite rocks, and will furnish an inexl:anstible
supply of building stones. To enumerate and d~scnbe th~m
all, would perhaps be tedious; and I ~h_all, th?refore, m~~t1on
only a few of the most valuable localities which \Vere v!Slte~:
and refer to the geological map, I have prepared, for then
situations. This map, copies of which are laid before you,
will be published in the next annual report.
After exploring the most interesting islands in our com:se,
. we ran to Eastport; and from that place, ~ade a? e~curs_ion
in the Revenue Cutter, to a very valuable lime c11~tnct,_s1_tu
ate on L'Etano· New Brunswick, where the Mame Mmmg
'Compnny have""purchased an extensive trac_t of l"u~estone,
and arc now cngageu in the manufacture of lime, for importb Dyke of greens tone tr:ip-rock.
c Vcin of mag·nctir iroL1 ore.
ation into the United States. L'Etang is a promontory,
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connected by a narrow isthmus with the main land.

a deep .and excellent harbor, where shipping may lie secure;

or

from every wind. This locality is destined to become one:
the most valuable districts for the manufacture of lime, on
the coast-the rock being of an excellent quality, and:
altogether inexhaustible. On account of its vicinity to otir.
country, it becomes interesting to the citizens of Maine to.
know its value, and its capability of furnishing a supply.
of so valuable an article. In order that we mirrht
ascer-..
o
tain what competition other places may expect to meet
with, in the supply of the market, this locality was examined; although it is not situated within the limits of
Maine. The limestone of L'Etang, is a large bed of
blue, grey, black and white rock, and covers an area of 40·
or 50 acres. It is a stratified variety; the strata having a
general direction to N. E. and S. vV., and dip N. vV. 75°.
The bed or mass of strata is included between w~lls of trap,
and is intersected by twelve dykes, which vary in width from
one to twenty foct. It was interesting to remark at this
place, where trap dykes of different degrees of magnitude
had burst through the limcrock, that the physical and chemical
changes, which I have so frequently noticed under such
circumstances, were presented in every shade, and exactly
in proportion to the power of the dykes.
The coloring matter of this limestone, is chiefly carbon or
graphite and oxide of iron, which gives to soine of the strata
a brownish black tint. The impure masses also include
strata of plumbaginous, talcosc and mica slates, which rocks
are found on one side of the limestone region. It will bcobserved, that near the dykes, this limestone becomes lighter
colored, and finally perfectly white, where it is connected
\vith them. In some places it presents a massive crystalline
aspect, but more commonly it is compact. There can be
no doubt, that these effects were produced by the intrusion
of a powerfully hot molten rock, which partially softened
and fused the strata of limestone. Similar phenomena may
be observed at Lubec, Hope, and Thomaston.
I was informed by Mr. \Vilson, the original proprietor of
this limestone, that it was purchased by the <.:ompany, for
£1,000, or 'hN,ooo.. It is now much more valuable, and

b·::;n. cr "wrourrht by American enterprize and capital, cannot
Cl o
'='
Umte
. cl Sta t es.
r. ;l to become a source of profit to the
iai
•
. . cl h' '
Near L'Etang is an Island, called Fnen
s 1p s .F'O 11y,
which consists of red sandstone and a conglomerate of pebbles of porphyry, cemented together by a fine1: san<ls:one.
Throurrh the midst of this Island, bursts a lmge dyl~e of
frap-ro"'ck, eight feet wide, which rises to the ~umm1t ~f
the Island. [Sec PLATE.] The sandstone at ~l11s place, 1s
like that at St. Andrews aml Perry, and contams alternate
bands of a grey color. The strata run N. E. and S.
arid dip to the N. W. 40°. The dyke runs N. 35° W. and dips

vy.,

westerly 75°.
•
1
l
r. f
, Returning to Eastport, we saw several otner oca it1es_ o
red sandstone, among which are the Spruce and lnchan
Islands; but it wus too late to land upon them at that time.
SECTION FOURTH.
1
north eastern 1Joun<lary of
· Th.IS i:;ec t.1011 Wl·1 l coI"I'".t"'e
" Ji ~ tl•e
'
the State, tracing up the St. Croix to Houlton, and from thence
r JI
· . ilie c•t Tohn River to the l\fadawaslrn.
10 ow mg •
"' · ·
.
I
.· · ., l
" s of this route ' I meant
t le pnnc1pc.
B y meL.n
. to. mtersect
B ..
. .·
~trata which run through from tfarne mto the nt1s 11 pr~11mce
. !·'· "'r·om
C"lais
we made
an excursion .to
01~ N ew-B runsw1c
,,
...
.
St. Stephens for the purpose of expl?i·mg a lurge. gram tc
·.mountam,
· · · V'l 1,11C
· l1 n·se-s £:1:1-om tlw
river side
to a considerable
•
• ,
•
·1
·
T1
·
cr 1.,.,,1;·1 e ])elonrrs to a c1t1zen of Mame, and
1
15
1
e eva 10n.
"' "'· · · ·
o
.
,
\vi11 be wrought for building stones. It is dark col01e~l,
.· , .
bl~cl· n11'ca awl will ans1ver very well for arch1contam111<r
~ "
'
~
·
tecture,
although it is not so handsome as the ~a~·us
'<i1'anite, it will still become profitable, on account of th.., e ... se
·~vith ·which it 111ay be obtained and transported.
d
.
. ·H,,vino- e•1o·ao-ccl
a
strong
waggon
to
carry
us
an
ou1l
0
0
a.
"'
•
am
b~o-o-aO"e
throurrh
the woods, we set ou t f o1· Houlton
.
•
''>· bo ·bed tlie 11'."oc'i·" on our wav.
For some <l:stance from
exan1m
·
... ""
J
·
d f; 1- ·
. v.re 1ou1
r 1cl a
coa"se
arro-rerrate
of hornblende an e.. ~pm'
<<oo o
.
C.al a1s
,
.· t J Oi·f !10•·11blende
rock '. or coarse s1emte.
1
formmoa va11e
'
r
, ·t~ al'O occurs here and there, but is not of a fine qua tGram
t::
s
I
cl"y
t or of any considerable extent. Vv e t 1en ca~1e .o '"
.Y.'. rocks nem. ~Lewis
· 'Pond ' where the. strata are rntersected
· slate
l ·
by dykes ~f trap. At Lewis' Pond, 20 miles from Ca ms,

:n<l

1

k
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~ere

is a small,_ but very good hotel, kept by Mr. Simpson..
he road to tlus place is good, and an excellent bridg~
crosses a branch of the river.
. .. , .
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:being perfectly level and wide enough for two carriages to pass
, abreast. Its surface was originally covered with maple, birch,
and hard pine trees, while the low lands, on either side, are
Passing over this bridge we entered the Indian Township . covered with a dense growth of cedars. I could not help
the '~ood on. one half of which has been burned and stiil /<thinking, as I looked upon this natural embankment, that it
remams standmO" Th
·1
'
W,ould be easy for an antiquarian to mistake this ridge for a
·
ei·
e soi appears to be excellent, and the
rocks are slate • Tl1e i·oad Wes
a- goocl unt1·1 we arnved
.
. •, work of art, and to suppose that some of the aboriginal
at.
Mr. Gle~son's, ~O miles from Calais, where it is rough for
inhabitants of our country knew how to annihilate distance
three miles, as it cuts through the corner of TalmadO'e. ·1
•
by .rail roads. My first impression respecting the geological
0
1·emarked
also ' tl,at
· d was 1m·a d own erroneously
origin of this embankment, was, that it was alluvial, and
.
• the 1oa
on ·
the mar of the_public lands, and have corrected it as far as
formed the bank or intervening shores of two lakes, which
I was aole, as will b~seen on the map laid before the Boarcl.
existed in the low tracts, now covered with cedars; but on
~he rock~ _are slate, and tho soil is good, cleri;•ed from the
examining the nature of the materials,·of which it is comr-:~compos1t101: of tl1c rock in this place, :.ind from an ad·
posed, I became satisfied, that it belonged to the formation
mixture of dduvial sand formed from clecomncsecl o·ranite.
of transported clay, sand, gravel and boulders, which is
0
Boulders or rounded
f '·
t
.
'
masses o tnts rock, were observed on
called diluvium, consisting of the loose fragments of rocks,
our way, and have evidently been transported from the north
that were transported by a mighty current of water, the last
~vhere we &oon found them in place on No. 8, near the Bas~
time the waters prevailed over the land. The occurrence of
kenhegan Lake .. On the shores of this lake we observed
similar embankments at Houlton, served to confirm .this
also slate ro~lrn m place. Mr. Anderson furnished us with
opinion; for there they have the same north and south direction
accommo~at1ons at his house, near Jackson Pond 42 miles
-a coincidence so remarkable, that it could not be the result
fi:om Cal_ais. After examining the shores of the lal;es without
of chance. The Horsebacks of New Limerick and Houlton
disc~venng an~ very interesting geological appearances, we
are much more elevated, and some of them are said to rise
~-ontmued _our Journey to Jvir. \'Villiam Butterfield's, 5'1 miles
to the height of 90 feet. Those which I examined, however,
horn Calais, an_d from thence we explored the vicinity of the
were not more than 50 feet high. It will be noticed that
Grand
Schood1c Lake • Limesto11e ancl
bo g iron
·
many of the fragments of rock, which these diluvial accumu•
<
ore are
said to occur on the banks of the Mattuwamkea(l" west from
lations contain, are similar to the slaty limestone found farther
Butterfield's, but we did not go thither to expl~~-e it, as it .
to the north, and up the St. John river. I cannot st~p now
would have taken up more t;me th:.in coui 1 i.
d r.
to speculate on the causes of this transportation of loose
h
b ·
'
ic uo spare Hom ..
t e pu he lands. After passing Butterfield's there is 110 road.
materials, but I may say that there are abundant proofs, on
~he tre?s are foiled so that. a light waggon may lumber
the whole face of this continent, that there has oeen a mighty
slow 1y tnrou_gh, but vve found 1t extremely laborious to effect
rush of waters over its surface, from the north and northwest,
a p~ss~ge with a double waggon. After going 011 three or
and that such a current has swept over the highest mountains
fou1 ~1iles, the road becomes more passable, and 011 reachincr
of Massachusetts. (Vi.de Report on Geol. ef Mass. by Prof
0
the ndgc called the Horseback it is very rroocl all ti
.,. •
Hitchcock.)
.
to Houlton.
'
t:>
ie way •
On the road from Calais to Houlton, the traveller will
This rid_ge is extremely curious, and consists of sand and
continually observe that the loose and rounded stones, which
gravel, burlt up exa~tly like the embankments for rail roads,
lie upon the soil, are not similar to rocks that occur bene~th
the slope on _either side being about 30°, while it rises above i
it, but that they can be identified with rocks, from which
the surround111g low lands to the height of so feet, its top '
they doubtless originated, farther north .. By a series of
observations, it is possible to ascertain the limits of diluvial
9
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transportation; but in this section of country my efforts failed:
to prove satisfactory, on account of the dense forests and the
covering of soil, which concealed the rocks in place, so that
I could not feel certain in my results. I know of no such
observations having been made elsewhere, but it seems rea~
sonable, that it can be approximated, with some degree of
accuracy, by taking into consideration all the conditions of
the problem. On our way from Butterfield to Houlton, we
discovered an abundance of black oxide of manganese ·and
iron ore, on the road side, and imbedded in rocks in place.'
After our arrival in Woodstock, I had the pleasure of dis~
covering an enormous bed of this ore, which runs directly·
towards the spot, where ·we had picked up the specimens
above mentioned.
The soil from Calais to Houlton is generally good, and
bears a luxuriant growth of maple, birch, hemlock, spruce,
and pine trees, while the low lands are thickly crowded with
cedars. The geological nature of the soil is of three kinds,
diluvial, alluvial, and soil resulting from the disintegration
of the rocks, beneath; and it is not unfrequent to find alr
these varieties on the same farm. The mineralogical nature
of the rocks, producing soils, explains their orio-in. We
have ~h~n, a s~il derived from granite, of a yeliow color,·
co~tammg grams of quartz, mica, and felspar, while the
ch~ef p~rt of the lat_te~ m~neral, is decomposed into clay.
Soil derived from arg1lhte, 1s of a blue color, and contains
fragments of slate. Alone, it forms a tenacious clay, and
cold soil ; but when mixed in due proportions with the
detritus of granite and limestone, it forms a good soil.
Limestone soil of this vicinity, is of a brownish yellow
color, mixed with blue particles of slate. Houlton is remarkable for her limestone soils, which are extremely luxuriant
and admirably suited for the growth of wheat, other grain:
and· grasses. They are very deep and warm, and always
kept loose and spongy, by the small fragments of slate, which
they contain. There are also rich alluvial soils in this place
and at New Limerick near by, which yield to no other districts
in the luxuriance of their productions~·
After exploring in a hasty manner, the most important
places around Houlton, in which we were kindly assisted by
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the politeness of Mr: Carey, who resides in Houlton, and is
'.well acquainted with the localities, we set out f~r W ?odstock,
· :on the British side of the line, and there met with kmd attenJions from Major Ketchum, whom we had seen in_ Hoult?n.
•.This gentleman afforded us much aid in ou~ en~erpnse, which
,:we are happy here to acknowledge. Wlule .m Woodsto?k,
.I saw some specimens of red slate, covered with black o:x1de
·.of manganese, which I instantly recogn~zed as the. n_iatnx of
, the hrematite iron ore; and on expressmg my op1mon_ that
.iron would be found at its locality, I was conducted thither,
· and discovered an enormous bed, not less than 50 or 60 rods
.wide and extendino- towards the district I have described at
'.Hod~don. This b:d of iron ore fo~ms the summit of a hill,
·and is favorably situated for workmg the met~l, c_harcoal
being easily obtained at a low price. The ore will yield not
less than 50 per cent. of pure iron, and 60 per cent. of cast
iron. It is the most easy ore to smelt in the blast furnace,
and is not difficult to break, nor will it overload the furnace.
Situated near an important military post, this bed of iron ore
is of national importance, and should not be overlooked by
government. Should the ore ever be wrought, i_t ought to
·be remembered that the Tobique River has on its banks a
plentiful supply of red sandstone, suitable fo~ making the
hearth and lining of a blast furnace, and will also _afford
·limestone required for a flux in smelting the ore .. It is not
a small advantage to have these indispensable articles ?~ a
river up stream, so that they may be brought down, at a tnflmg
expense, in boats or on rafts.
Havino- eno-ao-ed our passage in a horse tow-boat, we set
out for the Gr~nd Falls, carrying our provisions and campin~
apparatus with us, and travelling slowly up the St. John s
river, at the rate of 15 miles per diem, so that we c?uld have
leisure to explore the banks of the river, _by walkmg _along
beside or in advance of the boat, and puttrng our specimens
on board when it stopped. In the vicinity of w oodstock,
larcre
dykes of trap rocks are seen cutting through the slate
•
and
limestone,
and running in an E. N. E. ~n~ W. S. W.
.
. t"
We found the strata every where vmble, as they
·
d
d uec 10n.
were exposed by the river, which was low at the tn~1e, ~n
{
disclosed their outcropping edges. We noted the direction
~

I
f
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of the limestone and slate in many hundreds of places along
the river's banks, as we proceeded, and found it to be E. N. E;',
and W. S. W., and the dip W. N. W. Many dykes were obl
served, cutting through the limestone, with veins of calcareous:
spar accompanying them. Fossil shells, such as terebratulre'
and trilobites, were found, but they are rare along the river's
course. Large and perfect specimens of terebratulre were.
found in blocks of grey limestone, which we traced to their
origin on the Tobique River.
Masses of red sandstone occurred also in abundance, as
also did large pieces of beautiful red jasper, carnelian and
chalcedony, which were mixed with rounded and water-worn
pieces of amygdaloidal trap. All these minerals we traced
to the Tobique-not a specimen being found after we passed
above the mouth of that river. The occurrence of red sandstone, in erratic blocks, along the course of the St. Johns,
served to satisfy me, that the coal measures were somewhere·
in the vicinity; and I am of opinion, that this substance may
be found between the. Tobique and the Grand Lake, on the
St. John. We know that it has been found at the latter
place, and there is a good prospect of its beinCT found con~
.
h
b
tmuous. to t e Tobique; for there, that formation exists,
and a powerful bed of gypsum has been found embraced in
.
'
the new red sandstone, at that place. I had previously predicted that this formation would strike the St. John at this
point, and hoped to have found it on the western side of
that river, but it has not yet been observed extending so far.
There is, however, no impossibility of its existing on the
public lands, west of the St. John, for there are frequent
interruptions in the extent of the coal measures, and an
independent coal basin may as well occur there, ·as on the
opposite side of the river.
No fragments of sandstone were observed in the bed of
the Aroostic, at its confluence with the St. John, all the
transported masses of rock found there, consisting of stratified blue limestone and argillaceous slate. Jf it should
happen to be the case, that the direction of the sandstone
strata, is such as to confine it to the eastern side of the St.
John River, it would then, if continuous, extend to the lands
belonging to Maine and Massachusetts, north of the Grand ·
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Falls, and will be found on the range of highlands, forming
th~ northern boundary of the State. In a future excursion,
;, rpropose to trace the known coal-bearing strata of New
· :Brunswick, up the St. John, from the Grand Lake coal mines
to the Aroostic; and thence, if the strata are found to be
continuous, following their course until they intersect the
public lands.
' .. It is certainly a very important fact, that there are large
)::ieds of gypsum on t11e Tobique River, for that substance is
,well known to be exceedingly valuable in agriculture, and
·it can be brought down the Tobique and the St. John, to
any point required, on the public lands which lie along the
St.- John, within from two to six miles of the river, while
if would be impossible to ·bring the Nova Scotia gypsum up
·the river, on account of the expense of freight, which would
cause its price to rise so high, that it never could be afforded
for agricultural purposes. It may also be remarked, that
gypsum is not subject to any custom-house charges, and
boats are not subject to tonnage duty; so that the Tobique
gypsum is just as valuable to Maine, as if it occurred within
the limits of the State.
The rocks along the course of the St. John, up to the Grand
Falls, consist entirely of stratified blue limestone and slate,
which are traversed by numerous dykes, arid the rocks rise, in
some places along its banks, to the height of from 200 to 300
feet above the river. Much of this limestone, I have no doubt,
will furnish excellent hydraulic cement, a similar rock being
used for this purpose in Quebec. On the Aroostic, good
limestone, for the manufacture of lime, abounds, and much
.of that on the St. John, will answer for the same purpose.
·Iron ores also occur on the Aroostic, within the limits of
Maine, and about six miles from the boundary line. The
details of our observations on this river, will be seen marked
on the map laid before the Board of Internal Improvement.
It will be remarked that there are high banks of diluvial
soil resting on the rocky banks along the river, and that the
whole tract along its course to the Grand Falls, possesses
an uncommonly fertile soil, covered with an abundant growth
of forest trees, of every kind found in the State. This river
.below the falls, is broken by numerous and powerful rapids,
'through which it is extremely difficult, and sometimes dan-
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ger?us to pass in a boat. The most remarkable of these
rapids, are at the Presque Isle, Tobique and Salmon Rivers;.
and between
the Salmon River and the Grand Falls ' the tw 0 ·
.
1atter b emg called _the Rapid de Femme and the Rapid
B!anche, both of which are dangerous and difficult to pass
with boats.
·,
The present mode ~f towing heavy flat bottomed boats, b~
means of horses, wadmg along the banks of the river is
exceedingly tedious; but owing to the rapidity of the curr;nt ·
and t~e ~resence of rocks, breaking the surface of the water:
there 1s httle prospect of steam boats ever beino- used · th
. .
f h .
o
m e
nav1gat10n o t e nver above Woodstock.
The_ Grand Falls are produced by the falling of this river
over high le<lg:s ?f slate and limestone rocks, where it makes
a_ sudden turn m its course. This cataract is a most mag··.
mficent waterfall, and. tumbles by a series of three succ~ssive leaps over the rocks, to the distance of 125 feet,
'~1th a tremend?us crash and roar, while it rushes through its
!ugh rocky barriers, and whirls its foaming waters along their
course. vVh_e~ the sun's rays fall upon the mist and spray,
perpetually nsmg from the cataract, a o-oro-eous iris is seen
floating in the air, waving its rich color: ov~r the white foam
and fo~ming a beautiful contrast with the sombre rocks, cov~
ered with dark
· cedars and pines ' which overhanoo the ab yss.·
(see Plate, view ef the Grand Falls.)
Sir John Caldwell has just erected a saw mill beside this
wate~fall, and has constructed a rail road of timber across
the high promontory of land, so as to transport the deal .~·
boards and logs from the mill, to the river below the falls.
Although it is sometimes agreeable to see the useful combined
with the beautiful, I do not suppose that lovers of the picturesqu_e, will imagin_e the beauty of the Falls enhanced, by the
erect10n of saw mills by _its side; nevertheless, if they prove
advantageous to the pubhc, we must yield in matters of taste
' to the demands of commerce. There is however nothin~
repulsive in the a?pea:ance of these work~, and the; may be
shut out of the view, if found to detraCt from its interest.
Travellers,_ who may visit t~e Grand Falls, will find many
.very magmficent scenes, which are peculiar, and will interest
even tho•e who have •een the morn •tupendous catarnct of

~iagara ..
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\Ve are indebted to Sir John Caldwell for many
polite_ attentions, which we beg leave here to ad-nowledge.
,I. Having engaged two Acadians to carry us up the St. John
to the Madawaska River, in their birch bark canoes, we set
out on our voyage, and examined the shores on either side of
the river, as we proceeded slowly up against the current.
The St. John is much broader above the falls than it is below,
and there are but few rapids, and none of them dangerous
to the canoes. The boundary line is but three miles west
of the falls, and was marked by the surveyors who ran the
line seven or eight years since. The whole tract between
the Madawaska and this line, is settled by Acadians, and is
known under the name of the Madawaska settlement. This
district was incorporated as a town, by the State of Maine,
but difficulties having ensued, as to the right of jurisdiction,
it was agreed to leave the place in statu quo, until the
claims of the two countries should be adjusted; an injunction being placed, by mutual agreement, against cutting of
the timber upon the disputed territory. It is well known
that Maine regards the usurpation by the British authorities,
as unjustifiable, her unoftending citizens having been seized
and committed to prison, on no other pretence than their
endeavor to carry into effect the laws of the State to which
they belonged, by calling a town meeting. We met with
General Baker, at the Grand Falls. He was one of the persons arrested at the Madawaska town meeting, and was
subjected to the indignity of a foreign jail. This gentleman
gave us much information relating to the timber districts of
Madawaska, and the means of transporting the timber down
the St. John River.
·The population of Madawaska settlement, is· estimated at
3000 souls, 900 of whom dwell above the Little Falls. Most
of the settlers are descendants of the French neutrals or
Acadians, who were driven by British violence, from their
homes in Nova-Scotia, (called, by the French, Acadia,) on
the 17th of July, 1775*. These people at first established
themselves above Fredericton, and subsequently removed
above the Grand Falls, and effected this settlement. The
Acadians are a very peculiar people, remarkable for the

t

*See Halliburton's History of Nova Scotia.
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..of .their manners an<l customs ; many peo?le having th~ i?ea
simplicity of their manners and their fidelity to their em:::
ployers. Although they are said to be "sharp at a bargain,'~{, · · fhat they arc demi-savages, because, 1_1kc the ~bongmal
inhabitants, they live principally by buntrng. ~\~mg to the
they are remarkably honest, industrious and respectful; and'
~njunction placed on the ti~ber lands, t~n ~am1hes ~~ t~ie
are polite and hospitable to each other and to strangers. Ji:
::A.cadian settlers have emigrated to M1ch1gan ~e!lltmy.
is curious to observe, how perfectly they have retained all
· ~lt is very desirable that this obstacle to the prospen~y of the
their French peculiarities. The forms of th€ir houses, the:
:
1 f 1\1..,da,"asJ~a should be removed
by an adjustment
decorations of their apartments, dress, modes of cookery, &c.;'
· :.peop e o ~' " ., .' ~ , .
.
.
·of
the
present
difficulties,
respcctrng
the
No1th Eastern
are exactly such as they originally were in the land of their.
.
ancestors. They speak a kind of patois, or corrupted French,i , · :Boundary of the State.
·: The o-coloo-y of Madawaska is simple, and not very mterbut. perfectly understand the modern language, as spoken in,
0
.
.
b
d bl
esting; the rocks consisting o~ argillaceous slate ~n
~e
Paris. But few persons can be found who understand or'
limestone,
which
is
covered
with
a
deep
and
lu~uuant
soil,
speak English, and these are such as from the necessities of
·bearino· au abundance of cedar, pine, spruce, b~rch, maple,
trade, have learned a few words of the language. None of
..
hemlo~k, and other forest trees, which abound rn ~hese rethe women or children either understand or speak English.
.
<r.ions. A few beds of plastic clay were observ~d, smtable for
The Acadians are a cheerful, contented and happy people,'
~ottery
and brick n;iaking ; o~e of which is s'.tuate d 0~1 the
social in their intercourse, and never pass each other without
north bank of the nver, 18 miles above_ the ?rnnd Falb, and
a kind salutation. "While they thus retain all the marked ·
four miles above the rcsid.~mce of Captam ~1berdot; another
characteristics of the French peasantry, it is a curious fact
occurs on the same side of the river, opposite _Gr~ncl Isl~nd,
that they appear to know but little respecting the country from
.
tl'e Green River. This latter bed is mterestmg,
which they originated, and but few of them have the least idea
an cl near .
.
·d 1
licrnites,
wluch are
ev1 ent y
on accoun t Of !·ts co 11 tainino·
o
o
.
of its geographical situation. Thus, we were asked, when we
remains of cedar trees, completely pen~trated with a beauspoke of France, if it was not separated from England by a
tiful blue earthy phosphat~ of iron, \Yh1ch ii:ay be used as a
river, or if it was near the coast of Nova Scotia; and one
·
t. A
unio was also found
inquired if Bethlehem, where Christ was born, was not a
p1gmen
· fiosril
~
. . in
. this
. clay. Below
.
clay
occurs
a
bed
of
p1solittc
non
ore, and bet he pas
,
.
town in France ! ! Since they have no schools, and their
1 t ic
neath
this
a
stratum
of
green
sand,
which
may
be
used with
knowledge is but traditional, it is not surprising that they
.
fi
n anur·c The cliff rises 30 feet abrubtly from the
should remain thus ignorant of geography and history. I
•
•
•
•
1nne or a 1 c.
1
river,
and
presents a section of the vanously colored b.ue,
can account for their understanding the pure French lanbrown and green strata.
guage, by the circumstance that they are supplied with
catholic priests from the mother country, who, of course,
Slate rocks, suitable for roofing, occur three miles above
speak to them in that tongue. Those who visit Madawaska,
Green River, on the north side of the St. John, where t?ey
must remember that no money passes current there but silver.
form a precipice thirty fc~t high, and extend along th_~ nver
for the people do not know how. to read, and will not tak~
one-fourth of a mile. Hills, composed of the same l,md of
bank notes, as they have often been imposed upon, since
rocks, occur on the southern side of the St. John.
they are unable to distinguish a £5 from a $5 or five shilling
At the mouth of the Madawaska River, slate rocks a~e
note. As there are no regular taverns in this settlement,
·
a d ·t E N E and \V. S. W.-and stand m
agmn seen, 11 1 111
every family the traveller calls upon will furnish accommo. l t ·ata The· Madawaska falls over these rncl.s, to
ver t ica s 1 ·
.
dations, for which they expect a reasonable compensation ·
the distance of five or six feet. It ':ould_ l:e practicable to
.
'
an_d he will be always sure of kind treatment, which is beyond
convert this foll into a valuable mill pnv~lege, but a dam
p~1ce. I have been thus particular in speaking of the Acamust be built to the height of twelve feet, smce the St. John,
1

L

i

L

d>an settlers of Madawaska, because little is generally known

I

•
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•

•
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during- freshets, is crowded with water, which overflows these
rocks to that height. The Madawaska River is thirty-five
miles above the Grand Falls of the St. John.
After examining, as far as we were able, along the banks
of this river, amid snow storms, while the thermometer stood_
below freezing, we were compelled to return, on account of the snow, which covered the rocks and soil. The
river had nearly reached the freezing point, and our clothes
were covered with ice, while the snow fell abundantly in our
canoes. Descending the St. John, the canoes glided with
great ease and rapidity, and we soon found ourselves at the
Grand Falls; and transporting our canoes over the land, we
again set out, on the river, to Woodstock, from whence we
took passage to Houlton, and carried with us five boxes of
specimens of rocks and minerals, which -..vc had collected on
our route.
The following Thermometrical Register was kept during
the last days, while we were on the river : ·ocT. JS-Temperature of the air at noon, 33.... F. ~ S~owstorm; vi~lent
1'
''
a
f ti
·
.-. 0 o F wmd ; water froze
o rn river, • .>o • "· on our garments.
At Madawaska
" 19-I-Ialf-pust6A.nr., lemp.ofair, 25° I?.
.
'
'' 20- " " S "
u
•'
32° F.-Ram and snow..
" 21- " u
" "
u
''
.28° F.-Snowed a little ..
,
" 22- " '' " "
"
"
23° F.-Snow.
(
a 2.2- " "
tr "
"
3.1.° F.
At Grand Falls,·5 " " 9 P. nr., temp. of air,
3G° F.
l '~ 23-" u
"
of river,
33° F.

r

t

Before closing this Section, I would remark, that it is of
the greatest importance to the State, that the boundary
question should be adjusted, as soon as possible, for not only
is the timber, on the disputed territory, plundered on a large
scale, but it is also in many places necessary to have it cut,
before it is ruined by decay. I was informed by Mr. Baker,
that on the district of St. Francis, where a fire has killed
the foliage, there are no less than 10 or 12,000 tons of very
valuable pine timber, which is now fit for use, but which in
a few years ·will be good for nothing, unless it is cut down to
prevent its rotting. Although there is a prohibition against
cutting timber on the public lands in dispute, it is no secret
that this law is evaded.
From the observations of persons, who are in the habit of
rafting logs of timber down the St. John, it will appear that
the current of the river above the Grand Falls, is from one .

to three miles per hour, while below the falls, i~ runs at the
swiftest cur_rent
being at the rapids, and in the ?arrowest parts of the nv~r.
When the snows of winter begm to melt from the r:io_untams
_·and high lands, the St. John rises with. great rap1d1ty, and
: frequently the water accumulates, durmg freshets, to the
·height of 30 feet above its ordinary level, so that the rocks
at the rapids are entirely submerged, and the ban_ks of the
-river are overflowed in many places. When the ice bre_aks
.'up in the spring, it is said that thi~ river presents a sublime
spectacle, the ice being crow~ed mto a narrow space, and
·heaped up sheet upon sheet, m an enormous mass, so as to
arrest the passage of the water, wh~n it ac~um~lates and
finally overcomes the opposing bar:1er, movmg it forward
,\,ith a noise like thunder, and sweep mg down every obstacle
in its course. Rocks, frozen into the ice, are thus tra~s
ported down the river to a great distance, and even carr~ed
out to sea. It is probable that most of t~1e large masse_s of
_sandstone, trap-rock, jasper, and carnelian, found a ~ittle
above Woodstock, are thus brought down from the Tob1~ue,
'eposited alono· the banks of the St. John, 50 or 60 miles
an cl a
o
d"f ·
l
ice is a powerful cause, mo t ymg tie
Mo vincr
l
0
b cow.
surface of the earth, and probably was one of the means,
by which the various scattered blocks of stone a~d boulders
of large size, were transported to a distance, durmg the last
grand delucre that overwhelmed the globe.
On our ;eturn from the St. John, we passed by the mili_t~ry
·road from Houlton to Bangor, qnd had but few opportumt1es
of exploring the rocks on our way. vVe obse~ved, l~owever,
that the limestone and slate rocks, alternatmg with each
other in regular strata, run as far as the Fork:; of the Mattawamkeag, where we lost sig!1t o~ th_em, the who_le su~·face
of the rocks being covered with d1luvrnl and alluvial soil, on
either side of the road.
.
In the town of Lincoln, we saw some large and beautiful
blocks of granite, which were qum·:ied in that p_lace, but we
had not time then to visit the locah_ty. The soi~ along ~he
whole extent of the military road, is deep and nch, cons~st
.
· t egrated particles of limestone and slate, which
mer
of d.1sm
.
-ar~ known to form an excellent soil for wheat and other gram.

bte of from three to six miles per hour, the
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Whil~ enga?ed in a private survey, before entering upon"
my public d~t1cs, explored the slate region of Williamsburg{
anc.1 Brow?v11le, s1t~iatcd 40 miles N. N. vV. from Bangor{
w~1erc an mcxha~1s~1ble supply of roofing slates may lie ob:::
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The sheets of slate were observed to run E. by N. and
:W. by S., and they dip N. vV. 70°. Slates, from one to six
•.feet square, may be split vvith great ease from this roe:,, and
in:any quantity desired. A great natural ac:v:rntag~ ~s presented at these localities, by the nearly vertical pos1t1on of
tamed. The vVilhamsburg quarries nre situated on vVhet-"
the strata, while they occupy elevated ground, and may be
stone Brook, a branch of Pleasant River and the rock form~
. .
'
transported
to the river by a regular slope of the land, a
~ prec1p1tous bank to the stream. The slates are divided.
rail
way
being
made for the distance, which is only 200 rod.s.
mto ,~egul~r sheets, standing in a nearly vertical position;'.
So valuable a locality should not be allowed to remam
th~ m~ bemg 85° north, and their direction cast and west
-unwrought, ancl I am happy to learn that it is in contempla'."
It is difficult to say, whether the divisions coincide with the
str~tifica~i?n or not, there being no other rocky strata alter~. . tion to begin operations at this place early next sumrr~er.
natrn? :v.1tI1 th~ slate. From the uniformity and extent of•· While at this locality, some calculations were made respectmg
the cost of transporting the slate; and from data, furnished
the ~1v1s1?ns, it seems probable that they are the Jines of
by crentlemcn well acquainted with the navigation of the
8h:at1fication. Dy driving a chisel between the Jnycrs of
Pen~bscot, it appeared that it could be l~mled .in Boston, at
tl~1s slate, sheets o;. a perfoctly even surface may be split off
the cost of .$8 per ton. Now the vVelsh irnpenal slates sell
with great ease, wiuch are of suitable thickness for roofin()' ·
for .~27 pei: ton, and this locality wi!l furnish .an equa~ly
3:nd fr?m two to five feet square. ·when struck, the slat:~
-O'oocl
article. I feel no hesitation in sayrng, that, m my opmnng like those from vVales, and are perfectly free from:
fon,
Ma.inc
is capable of supplying all :110 United_ ~tates
cracks. Not the least trace of pyrites, or other substance ·
with
good
roofing
slates. The whole sectic:n from vyilhamscalc~lated to cause the disintegration of the slate, is found
burg
to
Bangor,
appears
to be composeu of ::i.r.g1llaceous
at this quarry, and I have no doubt, that it will be wrou()'ht
slate
;
I
have
observed
it
on either side of the nver below
to ~dvantage. Access ~o this locality is at present diffic~lt,
that
city.
Doubtless
other
quarries will be found, equally
?"~lng .to the forests which surround it. Whetstone Brook,
valuable
with
those
of
"Williamsburg,
but I have not yet
it is said by Mr. Greenleaf, may easily be cleared of rocks
visited
any
whi~h
can
be
wrought
so
advantageously.
an.cl r~nderecl navigable to boats during freshets. I should
th1~k It for :nore expedient to lay an ordinary rail road, sup-.
~?1 ted on tnnb~rs, from the quarry to Pleasant River, the
SECTION FIFTH.
msta~ce to navigable water being two or three miles. On.
the side of. a hill, a little west of this quarry, occurs another
This section comprises the observations which I h.a~e .been
able to make, in a rapid reconnoissance of the v1c1~1ty of
good 1.ocul1ty of excellent slates, which may be split into
l "... 11 d of the route over which
I travelled
v.ery thm sheets. I found that I coul<l obtain fifty-four dis.
.
. m the
Por·tl anc,
·f
18""'"li"
le
on
my
way
to
Lubec;
1t
also
mcludes
tmct and perfect slates from a slab one foot in thickness.
summer o
0.,, ., 1
,. .
some researches made by 1\.fr. F. Alger and myselr,. m 1827,
Th~ Brownville slate is situated 200 rods N. E. from Pleasant nver ' and forns
~ st
. · ·
l.
..
during a mineralogical excursion, upon the penmsula of
"
" . eep p1ec1p1tous 11 11 , nsmg from.100
0
~o LO
feet ab?ve that nver, and having a steen descent to
Phipsburg.
Havin<T made but a few excursions around Portland, I
Its. banks, the i'.1t:rvenin.g land being at present ~overed with
b
d
"b
. t ·ly i"ts o·eoloo·y but shall
foiest trees. 1 his l?cality is inexhaustible, and the slate is
cannot pretend to escn e 11111111 e
b
.
·::: '
.
make a more detailed examination of that region m the .comse
of an .ex.cellent quality, containing no pyrites and is capable
of our next campaign. I beg leave, in the mean time, to
of r~s1stmg, as may be seen on its exposed surface, the action
refer yon to an interesting account of the geology of Portland
of arr and water for ages, without undergoing decomposition,

!
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and its vi?inity, by Professor Hitchcock, published the last
s u:nmer, m the Journal of the Boston Society of Nat~r~i
.; ,
F1istory, Part I. No. III.
.c.ape Eliza~eth is composed entirely of talcose slate c~~" ~
~~ ~ 1 ~f occas10nall~ .beds charged with minute cryst;ls of· •
n ende and ~amm::e of iron pyrites. It is intersected
~y several trap dykes, which may be seen near tl'e liaht
iouses at the extremity of the Cape. The
.
E. N°E·
and
· ·
· through the
y run
manof '·taJcose
J. • '
J· W . S . W · d"llCCtIOn,
cuttrng
strata
s ~te, one of the dykes beino· five feet wide N
.
vems
of quartz_, c11Urged with
• decomposinO'
o
.
ume1ous
• r.
sulphu:-et
of iron0
are 1ounc
the
. 1. at this ])lac"'v, an d tl10 quartz resembles precisely'
'. ~p.ec1mvns wluch I have seen from the rrol l .
f
0
VIrrr1ma
ai1d
tl
C
r·
""
c
mmes
o
< <•
10
aro mas. I cxamine<l SO''"'(' of tJ\eNe l
composed vei
· or·d er to ascertam
. . f any ...
,
· of
'"' crold
c e. ns, m
narticles
1
cou Id, b e d Ivcoverec
~
l m
· them, but was uus•icce~sful
'
inb m
search. The gold regions of the Southern State-~ m:e cm y
posed of rocks similar to those found at Cape Elizabet~~etween the ~atter place and Portland, a bed of talcose slat~ .
is ch,f1 rged with graphite, ::md the strata there COI}tai·n lay
ers o. . ca··b
' ona t,,: .o f l"une. In .Portland, the talcose <slate is•
~~~:~::,. con tammgfabund~nce of iron pyrites, which exists
Lie ayers o rock m extreme] th" l ·
ing its su.rface with glitterin~, silve~ a~~ ~;-~:~~~f:r:~
~~:v:~;:i11 cl~~ormc~·l! wen;i .supposed to be of a more valua10 stia.u of this rock run N E "nd a TV
,.
•
d
wp soo N w T •
•
•
• .... •
"'· t • an
Thurston'~ •vl~m-f ~~si;~~:~e~.for ~·e pain·ng the str:ets. Near
J.
t:\rnems l co or, contams layers of
ca1~areous spar, and presents a number of rcmarl· bl
tort10ns . On tl1 e sea coast at Mount Jo
' b,a e conthe'P.varieties of. this rock ' alternat·mg wit
. ly,
may
e seen all
1 quartz rock.
.::~ o~essor Hitchcock regards the rocks which I have de:cd cc .un~er the head of talcose slate, as mica slate a roe.
~nto wluch it passes by imperceptible shades. It is e~ident/'
metamorpluc rock, havinO' been altered sin 1·t
.. Y 1
1
0
~~ ~l~: ~evation ~figneous rocks ben.eath it,c:0 :s\~)~;~~~~
'he
ctei; :anable. I have preferred to clesio·nate it by I·:.
is n~me 0 its cha:acteristic and most abunda~t mineral. .
. ~ d~· obable that this rock was produced by the alteration .f
0
a ,,e unentary depo si"t of an arg1llngeous
·
"
character,
it having

1

•

0

1 1

1 1

it

1

L

t

I
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~nee undergone metamorphosis, by igneous action, during the
·.;~1evation of granite. Its passage may be distinctly traced
futo argillaceous slate on one hand, and mica slate on the
'.other, and specimens may be selected, which will illustrate
the· fact.
The graphite or plumbago contained between the lamina:
this rock, was probably derived from vegetable matter
•
•
11 y d epos1te
· d Wit
· 11 it,
· WIlen lil
· its
· se d"imentary state;
origma
neat and pressure being capable of converting vegetable
i
.
r
r.
substances into grap11ite,
as we sec 1t
1ormed
.i:rom charcoal
•
th
1
·
h
bl
t
fi
,,.ran
f
tl
·
l
m e 11g
as urnace. m. y o
10 is an ds of C asco
]fay, consist of rocks similar to those of Portland, and ·which
·are r.
. ll iron
.
.
rrequent1y fill e d wit
pyrites,
so as to cause t I1e
rapid decomposition of the strata. Jewel's I sland is inter· h , accor d"mg to P ro f . H.itc11coclr,
sected by a trap dy Irn, wine
is a continuation of one from Cape Elizabeth. On this island,
are found numerous veins of pyrites, and the rock, which is
of a morn argillaceous character than that of Portland, is
filled with particles of this mineral, so that it is advantageously wrought for sulphate of iron and alum. 0 n H askell's
and Hope Islands, similar rocks abound, and on the latter,
there is a large trap dyke intersecting the strata.
Orr's Island, is interesting on account of a large bed of
soapstone, which occurs in the rnicuceous and talcose slate.
The soapstone is inc1udetl between strata which run N. N. E.

·or

and S.S. W. and dip 80° W. N. W., and is found on the
south east side of the island, where it is exposed upon the
herders of the sea, and is 14 feet wide. It runs across the
isiand, passing directly under the house of :Mr. Orr, it having
been found in excavating the ce1lar. Although this soapstone is hard to saw, and does not take a fine polish, yet it is
capable of being wrought into excellent slabs for the construction of stoves and fire grates, since it is very refractory,
and does not crack or melt, when exposed to an intense heat.
It is favorably situated for transportation, being close to the
water's edge, and partly covered by the sea at high tide. I
believe no attempt has been made to quarry this soapstone,
although a similar kind is w-r<:>ught at Jaquish and Harpswell.
N ear L1e
1 b ed of soapstone, are 1oun
r
d many sma 11 garnets
in the mica slate, and veins of quartz, containing large and
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perfect. crystals of_ andalusite, some of the crystals, in my
makes a most perfect porcelain, which is of a. pure semiposscss'.on, m~asurmg two inches in diameter. Returning · . transparent appearance. Many interesting minerals have
from 1.lus locality to Portland, we visited Hog Island, where
been found in Brunswick and Topsham, which have been
the talcose slate, at Brimstone Point, has been powerfully
described in the excellent Treatise on Mineralogy, published
acted upon by decomposing pyrites, and has a yellow color,
by Professor Cleaveland. It would require too much time
from which the point takes its name.
·
to name them here, but I shall enumerate them in a catalogue
of
the minerals of the State, which I shall hereafter have
Professor Hitchcock has described an interesting example
the honor to lay before you.
of the tertiary formation, which exists in ·w estbrook, on the
In the south eastern part of Brunswick, four miles from
north bank of the Presumpscot River, where a land slip has
the village, occur three or four beds of white crystalline
disclosed a bed of clay, filled with several species of fossil
limestone, which are of great value for the manufacture of
shells, one of which he has named nuculu portl::mdica, a
lime and for marble. These beds are included in gneiss,
figure of which is given in his essay, to which you are referred
and vary in thickness, from nine to twenty-two feet, while
for the detailed description of this locality. Diluvial scratches
their depth and icngth are unknown, but are probably of very
or grooves arc also described, as existing in Portland, running
great extent. Their direction was found to be north and
south 10 or 15° east. They are said to exist also in the
south, and the dip G2° east. Near the house of Mr. Jordan
neighboring towns of Westbrook and Yarmouth, where they
the widest bed is found, and blocks of beautiful white marble
are very distinct and characteristic. Diluvial boulders of
may there be obtained, 20 feet in thickness, and of any length
granite and gneiss are also found in Portland, and arc supand width required. The fragments may be advantageously
posed to have been transported from the north west, where
burned for lime, which will be of perfect purity. I have no
they occur in place. My own observations have confirmed
doubt that marble may be wrought to great advantage at
the accuracy of Prof. Hitchcock's remarks on this subject, ·
this place. · It is not suitable for polishing, as its crystalline
and many other more decisive instances may be seen in
·texture
is coarse and would not appear to advantage. It
other parts of the State, where diluvial phenomena have
will,
however,
when smooth hammered, form as handsome a
been noted.
material
for
architecture,
as the marble of Carrarra. A much
vVe pass but a few miles northward from Portland, before
coarser
variety
is
used
in
New York, in the construction of
the parent rocks, from whence these diluvial blocks were
the
new
custom
house,
and
it forms an elegant material, its
swept, occur in place. At VI estbrook, a little more than a
coarse
texture
not
being
visible
at a few paces distance from
mile from the city, the gr:ciss may be seen irnmediatclv on the
the building. The Brunswick marble can be easily quarried,
road side, whore the tulcosc slate rests upon it. In Falmouth
and I am surprised that it should have been allowed t0 remain
the coarnc granite, containing large crystals of black tour~ '
so
long unwrought.
maline, is found, and may be seen on the right hand side of
Bowdoinham, near Brunswick, presents an interesting local~h~ road. Brunswick is underlaid entirely by gneiss, which
ity of fine green beryls, which may be obtained either by
is mt~r~ectcd by numerous and powerful veins of granite,
blasting the rock, or by digging in~o the earth where the
. contn.mmg large crystals of felspar, suitable for the manurock has disintegrated. Several years since, I dug up, in this
facture of porc.cln.in. Somo of the veins on the Androsmanner,
no less than two bushels of crystals in a few hours.
coggin, near the bridge to Topsham, are 25 feet wide and
·
Garnets
also
abound in this place. Near Bath, on the peninwill afford sufficient felspar for the supply of porcelain ,;orks.
sula
of
Phipsburg,
Mr. Abraham Hammet discovered, seYeral
I have had some of the miner"l,1 wrought into mineral teeth
years
since,
some
rare and beautiful crystals of cinnamon
by a distinguished dentist in Boston, i;1 order to soc whcthe;
.
stone-garnet,
and
J.docrase.
In 1827, 1 visited that place in
it would answer for this purpose, and he declares that it
11
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company ' 1Vith Mr. F. Alger, and discovered some rare minerals·
ncv_er be~ore _found in America, viz: axinito in crystals, half
an mch 111 diameter, and ferrugir:ous silicate of cerium in
deep b_rownish black crystals, imbedded· in garnet. At the
same t~~e we found the mineral called laumonito, and many
splendm crystals of yellow and mano·anesi::m 0.o-arnet one and
a hal.finches in diameter, the latter bminerals being,found at
the hme quarry at Phipsburg basin.
It will be unnecessary for me now to describe these minerals, and I shall speak onIy of the geological features of this ·
pla~e. _The w110Ie peninsula of Phipsburg is composed o(
gn~1ss, 11~tersecte~ by frequent veins of granite and sienite.
~his gneiss c~ntams at the basin, a valuable bed of crystail111e g1:~nular hmeston~, which is colored grey, by the presence
of pa1t1~les ~~ grapl11te or plumbago. The bed is at least
~O ~eet 111 t 111~1rness, b~t we could not ascertain its precise
~1m1ts. The hme~tone ~s quarried _and burned for lime, which
is of a good quahty. I'he rock 1s not sufficientlv compact
for marble.
"

1

It is well lmo>vn that fragments of bituminous coal are
':"ashed up on the ~hore, near Small Point harbor, and I was
~equested to examme the locality, and was carried thither
m a boat, by persons who had picked up fragments of coal on
the beach. I found, however, that the rocks along the coast
:vere, ~s I had supposed them to be, gneiss, a primary rock
I~. •:luch coal is never found, and the beach consists of
s1hc1~~s sand,. containing mica, and evidently derived from
the d1smtegration of _similar rocks. There is no possibility,
that coal should be mclu<lcd in such ror·v1'1·s • I rlave srnce
·
1
earned, that a conmany
was formed·' in despite
· ·
'
· of n- 1 y op1111on
ancl an attempt
made to d;scover
coal at
,,I
.
'
<
~·1 orsc ' s I>·
dVer '
h alf a mile north from this place. Their attempts t fi d'
I ·
·
.
,
.o 111
coa, 111 a s1tuat101'. where Nature never places it, will, of
~ourse; prove abortive, and they will learn, after they have
idly ~xpendecl their capital, what a geologist could have told
them
that their researches were abs
1 beforehand,
.
<
urcl . I 1iave
an_a yzed specimens of the cmtl, which were picked 11 ,) at
this place, and find the chemical composition of it to be ~'ery
nearly the same as that .of the Orrcl coal, browrlit to this
country from England. The following are "the result~ obtained:

Coal founrl at Ph-ipsbui·g.
Spec. gravity, 1,252
Cullie yard,= 2106 lbs.

l

On·el Coal.
'Spec. gravity, 1,279
Cubic yurd, = 2158 Ills.
Carl.Jon,
Volat. matter,
Oxide of iron uluminn,

t

63,4
S5,S
1,S

Il

100,0

i

Cnrhon,
63
Volnt. matter,
SS
Oxide iron and alumina, ~
100

It will be seen, that ther.e is a close analogy in the composition of these coals, the difference not being greater than it
frequently is, in two specimens from the same mine. I have
reason to believe, therefore, that the pieces of coal found on
Phipsburg beach, arc offoreigrr origin. I had once supposed,
that the coal in question, might have been diluvial, but since
I made the above analysis, I am strongly disposed to believe
that it was derived from the cargo of some ship. It seems
strange that, while there has been such eagerness to discover
coal in :Maine, the most unlikely places have always been
selected for such researches.
The gneiss extends from Brunswick to Hallowell, and at
the latter place, it becomes exceedingly compact, resembling
granite, and is the variety called granite gneiss. It is of
this rock that the St:::.te House at Augusta is built. It
forms an elegant and durable building stone, of a light color,
and resembling white m:.uble in appearance. It is largely
quarried for architectural purposes, and splits easily into the
required forms. It may be distinguished from true granite,
by the circumstance, that the mica is in regular layers, shewing th::i.t the rock possesses a stratified structure.
Augusta is situated upon an un<lulating soil, formed of
tertiary and diluvial deposits, and owes much of her beautiful
scenery to the soft rounded outlines of the hills, through
which the Kennebec winds its course. There is no spot in
Maine, where the rolling form of the country and the general
direction of the Yalleys, indicate more clearly the passage of
a diluvial current over its surface; and we find the rounded
masses of stone, which exist mingled in confusion with the
clay and snnd among the hills, are not of the nature of the
rocks below, nnd in the immediate vicinity. They are mostly
. pieces of slate rocks, such as occur in place on the north, at
Waterville, Vassalboro' and the vicinity. I have not traced,
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them all to their parent rocks, but have no doubt that it can
easily be done. The substratum of clay, on which the diluvium rests, is in regular layers, shewing that it had been
deposited tranquilly, while the strata above, exhibit the effects
of currents, and are more irregular in their distribution. In
many places, the valleys have been cut down to the tertiary
beds of clay, to the depth of nearly 200 feet, and any one
who lo~lrn upon the general direction of these valleys, will
feel satisfied, that they ·were excavated by a current of water..
As my time spent at Augusta was short, I could but take a
bird's eye view of this interesting deposit.
Leaving Augusta for Bangor, we pass but a few miles,
before we come to the talcose and pyritiferous slate rocks,
such as I have before described; but here they are more
decidedly argillaceous, and their surface is often coated with
plu~bago. There are also many narrow layers of carbonate
of lime or calcareous spar, interposed between the strata
an~ the roe~( then assumes a greenish hue. Vassalboro' and
Chma arc situated on this rock. Dixmont has a remarkable
mountain, rising to a considerable elevation, and said to be
2000 ~eet above the_ level of the sea. I clambered up to its
summit, and found 1t composed of regular strata of tnlcose
sl_ate, of a grey color, running E. N. E. and vV. S. vV., with a
dip to the N. N. W. Goo.
~t Troy, thr~~ miles from Dixmont, I examined a bed of
pyntes and pynt1ferous slate, which is of considerable importance to th~ State, as it will furnish an abundance of copperas
and alum, tne manufacture of which is easy and profitable.
I have
seen but few localities which afford so "'o-ood am a t e11a
.- 1
·
as rs found her~, t~1e pyri~es being so perfectly mixed with
te sl~te, that _it will re~dily undergo chemical changes, when
leat~ and mo1st_enecl with water, in the usual manner. Many
absmd speculations have been entertained respcctino- the
nature and v~lue of this locality, some maintaining the p;rites
was gold or silver, and others, that the plnmbao-inous o-Jazinoon the slate, was a sure indication ·of coal.
"'
"'
b
Argillaceous and talcose slate form the substratum, on
which the tertiary soil of Bangor rests. This may be seen at
a place called the Lover's Leap on the Kendusl<eao- R.
0
d
B
'
1ver,
an at rewer, on the opposite side of the Penobscot. At
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the latter place, it is so thickly glazed with plumbago, as to
have been mistaken for coal, and property has been bonded
- under this impression. · Many absurd speculations of this
kind were entered into during the summer before last.
The hills ofBano-or are mostly composed of diluvium, resting
upon a tertiary deposit of yellow clay, filled with cu~·ious
fossils resernblino- in size and shape, a common Havana cigar;
one of the most :emarkable localities being the hill on which
the Bangor House stands. These fossils are dl arranged in
perpendicular rows, with the smaller extremities up?ermost.
They are composed of fragile clay and hydrate of iron, t~e
interior havino- a small tubular opening extending through it,
which is inva;iably lined with a coating of the latter mineral.
These fossils are known to the people under the name of
Indian pipes. They bear some analogy to the supposed
ovulites, found in similar clay in Massachusetts, but are larger,
more r~gular, · and evidently of a different specie~. N?t
havino- any of the perfect ones at hand, I have given m
PLAT: nr., Frns. 27 and 28, some drawings of two broken
specimens, which will show their structure.
Leaving Bangor for Ellsworth, we remarked that the rock_s
were of the same character, as around the former place, until
we arrived at Otis, where the gneiss again appears rising from
beneath the slate, and runs on to Ellsworth, where it is
broken through by a dyke of grecnstone trap. This trap
forms the subordinate rock at Hancock,. and extends to
Sullivan, where a very valuable granite rock occurs, and is
extensively quarried and shipped to New ~York .. Ther~ ~re
few o-ranite rocks equal to this in beauty, its basis consistmg
of q~artz, with a small proportion of felspar and black mica.
It splits easily into any form required, a~d is very_ valuable
for architectural purposes. In the crevices of this rock, I
· found a very soft, soapy substance, which is composed of
silex, magnesia and water, and is a hydrated silicate of
magnesia.
Between Sullivan :ind Steuben, there may be seen trap
dykes traversing granite rocks, and from the latter place
to Lubec, they occupy the whole tract of country along the
road, and probably are continuous to the sea coast, where
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we have described them, in the section third. In the middle
of the road to Lubec, at Whiting, may be seen the perfectly
regular geometrical figures, formed by the extremities of
some pentagonal columns of rock, of which they are sections.
Large tabular sheets, or pseudo-strata of greenstone, may
be seen on the road side, near Lubec; and in many places,
masses of slate may be found, converted into hornstonc, a
rock as hard as flint, proving the influence of fire.
l have now_given the different sections, as I proposed, and
have only to regret, that neither time nor reasonable limits,
will allow me to go farther into details respecting particular
phenomena. I feel that I am attempting to compress the
geological history of a great country into too narrow limits.
The present description is intended as a mere outline, recording the leading facts, which will serve as a key to your
mineral resources. I am sensible that the work is very
imperfect, and that in a literary point of view, there may be
much fault to find, especially with the numerous repetitions.
But how could I be true to Nature, if, when she repeats, I
did not do so likewise. I only hold the pen; Nature dictates
the facts, and I have presumed to put in, here and there, a
word of interpretation, which I hope may not come amiss. ·

ECONOMICAL GEOLOGY.
/
A~TfIOUGII the facts and principles, which lead t_o a kn~wl
edo-e of the earth's surface, may in a trtle and ph1losoplu?al
se~se, be included under this title, since they serve to guide
all scientific explorations of our mineral wealth, yet I shall
not extend its meani1~g beyond the most common apprehension of the subject, and shall define it to signi(v an acc~unt
of those minerals, roclcs and soils_, which are of pecuniary
value, such as may become useful m the arts of life.
Maine possesses, in an eminent degree, those important
resources derived from the mineral kingdom. Her rocks are
various and arnono· them are found many that are useful, either
b
. 1
in their' natural state,
or after being subjected to mee lmmca
or chemical operations. Those rocks, which include within
them beds und veins of metallic ores, also abound and hm'e
already been found to contain many of thos_e su?stances, and
in sufficient quantities to render their exploratwn valuable,
while there exist indubitable indications of other ores, no~ yet
found in abundance, but which them is reason to believe,
may be discovered, by future rese~rches:
Those rocks which are useful m their natural state, and
reauirc but little outlay of capital in preparing them for the
m;rket, arc certainly among the most i1~1portant res?urces of
the country. They do not, like metallic ~res, reqmre much
skill in mining, and in the chemical operations of the ~urn:ce
and laboratory, but demand only the most simple mecnamcal
labor, the profits of which may be at once foreseen.
.
Granite is an article every where in demand for arclutectural purposes, and while the Southern ~nd Vl est~rn States _are
totally destitute of it, Maine possesses 111exhaust1b_le qu~rr'.es,
which are canable of supp1ying the whole world with bmldmg
stones of tl;c greatest durability and beauty. 'rhe great
pyramid of Egypt, which weighs s~x t~1illions of tons, and _h.as
been an object of wonder and adm_1ra~10n, for r:iore than thn ty
centuries, is built of granite or siemte. It is a monument,

I
I
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which, since the original design of its builders has been for.
gotten, may serve at least to demonstrate the imperishable
nature of this rock. But what arc the Egyptian pyramids in
age, magnitude or durability, when compared with those
eternal mountains, raised by the hand of Infinite Power, and
Withstanding from the foundation of the W<?rlcJ, the action of
the elements?
\iVhile on our geological excursion the pust summer, we
were not called npon to explore all the inluncl localities
which are composed of this rock, the task remaining to ·be
accomplished during future campaigns. vV e h::rrn nevertheless examined in some measure those reaions which lie
upon the sen.-boar<l, and arc especially valuable for commercial use. It will be seen, that nearly all the capes and islands,
west of Head Harbor Island, are composed of o-ranitc and
sienite. Mount Desert raises her granite mount~ins nearlyl 800 feet above the sea, and ofters inexhaustible quarries.
Calais, . Buck's Harbor, Gouldsboro', Sullivan, Blue Hill,
Sedgwick, one half of Deer Island, the Fox Islands, Isle au
Haute, St. George, Friendship, and many other localities,
enumerated in the Report, under the head _of Topographical
Geology, afford abundant quarries of this rock.
Gneiss is a rock also valuable for architecture, and this
State has enormous quantities, which arc wrought to some
extent. Hallowell furnishes an elegant white variety of
granite gneiss, which, 'vhen smooth hammered, is equal in
beauty to white marble. Phipsburg, also supplies a handsome variety of gneiss. The light color of the Hallowell
stone, docs not happen to be in fashion at this time, but it
possesses intrinsic beauty, whieh will ensure its sale. Gneiss
is more suitable for I)latform and flao·o- stones than O'ranite
o~
o
'
as it splits easily into large sheets, i,vhich arc in constant
demand, and are sold by superficial measure.
Granite veins containing large crystals of fclspar are found
intersecting gneiss, and abound especially at Brunswick.
The felspar of this rock is remarkably pure, and is admirably
suited for the manufacture of porcelain or China ware, and
it has been .used in Boston for making mineral teeth. -It is
perhaps, not generally known, that this mineral is exported
to England from Connecticut to be made into China ware,
.
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'tind I see no reason why it cannot be wrought to advantage
: here, wood being cheap and felspar abundant.
..
;> Kaolin, or porcelain clay, forms from the dec?mpos_1t10_n
·0[ fclspar, and may be found wh?rever a gr~mte vem_ is
':'oecomposing. At Blue Hill, there is foun.d a mmeral, which
. ' is formed under these circumstances, and is washed down .on
· the low lands by the rain, and deposited in gr~at quanti~1es
'in the soil. This substance is composed of. s1lex, alum_ma,
·rind water, according to analysis, in the followmg proport10ns
:in JOO graiu:;; :
74
· Silica,
13
Alumina,
12
Water,
Ox. iron, a trace,
99
. This mineral is used by mixing it with felspar and porcela~n
··clay, in the manufacture of some hard varieties o~ porcelm_n
and stone ware. There are numerous other localities of this
mineral, in the State, probably in the vicinity of m_any _of the
ITranitc hills. I have analyzed some varieties of this i~meral,
~hich were so light and spongy, as to have been mistaken
for magnesia.
.
.
· Veins and beds of milk-white quartz also occur m Mm_ne,
. .:>nc of which is mentioned, as forming a mass of great size,
·at Grant's Point, Machias, where it may be profitably manufactured into flint glass, wood f~r the supply of the furn~~e,
bcino· abun<laDt. A beautiful vanety of granular quartz, wm:c
:as sr~ow, occurs in beds at Liberty, and in ~Vhiteficld .. Th~s
substance is used by reducing it to fine grams, by_ heatmg it
in the fire, and then quenching it with water. It is valuable
ii1 o-lass making. The white silicious sand at Great Island,
.ma; also be used for a similar purpose. As there are but few
localities in the State, which afford such advantages, I have
mentioned these, as the most eligible, for ~his manufa~tur~.
. The quartz may be prepared for glass makmg, ~y h~atm_g it
to redness and quenching it with water, af~er wl~1ch, i_t grmds
easily under the crushing wheel, and on bemg sifted, is re_ady
to mix with the potash or soda and red lead, to melt i~to
·glass. At Sandwich, Mass., profitabl~ glass wo:l{S are earned
•on, the sand used for the purpose bemg obt~med from the
sea beach. Similar works may be established at Great
f.··.·· .
12

t
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Island, it having a beach of white silicious sand, two miles·
in length.

·ously. These works having been in operation but a short
'time, I have not been able to obtain a statistical account of
:the extent of the manufacture, nor could I learn at what cost
the articles arc produced, but presume from the increased
-:activity among those engaged, and the opinions expressed
concerning the establishment, that they. are found to be
profitable. Vinalhaven and Troy, near Dixmont, are also
eligible localities for similar manufactures, which have come
·under our inspection.
Argillaceous slate, for roofing, is an article of value, largely
imported into our country from \.Vales, and is far preferable
fo coverings of zinc, copper and lead, which render the
water, falling upon the roof, unfit for domestic purposes.
It is therefore a matter of congratulation, that Maine offers
an inexhaustible supply of this material, equal in every
respect, to any slate yet discovered.
The quarries of vVilliamsburg may supply our whole Atlantic coast, when we shall be disfranchised from our dependence on the slate quarries of Great Britain. Maine presents
the most extensive and valuable slate quarries in the Union,
and we may confidently look forward to the day, when the
localities on the Penobscot will be wro~1ght advantageously.
It will be seen by my remarks, in a former section of the
Report, that the \Villiamsburg and Brownville slate can be
brought to Boston, at the cost of only .11;8 per ton, while we
· now pay $21 for Welsh slate of similar quality.

C?reenstone '!'rap is one of the principal rocks on the coast of
Mame, exte?d.mg fron:i Lubec to Gouldsboro', and presenting .·
abrupt precipices, which rise to the height of from 50 to 200
feet. The columnar form of this rock, renders it suitable for
rud~ Gothic architecture. The soil derived from the disintegration of trap r?cks, is of an excellent quality. Tarras, a·
substance used i~ the manufacture of a variety of hydraulic
cement, results from the decomposition of similar rocks;
Although _th~ economical uses of trap are not very conspicuous, yet its mfluence on the rocks in connection with it is so·
rem~rkable, as to render its occurrence sometimes impo~tant. ·
It ~~ill be ob~erved,_ that wlicn it cuts through the strata
arg11Io-ferrn?'mous lunestone, at Lubec and elsewhere, the
rocks _at porn: of contact become metalliferous, and this
effect is, I believe, more general, than is commonly apprehended. At Marshall's Island, the vein of iron ore strike.s
out laterally from a trap dyke. The lead and zinc mines
were al.ways found under such circumstances, as to induce
the ?e~ief that they were produced at t'.1e same time the trap
was IIlJeCted. . .vV e may also regard the hremati te, in the slate
of W oods:ock and Hodgdon, as having been deposited in
a ~ssure m the ~trata, caused by the uphcaving of a dyke
winch occurs beside it.
But the most remarkable effects, arc those which it has
produced _among tl~e. limestone strata. There the physical
and chemical qualities of the lime rocks, have undero-one
changes, and as may be seen, beneficial results have been
produced, and the rock is rendered more suitable for the
purposes for which it is used. I refer to the localities of
Thomaston, Hope, Lubec and L'Etang.
The influence of trap-rocks on slate, is not to be disregarded, the latter being found charged with pyrites, wherever.
dyke~ are. injected into it. In other places, it converts the
slate i~to Jasper, hornstonc, or chert. 'l'he pyritiferous slate is
an articl~ of great economical value, for by a very simple
process, 1t m~y be made to produce both copperas and alum.
Works for tlus purpose are established on Jewell's Island~
and the above mentioned articles, manufactured advantao-e~
0

Limestone and Jl1.arblc arc also among the great resources
of Maine, and few manufactures are attended with so little risk
and with such certainty of profit, since their preparation for
the market is simple, and, the price of wood and lime being
given, the amount oflabor and cost is easily calculated. }:'he
value of marble remains nearly the same, for a great length of
· time, and an estimate is easily made, by the manufacturer, of
the expense required; to polish the rough material. The
manufacture of these articles is commonly held. in too low
esteem, but the influence of such occupations on the charac.ter of a people, is far more salutary, than the more hazardous
speculations in mines and metallic ores. I doubt if any
mines exist, where a larger amount of capital is employed,
than the sum annually received from the sales of lime at
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Thomaston. There are many improvements to be made in·.· '40 000 cords, the average cost of whi?h is th.ree d~lars per
the method of burning lime, and one of these contrivances.:: •·· o' d Averaffc value of limecasks tlus year about -81 ?e~1t~.
. ~:st. of. the \Ymestone sold at the kilns 20 cents, w 11c 1 is
consists in having lateral arches in which the wood or coal
consumed, while the flame an<l current of heated air draw
made up as follows:
.
. 3 cents =10 cents.
. ·' Qu~rryincr 7 cents,-rock m the quany . . ' noo
'l·
through the limestone, and keep it constantly red hot. It is
.
u
o
.
r
1·
b
.
t
The averao·e quantity o. ime urn irr a hln
' ' .:> ca:; ,s.
then, when sufficiently burned, drawn out and more rock is to,
The sales of lime this year, at Thomaston, will not vary muc 1l
be added to the· top of tbe charge. By this process the kilri
.· from one dollar per cask.
is kept continually red hot, and a great amo~nt of fuel saved.
·.
Recapitulation.
There are also other advantages, no time being lost, by wai.t'· .Whole quantity of lime burnt 400,000 c~sks, and sold at
ing for the kiln to cool, and the lime does not become air-. ·
. do11 ar,
$400,000
one.
·
·
·
slaked. Sufficient has been said in order to induce the lime
$80,000
. f Rock at the kilns costs S!O. cents per cask,
120,000
burners to make some experiments, the advantages of which
: Wood,
40,000
: Labor in burning,
·
they will soon experience. I was informed, that anciently, it
112,000
. , Casks, at :.!S cents each,
required three weeks to burn a kiln oflimc, but that during a
$,;:35::2,UOO
frolic among a party of lime burners, wood was crowded into
the arch, and to their great surprise the operation was found
.. ." I n recrarLl t o tl1e qt·"nt1"ty·
of• marble manufactured
inl
•~
·
to have been completed in the space of three clays. The
Thomasto~ (i·om Thomaston stoc'.'' the s:::Jes alrc. est1mldateb(
requisite in burning lime, is to bring the whole mass of cart mt cou
1,' • "
at $!JOOO 'accorc1.mg to tl10 b es t in"o'T'at1on
,. .
f ,. . ; rr e
bonate ef lime to a sufficiently high, and uniform temperature,
obfainecl.' There are also consideraDle 9u,a1'.~1~ies o i~1c~'."n
marble manufactured at tllese works, wl11~n i.: isf ~1'01 t ti.out"' ht
to expel its• carbonic acid. Thomaston stands preeminent
.
l101e,
. 1·n a •stntistical
view oBl l 10rnas
above all other places in our country for the manufacture of ·
"
1.·
·t on.
'"
Proper to rec 1,on
"
.·
cinal
uarries
now
worked
are,
at
:> ac~,mg_on ~
lime, and her commerce in this article extends along the At. Cloh1~1~-1~tl~~ M~ulows,-Beach Wood, and the Statle· s_Pnson.
lantic coast to New Orleans and the vVest Indies. During the ·
1
·
' 1aooll_ag
.·,
are
A laro·e' port10n
ot- ti1e
pa~·t of theI . j)opu
I , at1on
. ally
present year more than 400,000 casks of lime will be sent
encra~cd
more
or
less
in
t1~1s
busmess,
w
11c
1
is
a11nu
0
0
1
forth from her kilns, for which 400,000 dollars will be paid.
•
·
• "
rat10
increasing m a mociera,e. • ·
·t l to different markets
By the following statistical report, forni&hed through the
. " Seven ei~hts of the hme transpo1 _ec
d
cl b
.
.
.
d
i
'"rhomaston
bottoms,
navigated
an manne
y
kindness of Dr. Cochran, it will be seen how much lime will
itsl1eci~1~\~,n
c~tizcns.
And
it
would
not
_be
extrayagal1:mtt~
:a11yd,
be burned the present year, the cost of its preparations and
r
d ' Ill. carry1no·
that there are constant l y cmp l o1e
•
o l v "
profits accruing from its sale. It rnust be remembered 1!1at
bringing woo d, at leas.tdm~e:{~t?~~-l~~~l~a~~ collect information
in addition to tbc balance of profits, seen by a comparison of
" I have ta1~en consi 01 a
'
·
wished to be
the results, a large population is supported by the receipts
relative to the seYeral points on whicl~ you ·
, , ,,
. fi
e 1 It is extrc111cly difficult to :::rnve at accurac3.
from their labor, and cxtensirn commercial exchanges are
m orm t..
·
•.
. ,
"
. ent. of carbonic
carried on with other States.
Piire carbonate ef lirne contam:; 40,7 per c
. l ,,
.ac1"d an d nr, 6,0 of 1·1me ' and when thoroughly
bm ne(
t ,e
.
·
.fl. statistical acconnt ef tlie lime business of Thomaston,
carb,onic acid is entirely expelled, and the ~1r:1e remams. ..
extracted from Dr. James Cochran's lciter.
Dolomite is a macrnesian limestone, contammg, when pu,e,
"THm.rASTON.
which replaces an
"The whole quantity of lime manufactured this year, will
4.ci0,7 pe,.• C"nt. of c~rbonate of magnesia,
f r
not vary much from 400,000 casks. In addition to this, the
e uivalent proportion of carbonate o ime.
,
. ·quantity of limcrock shipped and burnt in other places may
q Amon er the ordinary limestones, there are n:echan~cal mix
be estimated at 30,000 casks. The cost of burnino· the
tures of ~hese ingredients, in variable pr?portions, with other
whole quantity, .$ l G0,000. The quantity of wood req~ired,
substances, derived from the accompanying rocks.
C>
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"" Th~ limestones
Camd en, IJi.or,e,
. Lubec;
,
~Yfo.r;/w
, L'Ft·irw of
&:cThomaston
,
I
'{i
i pj!ites~ or sulphuret of iron are sometimes disseminated
18
impurities th:"~n~~. , · ~rn t ius . ound to ccintain certain (through its mass. This substance does no injury, to the
~

d

'

an proportwns of which cbi.1ld only••,, ,~m"arble, unless it is exposed to air and moisture, when i·t

ie

1JC ascertame by chem·ica 1exammation
• . the rcsul+s
' of' I · h il, ', decomposes, leaving long white and brown streaks of sulphate
ana1yses I have given in a tabular form belon·.
,,
v ,11c·"
"
, • , :~;, ofJime and oxide of iron, on its surface, which deface its
~ ,I ~pc.gmv.I uarb. / u"r1, •
.. .
,:: f: beauty, examples of which may be seen in the grave yard of
Llocal1_ty. I wntt:r I Lime
l\J.,,,:
I l':'J_l1ca Alu~ /Carbu1i1 \\.-ater I ime
""·'·anety
being
in
j;, Ularh.
rpn ' i"'
nunu
in
in
~on ~i , Thomaston. Care should be taken that this substance should
ot rock.
1.0000 : JOO grs.• JOO grs. JO~r!rs. "'rar1~q 10~}!!. ,
JOO
J~lf) tamed
- - --i-'-"·-· ~· ~ -"""""· pr.100.
hot be contained in blocks, intended to be wrou!!ht into mon1
1"'llomastnn.
j
-- J. u1mcr's 0 ~006 19R
I
I
iunents, exposed to the weather. The dolomite~ found at the
1
quarrJ'.
-· 1c..00
0
'
4
0
60
0
9Q
Q
10
'
.'
0.36 54 50
'\.r
.
Grey.
_:
II • ' • , · - I
mars h Q uarry can b e wroug lit .mto a vanety
of marbl e o f a
·~·11°rna,;ton,
1--,-- - - - - - - i - white color shaded with !!rey. This quarry will, doubtless,
E. Ulrncr's
-~
.an~ 1 ~;fiiie.· 2 ·7080198.20 0.84.10.12,, o.so! o. rnl! 0 .04 0.4ol/ 54.5;
also supply large blocks, suitable for statuary. Many of the

I

I

0•

I

i

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

.

--1

•

. antique statues of Greece and Rome, were sculf>turecl froni
·this species of rock. It may also be quarried ]ar0crely for
UJ?JJer's CJ ,.....1,..,.0 SC"I nG
I
'
'E; quarry,
-·I
/ I .;,.;., 15.50, 0.4010.40
0 "'4 L!'"" oo··
buildin!! stones, the beauty of which, is equal to any white
I'hmnaston.
I
. .;, ,, d ·
~
11
marble,
wrought for this purpose.
1
!])~~·~.:.;~:
Cochran's
59
Ao
,
I
. ·Hope and Camden are also capable of yicldin!! an abunquarry,.. n
~- 80 ·l0 •.20l l.60 l.20 I
1·9Q
C) l 1
·dance of handsome marbles, but no attempt has
~ yet been
Thoniast
- 1- . ·
2
.Camden,
1-- .-Ma-g-ne-.1--1--l-- , - - _ _ 1__n_rn_g.
made to introduce them into the market. The following
L1lly
C) -701
I•
· respecting the l irne business 0 f I·fope
Grey.Pond.
aud
-·I
~190.QQI 2.00
4.00 .' C) QQ
CQ
·
statistical information,
0
wlme.
'
· Lincolnville, we have received from ]';fr. Pierce, of J3el,
/1bO.OO'
and
··-11opc:- - - - , - - _ _
,
,
P~~~~P~~~r!
1.
- - i1 - - , - - - - --fast, contained in a Jetter to Dr. Purrington.
9
9
witlt
.00
0 • 10 0 • 4.0' O• ..)0
"' i 0.10 0.10: 5.48;
· " Tlie amount ol' ]'ime Jiau 1ecl to D uc;:
1 T rap an d F'rench's
~reystripes.
- - - ___ /__ __ __
i
Beach, from Sept. 1835 to Sept. 1836, is Gl ,609 casks. You
1
L'Etnn"'
-- -- -- ,-·may re Jy upon t [1e accuracy o f t Ji1s
· statement, as I had it
sidte •·
,,,"
9 7
8
0
colored.
- · .).) 9 . 0
. 0.20 0.80 0.201 a.so 0.50 54.30:
from the wharf books."
lln~ - - - _ _ _ _
I
· "The whole amount of lime burned for the last year in
white sac---- -- -- -- -Lincolnville, is ioo,ooo casks."
.
clrnroitlal
. Jordan's .
99.60
0.40
, :: ."The amount burnt in Hope, at Mr. Pierce's quarries, is
55 .06
O.uarry.
5;000 casks. He has opened his quarries in three other
st~~~~~z,11's - - - - - - caru, or - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ ,
places, and that lime is furnished is of the best quality and
Spotted
n
~ia':Jo
burns hard. This quarry has an advantage over those of
00 ·8 0 ·semi cryet.
5.GO
4.G.60
Thomaston and Camden. There the wood is worth $3 per
cord, and it takes I 0 cords to burn 100 casks of lime, making
· - - - - -- -- -- TI1tUlli: - - - - '
Lubec·.
the cost for wood $30. 'While at Hope, wood is worth only
Conistock's
Poiut.
85.00
.75 cents per cord, making u saving on the wood of :f!;2'2,50.
IJlui:::>h grey
s.oo\ s.1 oj 8.oo o.5o o.50147.SO.
The hauling, however, I suppose, will about counterbalance
·I
this advantage."
Thomaston
1 u l varieties of
· I furnishes a number of beau t'fi
·
: The following statistical information we obtained through
mar bl e, wIuc l are generally clouded with· crre
. '
the kindness of Mr. Carlton, of Goose River, while we were
colors, derived chiefly from the o-ra hite a1~o-· y and blue
exploring the quarries at that place. From 30 to 4.0,000
ferrnginous matters wh· h .
b ~
' < b1llaccous and;
'
ic it contams. Small crystals of:
casks of lime were shipped from thence, during the past year.
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Twenty-one kilns for burning lime, are kept in operation,at
that place. Six schooners, carrying 550 casks of lime each,
and twelve brigs, taking each 2,000 casks, have sailed from
Goose River, besides which, occasional vessels take in::a
, partial cargo of lime. About as much is annually exported
from Camden. This lime sells for sn cents ner cask at the
kiln. vVood costs from $2,50 to .ftS,00 per ~ord, and from
22 to 23 cords are required to burn a kiln of 300 casks:of
lime. The time required for burning is three days and
nights.
Besides this amount of lime, a large quantity of the rock
in its natural state, is exported from the Beauchamp pits,
situated near tho sea shore, upon the point below the village
of Goose River. This rock is alTordc<l for 14 cents, while
that of Thomaston brings 20 cents per cask. '.Mr. Carlton
.also states, tlrnt.the Camden limestone refjuires one cord less
wood per kiln than that of Thomaston. The measure of a
lime cask, is fixed by law at 40 gallons, :rnd they hold 300
pounds of lime. The following measurements were made
of a kiln, said to be capable of burning 300 casks of lime:
It was fourteen feet long, fourteen feet high, and five feet
deep. . It has three pointed arches, that in the centre being
five feet high. The kiln is built of ta1cose slate, a rock
found in abundance in the vicinity.
From the statistical facts, which I have laid before ycu, it
will appear that nearly 700,000 casks of lime are annually
exp?rted from the quarries enumerated, the whole profits
from the sale of which, arc received by the citizens of lVIaine,
while a wholesome industry is cultivated by the operatives.
It is evident, that all the property thus brought forth, Is
actually produced from materials, which nature has dis~·
tributed through the State with a bountiful hand, and whi~n
cost only the labor of preparing them for the market.
Already, then, your commerce in lime, is worth more than
the whole proceeds, from the gol<l regions of the Southern ·
States, while the moral advantages of a sure business, over
that of a more hazardous nature, are not to be overlooked:'
Many of the limestones, of an ar~!illaceous nature such ·
'
~
'
as are found . abundantly around Lubec, and along the
shores of the St. John's River, on the public lands, n1ay
be converted into hydraulic cement, a substance which';'is'
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imported for the construction of subaqueous works, and is also
manufactured from a similar rock in the State of New York,
and in Canada. This substance is used extensively in the
construction of canals and aqueducts, also in the formation
of artificial reservoirs for water, and in the manufacture of an
artificial sandstone. From an analysis which I have made of
the New York Parker's Cement, the following was found to
be its chemical composition.
33,00
Lime,
39,00
Alumina ox. iron and manganese,
10,00
Silica,
1,00
Water,
17,00
Carbonic acid,
100,00gr.
The Lubec limestone contains the same ingredients, and
may doubtless be manufactured into a similar cement.

Hydraulic Cement Stone. The green marble of Starboard's Creek, and that from the point of Maine, in Machias,
will become of considerable commercial value, since they
may be converted into hydraulic cement, by a very ~imple
operation. The extent of this rock_ may be seen m the
Topographical department of this Report.
I made a chemical analysis of a specimen from Starboard's
Creek, and obtained the following results. One hundred
grains of the stone yield,
59,5
Carbonate of Lime,
6,0
Carbonate of Iron,
14,0
Silica,
15,0
Alumina,
4,0
Oxide of Manganese,
1,5
Water,
100,0

·New Red Sandstone, or freestone, is also found in Maine,
along the St. Croix River, forming ~igh cliffs, s~irting t_he
river from Pleasant Point to Robbmston. This locality
offer~ some varieties which may be advantageously quarried
for building stones, while its quantity is inexhaustible. The
13
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finer varieties are in demand for grinding the surface of marble, and for casements to windows. A very compact kind of
sandstone is also found at N utter's Head, which makes excellent hones for fine tools, said, by those who have used them,
to be superior to the Turkey oilstone. Sufficient quantities
may be obtained for this purpose, and even for the manufacture of grindstones, if required. The sandstone cliffs of
Perry, have already attracted attention, and will doubtless
be quarried for freestone. While quarrying the sandstone
rocks, the remains of plants found in it, ought to be preserved
for examination, since they bear an important relation to the
coal formation. The soil, derived from the decomposition of
this rock, is of a red color, which, at Perry, is found to be
genial to grain. It is there mixed with decomposed trap-rocks,
the detritus from the two rocks uniting to compose an excellent soil.

Soapstone, or talcose rock, is found at Harpswell, Orr's·
Island, and· at Jaquish, and has been wrought at one or two
places. It is difficult to work, but is very durable, withstanding the action of fire. The bed at Orr's Island is
fourteen feet wide, and may furnish a considerable supply
of this material.
Peat occurs abundantly on many lowlands in the State;
and may become an article of value, as the price of wood
increases.
JVIarl is common beneath the peat bogs, and being charged
with vegetable juices, is admirably suited for a manure.
Plastic Clay is also abundant, and is used in the manufacture of bricks. On the public lands at Madawaska, it occurs
in high banks along the river side, and overlies beds of iron
ore and green sand, the latter being valuable, when mixed
with lime, for the purpose of amending soils, while the clay
may be used, for the manufacture above mentioned, and for
ea.rther~ war~. Bangor and Augusta, are abundantly supplied with this substance, and it is found in the vicinity or
almost every town.
Beds of clay serve to intercept the passage of water, and
give rise to those accumulations of this liquid, which burst.
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out on the hill sides in the form of springs, or are perforated in
excavating wells, 0 / by the artesian auger. Hence, their dis~o
sition, dip, and direction should be carefully noted, on the site
or environs of large towns and cities, since they are valuable
reservoirs, which may become of importance to those places.

Metallic ores have always attracted more attention than
the most useful rocks. Some of them deserve this preference,
since they furnish the most valuable implements, which.are in
the possession of man. Gold has commonly .been .considered
the kincr of metals, but it is evident that iron is far more
worthy ~f this distinction. It is exclusively i~ the .hands of
civilized man and is the strong arm of national mdustry.
Let us exami~e then, and see if Maine possesses this valuable
substance, in sufficient abundance to make it available in the
arts. Only a comparatively small portion of the State has
yet been explored, but we have every reaso·n· to feel encoura&ed by our success. Several valuable localities have already
b~en discovered and rock formations in which there is every
reason to believ~, more extensive beds of iron ore exist, have
been described.
The richest ores we have found, have been of the magnetic
species, the localities of which are given in the preceding
division of my Report.
On Mt. Desert, at Bass Harbor, numerous small veins occur,
none of them beincr
more than eight inches 'vide, while they
0
are included in a very hard trap-rock, and are difficult to
extract. A number of narrow veins were found in the red
sienite, near that place; hence there is reason to believe,_ that
there are more powerful veins, which will be brought to light,
• when the Island is farther explored.
Black's Island, in the vicinity, affords a rich variety of
hydrated oxide of iron, which will yield 40 per cent. of metal.
I learned that upwards of 20 tons of this or~ had been carried
f~om that place, and about the same quantity from the magnetic veins of Mt. Desert.
. The largest vein of magnetic iron ore whic~1 ~ve have
examined, is situate on Marshall's Island, where it is fou~d
included between walls of granite, with a trap dyke by its
side. This vein averages three feet in width, and forty feet
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from the mica slate rocks of Georgetown, near that place.
in l~ngtl~. The ore is of the most compact variety of mag" ,
·
l'he
ore is granular, and disseminated in a manganesian
netrc oxide, of the species called by Berzelius, the oxide'·
·
mica-slate.
The specific gravity of the mass of rock, containferroso ferricum, and contains 72 per cent. of iron, and 28 oL.
ing
the
iron
ore, is 3,41. By chemical analysis, an average
oxygen. Its specific gravity is 4.S, calculatino- from which·
. r
o
'
·
specimen
was
found t.o ·yield
a cub rc 1oot should weigh 300 pounds, which will contain .
16,0
Per
oxide
of
iron,
216 pounds of iron.
5,4
Oxide titanium,
If we allow, that this vein is wrought, only to the depth of
8,0
Oxide manganese,
100 feet, its cubic contents will be 40 X 3, x 100 = 12,000
70,0
Insoluble earthy matter,
cubic feet of ore, each foot of which weio-hino- 300 pounds
.
b
b
w1·11 give
12,000 X/ 300 = 3,600,000 pounds
of ore in the'
99,4
vein at this depth, which will yield 2,592,000 pounds of iron.
I am not aware that any considerable quantity of this ore
Other veins are said to occur on this island, but we had not
has
been found, or that veins have been discovered.
time to _visit them. The ore may be smelted on the spot,
Many
places in the State furnish abundant supplies of bog
or earned to some more favorable situation. The latter
iron
ore
and they may be wrouo-ht
to advantage, wherever• a
expedient, I should think most advisable. It may be advan'
b
sufficient
supply
can
be
obtained,
to
keep a blast furnace m
tageously mixed with the lighter bog iron ores, and then it
operation.
This
ore
is
constantly
forming
from ~he decomwill not overload the furnace. The only flux required, is
position
of
iron
pyrites,
existing
so
abundantly
m the slate
limestone, and charcoal may be used for its reduction in the
rocks
of
Maine,
and
is
transported
by
water
to the surblast furnace, if soft cast i on is required; but if it is to
rounding
lowlands,
where
it
is
deposi:ed
in
:he
state of a
wrought into bar iron, it may at once be manufactured, at
red
or
brown
powder,
which
concretes
mto
solid
masses.
I
much less expense, in the bloomery forge, little capital bein"0
have
explored
the
topography
of
but
few
localities
of
this
required for such works.
ore, they occurring principally in the interior of the State.
Specular iron ores are found in the porphyry rocks of
· The largest and most important bed of iron ore is found on
Seward's Neck, but they are not. of sufficient width to pay
the boundary line between the British Provinces, New Brunsfor the expense of extracting them, the widest not being
wick, and Maine, at Woodstock. This bed probably traverses
more than ten inches. This ore is evidently a product of
our territory cuttincr throucrh the township of Hodgdon, and
sublima.tio~, for all t~e vertical crevices in the porphyry are
runnino- thr;uo-h an °unkno;n extent of country. This bed
filled with rt, and their surfaces are spangled with its brilliant
b
is said t:>to be nearly
900 feet wide, and its lengt h.rs un k nown ·'
crystals. From chemical analysis, I find this ore to contain,
The. ore is the compact red ht.ematite, and will yield 44_ per
Per oxide of iron,
89
cent. of pure metallic iron, and 50 per cent. of cas~ iro~.
Oxide of titanium,
11
Allow.ino- its specific a-ravity to be 3.5, and some of rt will
range s~ill higher, a ~ubic foot of the ore will weigh 200
100
pounds. If the ore were wrought to the depth ~f 100 feet,
It will yield 63 per cent. of iron.
and 500 feet in length, we should have for the cubic content~,
Titanium, in so large proportions, would render the ore
900 X 100 X 500 = 45,000,000 cubic feet of ore. This
difficult of reduction, even if it were found in abundance
ore yieldi~g 50 per cent. of cast iron, we should have
such ores being rejected in the furnaces of Sweden, on thi~
180,000,000 pounds as the amount of cast iron ~h~t can be
account.
wrought from this bed, within these na:ro~ limits .. The
Specimens of magnetic iron ore have been sent me from
amount of iron that this locality may furmsh is almost mealthe vicinity of Bath, and are supposed to have been obtained
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culable, as it is evident that the bed may be opened to a great
distance, and the supply will be inexhaustible. This
locality, should the St. John River be ultimately obtained
for our N. E. Boundary, would furnish an abundance of ore
to commerce; at all events, it is a locality of national importance, situated, as it is, in the immediate vicinity of one of
our military frontier posts, at Houlton, and capable of being
wrought for the manufacture of cannon and other arms,
which v1e have now to transport from a distance.

found to be identical with the ore wolfram, found in all
tin mines of Europe, and is considered an indication of that
metal. It consists, in 100 grains, of
Tungstic acid,
77
Ox. Iron,
17
Ox. Manganese,
6

Lead and zinc ores are found in various parts of Maine,
but we have only had the opportunity of exploring with care
the mines in the neighborhood of Lubec. There three veins
have been wrought, and have yielded sufficient lead to
encourage the proprietors, so that the works will be resumed.
Many other localities of lead were also discovered in the .
vicinity, indicating that there may be other and larger veins.
The rock in which they are found is the well known metalliferous limestone.
Sulphitret qf zinc is also found at the same place, and
will hereafter be wrought for zinc. Copper pyrites is also
found at Lubec, and will become an article of value, to be
selected from the other ores, when the mines are wrought.
The Lubec ores yield, when pure, 83 per cent. of lead, the
remainder being sulphur and a little silver, not worth separating.
The ores taken en masse, will yield 60 per cent. of lead.
The following results were obtained by analysis, of this ore.
100 grains contain
Lead,
83,000
Sulphur,
15,000
Zinc and copper,
1,800
Silver,
0,010
99,810

Indications qf Tin.
I received, about a year since, some specimens of rocks
and minerals from Blue Hill, Maine, for examination, and
among them found a specimen of wolfram, or ferruginous
oxide of tungsten. This mineral, which I analyzed, was
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Its occurrence in the granite rocks of Maine, would lead
us to anticipate the discovery of tin in that district. I have
not yet, however, been able to explore the locality. Tin
ores have so little the appearance of a metal, that they are
generally overlooked by persons unacquainted with mineralogy, and I belie\'e this is one reason why they have not yet
been found in our country.
They have a deep brownish, or rusty red color, are hard,
compact, heavy and resemble the red oxide of titanium,
more than any other mineral. Tin ores are found disseminated in the granite rocks of Cornwall, and in veins in the same
kind of rock in Bohemia. The soil, derived from the decomposition of these rocks, in Europe also contains an abundance
of this ore, scattered through it, which is separated, by washing the soil, by means of a current of water.

Black oxicle of Jlfanganese is a substance used in the
manufacture of chloride of lime, or bleaching powder, and
when found in quantity, is a valuable article in commerce.
This mineral we have found at Hodgdon and at Woodstock,
near Houlton, encrusting the slate rocks, which contain iron
ore. It is also found at Thomaston, in the state of black,
rounded and irregular concretions, on the surface of a hill.
three miles northwest from the port of East Thomaston. It
has there been frequently mistaken for coal, and has, on that
account, attracted considerable attention. There are many
other localities in the State, where this mineral occurs, in
small quantities, but none have yet been found to be sufficiently important to supply the market. From its frequent
occurrence, there is reason to believe that it may yet be
discovered in more powerful beds. I understand that this
article is now worth $30 per ton, in its crude state, and it is
brought to Boston from Bennington, Vermont, and from
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Quaco, New Brunswick. Considerable quantities are also
imp_orted from England. The Quaco manganese, cor_nes to
us m :very solid masses of a rounded form, having a grey
color mternally, and a fibrous structure. The Thomaston
manganese possesses this advantage ; since it is in a less
coherent state, it may the more readily be reduced to powder
than other varieties of this ore.
'
Iron pyrites, or sulphuret of iron, abounds in Maine and·
may be used in the manufacture of copperas, when it o~cm·s
~n veins; and when mixed with slate, it may be used, also;
m the_ mar:ufacture of alum. Pyrites, or bisulphuret of iron,
contams, m one hundred grains,
Sulphur,
54
Iron,
46

pharmacy, and in the preparation of orpiment realger, Scheels,
green and various other colors. It also enters into the composition of several kinds of glass and enamel, and is used
in the manufacture of leaden bird shot, to cause the lead
to separate into rounded forms, as it falls through sieves in
shot towers.
Copper ores have, thus far, been found only in small quantities, in Maine, the copper pyrites and carbonate of copper,
being the only ores of this metal which we have discovered,
and these are in too small veins to be wrought advantageously.
The copper pyrites is a bisulphuret of copper and iron, and
contains in 100 grains,
Copper,
32

~'

w

Sulphur,

36
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The sulphur, contained in this mineral, is capable of being
extracted, and should ever any obstruction to commerce,
prevent our obtaining it from the volcanic districts, which
now furnish a supply, we can then resort to this mineral
which will afford an abundance of that indispensable article'.
It is always a satisfaction to know, that we have all the necessary munitions of war, within our domains, and although the
present low price of sulphur will not warrant the expense of
e_xtracting it from pyrites, y~t if a general war should at any
time take place, and our ships were to be excluded from the
Mediterranean, the demand would instantly brina this ore
.
. ..
::::.
mto reqms1t1on.
· .
Arsenical iron is found in J\faine, in the form of .veins
which traverse the trap and granite rocks. At Thomaston:
near Owl's Head, and at Lubec, this mineral is found in
veins of quartz, associated with galena, or sulphuret of lead.
It is _not of much value, all the arsenic at present used, being
obtamed cheaply from the mines of Germany. This mineral
contains,
54,55
Arsenic,
45,45
Iron,
100,00

Arseneous acid, or white oxide of arsenic, is obtained
simply by subliming the arsenic from this ore. It is used in
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Rarely more than 20 per cent. of the copper is obtained,
by the processes of reduction in the fnrnace.

Native Gold.
While engaged in drawing up the present Report, I
received a minute specimen from Professor Cleaveland, of
Bowdoin College, with a request that I should subject it to
chemical examination. The specimen was discovered by
this gentleman, while examining an iron ore, which was
brought to him for analysis.
The specimen sent to me did not weigh more than half a
grain, and consisted of delicate particles of malleable gold,
arranged in irregular di verging branches, connected intimately
with a brown ore of iron. From its structure and mineralogical associations, I was satisfied tha~ it was native gold.
I took one half of the specimen and submitted it to chemical
analysis. Nitric acid alone dissolved the iron and a portion
of the silver, and left the gold undissolved. On adding a
few drops of muriatic acid, the gold dissolved and a precipitate of chloride of silver subsided. The solution being
tested by means of proto-sulphate of iron, metallic gold
precipitated, which was collected and melted into a globule,
. by means of the blow-pipe.
14
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This mineral is then a native alloy of gold and silver, the
former metal greatly predominating. Since making this
analysis, I have learned from Professor Cleaveland, that
the ore was found in Albion, in Maine, and he observes,
that " he has no reason to doubt the accuracy of this infer~
mation."*
·
From the foregoing estimates, it will appear, that the ores
of iron and lead, are among the present known metallic
ores, which may be wrought to immediate advantage, in
Maine, and I have not the least doubt that they will soon
engage the enterprise and capital of her citizens.
Already have companies been formed in Boston and New
York, for the purpose of entering upon such operations
within your territories, and if skilful in their work, they will
not only derive advantage to themselves, but will also bring
valuable commercial business into the State. The manufacture of copperas and alum, is also attended with advantageous results, and the people of Maine will soon learn to
prize their abundant localities of the minerals useful for this
purpose.
Numerous inquiries and speculations have been made
respecting the occurrence of coal within the limits of Maine.
This question cannot yet be satisfactorily answered, but I
may safely say, that there is no geological impossibility of
the occurrence of this valuable combustible alono- the reo-ion
'
b
b
between the St. Croix and Pembroke. If any coal is found
there, it will be of the bituminous kind. I may also remark,
that the slate extending from the Penobscot to the Kennebec,
belongs to the transition series of rocks, and alternates with·
grau-wacke; and although I have explored but a comparatively small portion of this district, I am of opinion, that
anthracite may possibly be found in these rocks. If it be
true, that arborescent ferns are found in the vicinity of
vVaterville, as has been stated bv a writer in one of the
Bangor papers, then there is still . greater probability of the

•Since the above remarks were in press, I have been informed, that there is a
m;:•~ery hanging over the Albion gold, and th~t gentlemen from that place, are of
o;m1on, that the s~ecimen sent to ~rofessor Cleaveland was of Jorei,,trn origin. I
"ould therefore advise those who are interested to look carefully into the evidence.
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occurrence of coal in that section.* I have not yet, however,
seen the specimens said to have been found there. Many
reports of the discovery of this kind of coal have been
circulated, but so far as I have examined, they are without
foundation.
In the mean time, I beg leave to request those persons,
who feel interested in this subject, to examine the argillaceous
slate and o-rau-wacke rocks of their several districts, in order
to ascertain whether they contain vegetable impressions. If,
on splittino- open the layers of slate, there are found impressions of fe~·n leaves and other plants of like species, then
there is some p1:obability in the conjecture, that those regions
belono- to the reo-ular coal series ; and search for a bed of coal
b
"'
•
may be made, by traversing the strata of rocks, at r'.ght a~gle~,
to their direction. Since the dip of these rocks m Mame, 1s
generally very bold, there is no necessity of exca:ating or
borino- into them, when they can be found outcroppmg at the
surfa~e of the earth. It happens commonly, that in the immediate vicinity of a coal bed, the soil is deep and the rocks are
covered, so that it will become necessary to sink pits through
the soil to the surface of the rock, and before reaching it, an
abundance of black earth or fine coal will be found in the
soil. I have thought proper to make the above suggestions,
in order that time, trouble and expense may be saved to the
citizens of the State, who may engage in such explorations;
my duty being as much to direct the researches of others, as
to make them myself, and it will give me great pleasure to
learn that good results follow from these remark~.
Black tourmaline, found in granite rocks, 1s too often
mistak"en for an indication of coal, whereas, it most assuredly
indicates that no such substance will be found there. Granite,
gneiss, mica-slate, and trap-rocks, never co~tain beds o~ coal,
for they are all rocks that have undergone igneous action, or

, ~I have been since informed by my scientific friend, Dr. E. Holmes, of Winthrop,
that he has obtained an ahu 11 danco of impressions of ferns fr~m the slate rocks of
Waterville, and that specimens are deposited in the College Cal>111et at that place.
· -Mr. T: H. Perrv, in his Jetter to me, describes one of these ferns as follows:• "The top was.curved in a manner resemb))ng that of young brakes a few inche<
high. I think it must have been. a young fern.
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have been subjected to intense heat, since their deposition;
so that the only carbonaceous substance found in them, is
graphite, or plumbago.
Soils are derived from the disintegration and decomposition
of rocks, and there is usual~v. an admixture of decayed veO'e0
table matter on the upper surface, wi1ich adds much to their
warmth and fertility.
There are various kinds of soil found in the State of Maine,
some of which are the immediate results from the decay of
rocks in place, while others have been transported from a
distance, by the action of running water. Where a soil is
derived directly from the rocks in place ' everv
stao·e
of its
.,
0
passage may be observed. From the solid rock, we trace
small fragments which have been shivered by the action of
frost, or by the agency of the atmosphere and water, have
undergone decomposition, it being converted into a perfectly
fine soil, in which it is difficult to recognize the materials from
which it is derived.
In soils resulting from the decomposition of O'ranite or
gneiss, we discover particles of quartz, and brill~nt scales
of mica, while the felspar is observed in the form of opaque
earthy looking grains, of a white color.
Slate rocks form a blue soil, full of small fragments of the
rock, which are easily distinguished.
Argillo-ferruginous limestone forms a light yellow soil,
and is generally penetrated by rootlets of plants, to a considerable distance from the surface. This soil is luxuriant,
and is preferred to a11 others for the cultivation of wheat
'
barley, and the grasses.
Greenstone trap decomposing, produces a brown colored
soil, remarkably warm and luxuriant. In Maine and Nova
Scotia, it is found to be the best soil for potatoes.
_New re~ ~andsto~e, when disintegrated, forms a red sandy
soil, contammg particles of mica. Alone, it is not considered
fertile, but when mixed with the trap-rock soil, it is very
good. Specimens illustrating the origin of soils, are deposited
in the collection, which I have prepared for the State.
Besides the soil formed from rocks in place, we have the
transported soils, which are those that have been removed by
runnmg water. Alluvium is produced by the continual action
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of rain, springs and rivers, upon the loose materials found orl
the hills and mountains, which materials are carried by run~
ning water to the plains, and are deposited along river courses,
especia1ly during freshets. Soils of this character are composed of fine particles of rocks, which are deposited in the
state of mud, mixed with a small quantity of vegetable mould.
They are well known as the most luxuriant and valuable of
soils, and form the rich bottoms of meadows, and the low
banks of rivers. Their fertility depends upon the fineness·
of the transported materials, and upon the due admixture of
the several mineral substances, which they contain. Where
alluvial soil is formed entirely from slate rocks, it consists of
a tough blue clay, which, alone, is not genial to vegetation.
"Where it is deposited by a rapid current, the particles are
of a coarser nature. A mountain torrent leaves only heavy
stones in its course, while the smaller fragments are carried
to a greater distance, and deposited exactly in the ratio of
their smallness, at a distance from the parent bed. Where
a rapid stream carries down the detritus of granite rocks, it
will leave only large stones and grains of quartz on its way,
the lighter particles being carried down the stream and
deposited where its current is less rapid. During freshets,
rivers overflow their banks, and spread out over the country,
and not being confined to their narrow channels, their rapidity
is diminished, so that they deposit as they go, an abundance
of rich loam, brought down by the river. It is thus, that
the Nile, Ganges, Mississippi, and Ohio enrich their banks
annually with new soil.
The Penobscot, Aroostic, and
Meduxnekeag, in Maine, also deposit a deep alluvium on
their banks, which, were the climate as temperate, would
equal in fertilitv the richest alluvial tracts of the Western
'
States.
Few recrions in the world can boast of more extensive and
well wate~ed alluvial districts than are found in Maine. At
present public attention is chiefly turned to th~ heavy timber,
which covers the soil along the banks of these nvers, but there
can be no doubt, that the soil itself is worth vastly more than
the timber, and will be of many thousand times more real
value in the course of its agricultural improvement. Houlton,
and the region extending through the public lands, along the

.
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Aroostic, and down the branches of the Mattawamkeag, and
Penobscot, are the richest agricultural sections in Maine;
~nuch of the soil being alluvial, while even the diluvium there,
is made up of the debris of limestone, the whole forming a
rich and deep soil.
The currents
of rivers and torrents ' transnort
fraowents
of
.
l
b
l"ocks to a considerable distance, and some modern n·colorrists
"'
b
suppose, that they are able thus to account for the dispersion
of all erratic blocks of stone, vvhich arc scattered over the
country, far from their parent beds. From the evidence which
I have been_ ab!e to_ collc~t in various parts of our country, I
feel no hes1tat10n m saymg, that the course, in which these
erratic boulders are scattered, is far too uniform to have
resulted from local and partial currents, like those of torrents
or rivers. All the observations that have been m::ide, tend to
prove that a current of water has swept over the surface of
the Globe, since the consolidation of all the rock formations
and the deposition of the tertiary marls aml clay, and that'
the current swept along with it, the loose masses of stone and
gravel and sand, carrying them from the north or north west
toward the south or south east. Thus was formed the accumu_lation o~ rounded masses of stones and graYel and clay, wluch constitute what is called by geologists, diluvial soil. It
is s~pposed that this rushing of water over the land, took place
durmg the last grand deluge, accounts of which have been
handed down by tradition, and are preserved in the archives·
of all people. Although it is commonly supposed that the
delug~ w~s int~nc~ed solely for the punishment of the corrupt
antediluvians, It IS not improbable that the descendants of'
No~h, reap many advantages from its influence, since the
vanous soils underwent modifications and admixtures, which
rendered them better adapted to the wants of man. May not
the hand of Benevolence be seen working, even amid the
waters of the deluge ?
Diluvial soils are common in Maine, and are in many places
very deep, and bear on their surface, an abundant growth of
forest trees. I have already described some of the most
remarkable localities-the Horsebacks around Houlton and
the rounded hills of Augusta.
' , •
There are too many localities to admit of particulai;
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description, almost every town presenting examples of this
formation. It should be remembered the diluvial soils and
rocks may generally be traced to their parent beds, north or
nmth-west from the place where they occur; and by a series of
observations on the surface of our immense continent, I doubt
not that the limits of diluvial transportation may be ascertained, since there are extensive tracts of one kind of rock,
bounded by an equal extent of another, and the transported
masses may be referred at once, to their parent rocks. I
suggest this subject to those geologists, who are now engaged
in geological surveys of the various States, since it has a very
important bearing on the history of soils.
Agriculturists will perceive, on examining their farms, that
it often happens that the rocks found there, are strangers to
the place, and on closer examination, they find that they can
be identified with rocks farther north. Now soils would be
carried to much greater distances, and it would be interesting
to know how far the various sedimentary substances were
transported.

Jliineral Springs.
Wherever pyrites decomposes in a limestone rock, the
water, which percolates among the strata, dissolves a considerable quantity of the carbonates of lime and iron, which
are dissolved by an excess of carbonic acid, and exist in the
state of bicarbonates in the water. Springs of this character are common in Maine, and will hereafter become valuable
as places of resort for invalids, such chalybeate waters being
generally found salutary in appropriate cases. At Lubec,
near the saline spring, which I shall proceed to describe,
there exists a chalybeate spring of the above description,
which, according to the opinion of Mr. S. Thayer, is a
remarkably powerful tonic.

Saline Spring at Lubec.
The saline spring at Lubec is the most important mineral
water yet found in the State. ··It bursts out from the soil near
the junction of the red sandstone and blue limestone rocks
and its occurrence there is an evidence in favor of the charac-'
ter, which I have ascribed to the rock formations in question.
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The origin of salt springs is yet an unsettled question, some
maintaining that the salt is formed in the sandstone rocks, by
an unknown chemical law, while others are disposed to consider them as produced by the solution of beds of rock-salt
contained in the earth. In Europe the latter is most assuredly the case, but the origin of the waters of Salina, in New
York, and those on the Kenawha River, in Virginia, has not
yet been satisfactorily determined. 'Whatever may be the
result of farther investigation respecting this question, it is
at least determined, that saline springs are always found
coming from below the new red sandstone rocks, and frequently from the subjacent limestone. On the Kenawha
they occur, associated with beds of bituminous coal of 0o-reat
value.*
Salt springs are found in Nova Scotia, in similar geological
situations, and in the vicinity of the Pictou coal. Hence there
is some geological probability 0f such deposits occurring in
the State of Maine. I have not time to enter fully into the
discussion of this question at present, but shall wait for more
light to be obtained in our future researches. The spring
above mentioned is found on the shores of a creek, at the
head of South Bay, near Lubec. It breaks through a 'bed
of tough blue clay, near the side of the creek, and the
water rushes from it in a stream as large as a man's arm~
Mr. Thayer, who has examined it more carefully than we
were able in our short excursion, says that about four hogsheads per hour are discharged by it, and the water is said
never to fail. Through the kindness of this gentleman,
we were furnished with a quantity of this water, which I
submitted to chemical analysis. The following are the
results.
ANALYSIS.

It is clear and colorless, specific gravity 1,025.
a It slightly reddens the color of litmus paper, but after
being boiled, does not exert this reaction.
b Tested by means of oxalate of ammonia, a precipitate
of oxalate of lime takes place.
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c Acetate of barytes, gives a white precipitate of sulphate.
d Nitrate of silver, gives a dense and very abundant precipitate of chloride of silver.
e. Acetate of lead, gives a white precipitate of sulphate of
lead.
f Ferro-cyanate of potash, gives a blue precipitate. .
g Solution of boiling carbonate of soda, gives an abundant
precipitate of carbonate of magnesia.
.
h Lime water gives a precipitate of carbonate of lime.
Hence the water contains : ._a h Carbonic acid gas.
b Lime.
c e A sulphate.
. d Soluble chlorides.
f A salt of iron.
g A salt of magnesia.
An imperial pint of this water was evaporated to dryness,
and 322.5 grains of saline matter was obtained. By calculation from its specific gravity, it should have given only 310
grains, but calculations of this kind are only approxi~ate.
One thousand grains of this water, when treated with a
boiling solution of potash, give a bulky precipitate of carbonate of magnesia, which, when dried and heated to redness
in a platina capsule, weighs S.5 grains= 30.63 grains t? the
pint of water, or half an ounce of carbonate of magnesia, to
the gallon of water.
_100 grains of the dry salt above obtained, submitted to
analysis, gave : Or inn pint of the water,

grs.
Chloride of sodium,
64-.0
Sulphate of lime,
3.6
Chloride of magnesium, 20.2
Sulphate of soda,
9.0
Carbonate of iron,
0.8
Carbonate of lime,
2.0
Chloride of calcium, a trace,
Carbonic acid gas,
99.6
.4 loss
100.0

"See Dr. Hildreth» Essay on this subject, Amer. Jour. Sciene<', vol. xxn:.

15

grs.
199.000
11.210
62.845
27.985
2.490
6.250
12.720 loss

322.500
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lye of wood ashes, or a solution of carbonate of potash,
exchanges elements, and nitrate of potash is formed, and
carbonate of lime is deposited. The nitre is then dissolved,
crystallized, and purified. I mention this process, to remind
you, that Maine can produce her own saltpetre, but I do not
know whether the manufacture would at present be profitable, since we are largely supplied by our commerce with the
East Indies.

Water.
In a complete geological work, water as a mineral, should
find its place, since it plays a conspicuous part in the geological history of our planet, but it would require more time
than we have at present, to enter fully upon this task. I
shall, therefore, only remark in general, that no country on
the face of the globe is more freely supplied with water than
Maine. Her lakes arc innumerable, while the whole surface
of the State presents meandering rivers, which irrigate the
soil, and carry health and abundance in their course. Our
lakes and rivers in northern regions, are not like those of the
Western States, the abodes of the pestilential miasmas, but
are perfectly free from any such emanations, and people live
in health along their borders. This State has always been
remarkable, for the freedom of her inland navigation ; canoes
traverse the St. John, cruising along until they arrive where a
portage of a few miles takes them into the Kennebec or
Penobscot, and down they glide to the ocean; or they may
follow the Aroostic, and so trace its course as to strike the
Penobscot, within the narrow portage of two miles, and then
follow that. great river to the sea. It is not surprising that
the Indian tribes should delight in the forests of Maine,
where the birch tree, supplying them with materials for a
house, and many articles of convenience, forms also their light
canoe, which transports them from place to place, along the
chains of lakes and rivers, as they pursue the chase. They
formerly enjoyed a noble independence, and we almost grieve,
when we see the scattered relics of these once powerful tribes,
now reduced to the most abject state, by poverty, dependence,
and intemperance.

~:
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I am fully aware that but little can be said in so small a
space as I_ have al_lowed for this Report. I have but drawn
. some 0~1tlmes, which may be filled up by future researches.
It rem~ms for me to speak more particularly on the subject
of agncultural geology, which will form a conspicuous part
of the ?ext _R:port,"which I shall hereafter have the honor of
presentmg, if it_ b~ your pleasure that this survey should proc~ed. All statistical facts, relating to the agricultural and
mmeral r~sources of the State will be gratdully received
and contnbute to aid us in the completion of this importan~
work.
·
Respectfully submitted,
By your obedient servant,
CHARLES T. JACKSON
Geolog,isl. to the State.
DEcE~IBER 3lsT, 1836.

APPENDIX.

SrncE. the preceding Report was drawn up, I have arranged the collection of geological specimens, in a room appropriated for the pmpose, in the State House at Augusta.
This collection, which was made during the past summer,
consists of an instructive series of rocks, minerals and soils,
the number of specimens arranged for the use of the Legislature, being about 650 selected specimens.
An equal number will be sent to the two Colleges of the
State, and there will remain a series of duplicate specimens,
which will be useful for exchanges with other States. The
whole number of specimens collected, within the limits of
Maine, during the past summer, amounts to no less than
3000 good specimens, which will serve to aid in demonstrating the geological resources of the State.
While engaged in arranging the cabinet, many gentlemen
have brought in specimens of rocks, minerals and soils,
which will serve to aid us in discovering the extent of the
different rocks and minerals of the State. Numerous specimens ofbog and other iron ores, yellow and red ochre, slate,
granite, pyrites, plumbago, potter's clay, &c., have been
·sent for examination. These specimens, coming from diffetent parts of the country, indicate the existence of many
important localities, which we have not yet visited. I hope
gentlemen will continue to aid us in this manner, and in
order that they may do it effectually, I would suggest to
them the propriety of always selecting good sized specimens,
,at least four inches square, and from one and a half to two
·inches in thickness.

Every ·specimen should have a label pasted itpon it, indi·cating the town and county where it is found, and no speci·mens should be sent but such as occur in place-or in ledges
·of rock. Soils may be put up in tin boxes or in bags, con'taining about a pint each. Distinctly written labels should
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in every case be attached to the package~- vV ~ are. also
desirous of obtain in a- the skeletons of the various wild animals
of the State, and ,;here perfect skins can be obtain~d, tl:ey
may be preserved by dusting ~he inside of the skm with
white arsenic. It is very desirable that we should thus
preserve specimens of the fero?ious animals of the State,
before they are entirely extermmated. How ?an men_ibers
of the Legislature vote a bounty on the destruction of ammals
which they have never seen?
If they have placed in the public museum w~ll characterized specimens of these animals, then they will be better
able to realize the fact of their existence.
I doubt if many members from the settled parts of the
State can give us any account of the appearance of the
wolf, wild cat, or loup-cervicr, yet they are called upon to
vote appropriations of money for their extermination.
Specimens of all the indigenous productions of the State
oua-ht to be c·ollected and preserved, and although a collectio~ of plants and animals of the State docs not fall within
my duties as the State Geologist, yet it is my earnest desire
that these departments of science should be attended to,
that a perfect cabinet of the Natural History of the State
may be formed.
We shall also be happy to receive perfect specimens of
shells and fishes, from the waters of the State. Shells should
be collected with the living animal in them, if possible, and
they may be prepared by immersing them in boiling water,
and then extracting the animal by means of a wire. Fishes
may be enveloped in a piece of cloth, and kept immersed in ·
rum contained in a tin canister.
JJ.ny specimens which are worth collecting, are worth the
trouble ef well preserving, and they should be carefully packed,
so that they may not be injiired by transportation.
Minerals should be separately enveloped in strong paper,
and packed tight in a box, with layers of tow or hemp between them. Shells and other delicate specimens may be
packed in cotton, or they may be put up in small boxes. If
the citizens of Maine will exert themselves to make such
collections, they will have the satisfaction of aiding in the
establishment_ of a complete collection of the Natural History
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of the State, and many good results will follow from a knowledge of these various departments of science. I have suggested many subjects for your attention, in the belief that
every person can aid us in some one of these departments of
Natural History.
vVhile on the geological survey, we made a collection of
the various shells, crustaceous and articulated animals, which
we found in our travels, all of which are deposited in the
State cabinet.
We are indebted to Dr. Isaac Ray, of Eastport, for a collection of the shells found in the neighborhood of that place,
and beg leave here to acknowledge the attentions and kindness of that gentleman.
Among the shells which we have collected, the following
species have been recognized by Dr. A. A. Gould, of the
Boston Society of Natural History. We have collected many
other specimens, which have not yet been examined.
LIST OF SHELLS FOUND IN MAINE.
BIVALVES.
SPIRORBIS nautiloides, Lam.
BA.LANUS tintinnabulum, Lam.
" - .miser, Lam.
''
fistnlosus, Brug.
"
~eniculatus, Conrad.
ANATIFA Jrevis, Lam.
SoLEN ensis, Lin.
SoLECURTUS costatus, Say.
GLYCIMERIS siliqua, Lam.
MYA mercenaria, Lin.
" truncata.
" hyalina, Conrad.
ANATINA leana, Conrad.
lllAcTRA gigantea, Lam.
SoLEMYA vdum, Sat/.
SAXICAVA distorta, Say.
SANGUINOLARIA fusca, Conrad.
CRASSINA Danmoniensis, Lam.

"

(astarte castanea, Say.)

CYPRINA lslandica, Lam.
CARDIUM lcelandicum.
"
Greenlandicum.
UNio complanatus, Soland.
AL.A.Sl\IODONT.A. margaritifera, Gmel.
undulata, Say.
ANODONTA marginata, Say.
MoDIOLA papuana, Lam.
"
plicatula, Lam.
MYTILUS edulis, Lin.

l\ivnLus pellucidus, Pennant.
PECTEN J\lagellanicus, Lam.
,"
Islandicus, Lam..
OsTRF.A Cann<lensis, Lam.
ANOMIA ephippium.
TEREBRATU LA, one recent species.
UNIVALVES.
CIIITON.
PATELLA amrena, Say.
CREPIDUL.o\ fornicata, Say.
"
plana, Say.
HELIX albolabris, Say.
"
thyroidus, Say.
alternata, Say.
PLANORBIS trivolvis, Say.
"
campanulatus, Say.
PHYSA heterostropha, Say.
Ln!NlEA columella, Say.
PALUDINA decisa, Say.
NATICA heros, Say.
"
triseriata, Say.
TURBO palliatus, Say.
"
Vestilus, Say.
Fusus corneus, Say.
"
decemcostatus, Say.
"
lslandicus, Martini.
PURPURA lapillus, Lam.
BuccINUM undatum, Lin..
NASS.'\. obsoleta, Say.
"
triviltata, Say.

EXPLANATION
OF

GEOLOGICAL TERMS.

· IT has been thought advisable to give, at the end of this Report,
a brief glossary of such terms as cannot be found in the ordinary
dictionaries, such terms having no common English synonymes.
ALLUYIUM, consists of clay, sand, and gravel, washed from the
surface of hills and mountains, they being transported by currents
of water, such as torrents, rivers, an<l brooks, from the high
lands and deposited along their course. Etym. alliio, to wash
upon.
AllIORPHOUS, a word derived from the Greek, signifying without
xegular form .
.i\,MYGDALOID. One of the forms of trap-rocks, the trap being full
of rounded holes filled with various minerals, bears some resemblance to an almond cake, and the name is derived from the
Greek, signifying, lihe nlmonds.
AMYGDALOIDAL Tr.AP, is produced by the contact of trap with other
rocks, where a chemical action was exerted, and the trap being
in a molten state, was blown into a scoria-like form, by the
gasses or steam disengaged. The cavities arc generally filled
with infiltrated minerals, such as calcareous spar, chloritc,
agate, &c. Similar appearances are seen in lavas of modern
volcanoes, and they may be produced at will in the slag of
any iron furnace, by allowing the slag to run over moistened
sand. Various forms or lava may thus be produced, from the
compact and glassy obsidian to perfect pumice stone.
ANDALUSITE, a mineral consisting of alumina, silex, and a little
oxide of iron, found first in Anclulusia in Spain-hence its name.
ANTHI:.ACITE, is a very hard kind of coal, destitute of bitumen.
It burns without smoke and with very little flame. Its name is
from the Greek, signi(ving coal.
16
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AroPHYLLITE, a simple mineral sometimes called fish-eye stone.
ARGILLACEous, means composed of clay.

Etym. argilfo, clay.

ARGILLITE, slate rocks composed of clay in a hardened state.
BASALT, a variety of trap-rock consisting of pyroxene, felspar,
and iron.
BEDS, arc masses of mineral matter included between strata of
rocks and running in the same direction as the strata. If you
place a book between the leaves of another book, it represents
a bed between the strata.
BITUMEN, is an inflammable subst:rnce. It presents itself in a
solid form and is then c::illed asphaltum. In its liquid form it is
like tar, and is called petroleum, and from it may be di3tilled a
clear liquid called 11aptha. Bituminous coals contain this substance, which causes them to burn with a brio·ht
yellow flame
0
and with smoke. Etym. bitmnen, pitch.
BLENDE, a German name for sulphuret of zinc.
BouLDERs, a provincial term for rounded blocks of stone lying on
the surface of the earth, or imbedded in the soil. They have
evidently been transported, by the action of water, far from
their native beds.
BRECCIA, a word from the Italian, signifying a rock composed of
ang'ltlar fragments cemented together. This term is synonymous
with the term tuff. Thus we have trap-tuff, or breccia of trap, &c.
BuHRSTONE, a kind of silicious stone overlaying the calcctrire grossiere of Paris. It is used for millstones.
CALCAREOUS, signifies a rock containing lime, the term being
derived from the Latin calx, lime.
CALCAREOUS Sr An, is crystallized carbonate of lime.
CARBON, an elementary substance. In its pure crystallized state
it is the diamond.
Graphite, or plumbago, is composed of
carbon. Carbon is the basis of charcoal, and of all kinds of
coal. Etym. carbo, coal.
CALCIFEROUS, containing lime.
CARBONATE OF Lrnrn, is lime combined with carbonic acid. Carbonic acid is composed of carbon and oxygen, and lime is.
composed of a metallic base called calcium, and of oxygen.
Carbonate of lime, when heated red hot, loses its carbonic acid
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in the form of "as but if it is heated under pressure equal to
a column of i 7'00 'reet of water, or 600 feet of liquid lava, it
simply melts and crystallizes without losing i~s carbonic acid.
[See Experiments of Sir James Hall, of Edm~urg.J It was
under pressure of the ocean, and of th~ overlaymg rocks, that
the carbonate of lime forminrr the vems of calcareous spar,
noticed in this Report,' was re~dered cry_stallin~, by the action
of trap-rocks. 'l'he latter rocks bearing evident proofs of
having been thrown up in a molten state by subterranean power.
CHLORIDE, a combination of chlorine, a chci:nical elem~nt, with a
metallic substance or base. Thus chlonde of sodmm, (seasalt,) is a combination of chlorine with the metallic base of soda
or sodium.
CoAJ, l\1EASU11.ES, the strata of rocks which contain coal, used
synonymous with coal formation.
CRYSTAL a reo·ular rreometrical solid, produced by the arr_angement 0 'r syn.:"metri~al particles. 'l'he name was fir_st applied to
transparent substances in r:-g~l~'.· for.ms. The derivation of the
name is from the Greek, s1gmfymg ice.
CHERT a mineral consisting of silex, alumina, and lime, of a
compact texture like flint. It is s~m.etim_cs produced by the
action of trap-rocks upon slate contammg lime.
CHLORITE a crreen mineral composed of delicate scales, or in a compact for~. 0 Its name is from the Greek, signifying a greenslone.
D1P, the angle which a rock makes with the h?rizon.. S_trati~ed
rocks have the dip always at right angles with ~heir d1r.echon.
Place a book sloping in this manner, th~ slo-pe is the dip, and
the course of the leaves represents the direction of the strata.
D1sr.00AT10N". A vein, bed or the strata of a rock n:ay be thr_own
out so that they do not coincide, then they are said to be dislocated, or to have a fault.
DoLOMITE, a granular variety of magnesian l!mestone, named in
honor of Dolomeau, a distinguished geologist.
DYKES. This term is of Swedish origin, and signifies, in geology,
a wall or vein of rock which intersects another rock. ?ykes
always originate from below, and cut through the supenncumbent rocks.
DRIFT, the name given by miners to a horizontal passage excavated in a mine.
EPIDOTE, a simple mineral of a green color.
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[See Dislocation.]

HYDRAULIC CEll1EN'r, a substance which is used in subaqueous
works, the cement having the property of hardening under
water.

FELSPAR, a mineral composed of silex, alumina, and an alcali
1
found abundantly in granite. Its name is from the German.

J.A.sPER, a silicious mineral of a blood reel color, containing oxide
of iron and alumina.

Foss1L, a name given to. petrified organic remains duoout of the
0
earth or rocks.
FERRUGJNous, means containing iron.
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LA.MIN.IE, signifies delicate leaves or layers of which some minerals
are composed.

Etyrn. feri·wn, iron.

FoRMATioN, a group of rocks or of strata of earth, referred to a
common origin or period.

LAU~IONITE, a mineral composed of silox, alumina~ lime, and

Fucr, marine plants.

MANGANESE, the oxide of manganesium, a metal.
grey, black, and red.

water.

GALENA, an ore of lead composed of lead and sulphur.
GNE1ss, a stratifiecl rock composed of layers of quartz, mica and
felspar.
GRANITE, an uns~ratifiel~ rock ~omposccl of mixed crystals of quartz,
folspar and mica, umted without any cement. It is a rock of
igneous origin.
GRAPHITE, a mineral composed of carbon and a smalI quantity of
iron, varying from one to ten per cent. It is improperly called
black lead or plumbago. The name graphite is from the Greek
meaning a stone which will mark or write.
'
.GnAu--W:Acrrn, is u rock compo~ed of various pebbles united by
an arg:1llaccous cement. It IS generally of a grey color. Its
name is of German derivation. This rock is one of the transition series, and is generully found alternating with argillaceous
slate of the same ugo. In our country it frequently includes
valuable beds of anthracite.
GREENSTONE T1:AP, a rock composed of hornblende, fclspar, and
oxide of iron. It is a rock of igneous oricrin, and was thrown
up from below granite. It cuts through a~d overlies the new
red sandstone formation. Its name is from its green color; and
the word trap is from the Swedish word frappct, step or stair,
these rocks being often arranged in broken columns like stairs.
GYPSUM_, ~ mineral composed of sulphuric acid and lime, generally
contammg 20 per cent. of water.
HonNsToNE, a silicious mineral resembling flint. in hardness and
in fracture.
HORNBLENDE, a simple mineral of a dark green color, approaching blackness, crystallized in long prisms, or massive.
,

,,

It fal!s to fine powder on exposure to dry air.
Its ores are

MARL a variety of clay containing carbonate of _limo. It falls
to p~wder on drying, and will efforvcsco when acids are poured
upon it.
MrcA a mineral found in granite 1·ocks. It is found in cry~tals
and in plates, which split into thin leaves not more than 1o~co i~ch
in thickness. It is elastic and springs back ~vhen be1~t, which
property distinguishes it from talc. Etym. imco, to slime.
Nov.A.CU LITE, a compact kind_ of slate used for whetstones.
OrrTcROPPING, the edges of strata of rocks where they appear at
the surface .
PETRIFACTION, an organic substance converted into stone.
.PoRPHYitY, a rock composed of comp~ct folspar, with little s~uares
of felspar in its mass. Rocks h_a~mg crystals of felspar thus
included, are said to be porphynt1c.
PRIMARY RocKs, arc suproscd to have ~ecn ro:·mecl firs~ iu the
series. They never cont~in. any org~1mc r~mams of animals or
vegetables. Grai:iite, s1e111te, gneiss, mica-slate, &c., form
what are called pnmary rocks.
PRoT-0XIDE, PEr..-OxrnE, terms sigD:ifying the_lowest and th~ hi~h
est degrees of oxidation. Oxiclat10n meanrng t~1e combm3:t10_n
of oxyo-en with any substance. Thus when Iro!l rusts,_ 1~ is
converted into an oxide. The oxygen of tho air combmmg
with the iron.
PYRITES a combination of iron, or iron and COJ?per, with sulp~ur,
is call~d by this name. It originally was given because iron
pyrites gave sparks ~f ~re. when struck upon steel. Its name
is from the Greek, s1gmfyrng fire stone.
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PYRITIFERous, containing pyrites.
Qu_ARTz, a simple _mineral, consisting of pure silex. It crystallizes c:immonly rn the form of a six sided prism, with six sided
pyramids at _the terminations of the crystals. Its primative form
IS a rhomboid.
SANDSTONE, a rock composed of rrrains of sand cemented to"ether
and often co~taining layers or?:ica. Its colors are red: grey'.
green, or wlute. vVhen red, 1t rs colored by per-oxide of iron.
ScoRilE, volcanic cinders.
SEcoN~ARY,

this group of rocks rests upon the transition series
and IS cl1ar~cterized by a great number of fossil remains of Jund
plants, manne shells, and animals, for a list of which I refer
you to D~la ~echc's Manual of G~olog_Y, 1 v. Svo. Ti10 great
beds of b1tum111ous coal are found m tlus class of rocks. The
seco~~ary rocks. were set apart before the discovery of the
trans1t10n, and srnee they formed the second group, took this
name.

SHAFT, a perpendicular pit excavated in mining.
Srr~LE, is a kind of slate clay, impregnated with carbon or with

bitumen, the former in case it occurs with anthracite the latter
:vhen it_ occurs with bituminous coal. It is generally filled with
impressions of ferns and other plants of the coal formation.
Shale generally occurs in immediate contact with beds of coal.
Etym. German, sclwlcn, to peel or split.
SrENITE, ?- rock like granite, from which it differs by having hornblende rn the place of mica.
SPECULAR InoN, or.es of i_ron whi?h shine like a mirror. They
arc composed chwfly of pcr-ox1llc of iron, which is crystallized.
Etym. spect:lwn, a mirror.
STRATA, layers~~ rock whi<:h have evidently been formed by the
gradual depos1t10n of parttcles suspended in water. Stratified
rocks were deposited ~orizontally, and have since tilted up so
as to form a~ angle wtth ~he horizon. [Sec Dip.] Stratified
rocks when m contact wtth rocks or igneous origin, become
str?ngely altered, and often arc rendered highly crystalline.
It is thus supp_osed that gneiss, mica-siate, and talcose-slate
are metamorphic rocks, or have been chan""ed bv heat and
rendered crystalline.
"'
'
STRATUM, STRATA, when the rocks arc in regular layers like the
!eaves of a book, piled one upon another, each leaf representmg a stratum. Etym. stmlmn, part. of a Latin verb, sicrnifyincr
0
to strew or spread out.
b

SuLPHATE, means the combination of sulphuric acid with a base
or metallic oxide.
SuLPHURET, signifies the combination of sulphur with a metallic
. substance.
TALC a mineral in lamime like mica, but flexible, non-elastic,
· and soapy to the feel. It is composed _of sile_x, magnesia, and
water; It is commonly green or greemsh wlnte.
TERTIARY, this class reposes on the secondary s?ries, an? th_e
name originally signified the third order. Tins formation is
remarkable for the rrreat number of fossil shells which it contains. The tcrtiar/' group consists of various _li?1estones, c~ay,
and sand arrano-ed in rco·ular strata. Lyell chv:des the tertiary
formation into tl1ree rrro~ps-lst Eocene, 2d J\Iiocene, and Sd
Pliocene, these di\·i:tons depending upon the relative proportions of recent shells found in the strata. Eocene, means the
dawn or be(J"inninrr of recent species. l\Iiocene, signifies a
0
minority of recent species. Pliocene, a majority of recent
species, these names being derived from the Greek.
TITANIUM, a metallic substance very difficult to reduce from its
ores. [See books on Mineralogy.]
TRANSITION, rocks which are supposed to have been formed, while
the world was undergoing a transition from an unhabitabl_e to a
habitable state. This class of rocks repose upon the pnmary,
and are characterized by or,;anic remains of animals and vegetables. The fossil trilobites arc regarded as their characteristic
fossils. Terebratul::c, producti, and various other shells abound
in this series. [See Plates accompanying this Report.] Various marine plants and ferns are also found in this formation.
TUNGSTEN, is a metallic substance. Its oxides combine with
alkalies, hence they have the properties of acids. [See books
on Chemistry.]
VEINS arc distino-uishcd by their culling across the strata, and
are ~ot coincid~nt with their direction. Veins are generally
more irregular than beds.
ZEOLITE, a genus of minerals, which have the property or boiling
or swelling in a peculiar manner when melted.

LIST OF PLATES ACCOMPANYING THIS REPORT.
PLATE !.-FIGS. 1, ·1, TRILOntTEs-genns Asaphus. Frns. ~. 3, Genus Calymene.
FIGS. 5, 8, 7, PRODUC'l'I. FIGS. 6, 9, JO, TERKBRATULlE. FIG. 11, ENCRINITE.
Fm. 12, l\hTrLus or Lingula.
PLATE II.-Fra. I, 1Jnknown. Fro. :2, Avicula? Fm. ·3, JJ!ytillls. Fras. 5, G, IO,
Anomice? Fro. 8, Unknown. F1a. 9, illya? F1c. 11, Unio?
PLATE III.-Frns. 1, 2, 5, Tu1tRITELI.lE. FrG.3, Univalve shells, unknown. FIG.
4·, Terebratula? F1r.-. G, Encrirrite. Fies. 7 and 11, Sa;;eicavm? FIGS. 3, 9, 12,
Unknown. FIGS. IG, 17, JS, Unknown. Frns. H, 15, Unknown. Fm. 19,
Nautilus? FrGs. 20, 21, 22, ~3, f\lalica? F1a. 2"1<r SAXICAY.\, distorta-rccent
species frmn Canal Plaster l\1ill:;, Lubec. F1as. 25 .• ~(i, rcceul Tercbralula-Cobbs·
cook Day. FrGs. 27, 23, Unknown, 0l'zdiles? from Dnugor.
PLATE IV.-Limestone with fossil shell impressions, head oft!w Thoroughfare, Lubec.
PLATE v.-Drcccintecl vcen marble am! red S'1utlstone, Point of nJaine, l\fachias.
PLATE VI.-Grantl Falls of the lliver St. John.
PLATE VII.-1\fount Kt'1adn, from \V. DuttcrJicld's, near the Grnrnl Schoodic Lake.
PLATE VlII.-View down St. Croix Ri,·cr, with the Devil's Head from above the
Lc<lg·c.

PLATE IX.---nrcceia, Liberty Point~ llulibinston.
PLATE X.-]led sanclslonc, Pulpit H.ock, Perry.
PLATE XL-Pulpit Ilock, near Lewis Cove, Perry, 1\!c. .,licw from the Enst.
l'LATE XU.-Trap dyke in new rctl sandstone, Friendship's Folly Island, near
L'Etang, N. J~.
PLATE XIII.-Vicw of Lubec and Carnpo-bcllo, from Eastport, l\Ic.
PLA'l'E XlV.-Greenstone trap, Old Friar's Head, Carnpo-be!lo.
PLATE XV.-Disposition of slate and gTecnstone trap-rocks, \Vest Quoddy-Head.
PLATE XVI.-\Y c;;l Q1wlcly-IIead Lig-lithousc.
PLATE XVII.-Poinl of !\Jaine, exhibiting the di;;posilion of reel sandstone, limestone
and g-rcenstonc trnp.
PLATE XVIII.-Grcenstonc trap dyke, intersecting the porphyry, al Yellow Head I.
off J3uck's Harber.
PLATE XL"'C.-Vmicgated marble, reel sandstone anti lrnp-rocks, Starbord's Creek,
near Machias.
PLATEXX.-1\fountDescrt, bcarinl': N. "'· 10 miles.
PLATE XXL-Granite l\louutains, l\Ionnt Desert.
PLATE X..'CII.-Cnpe Rosier, lnkosc and micaccous slate.
PLATE :X.XIIJ.-Vicw of Camden n11d lh0 Penobscot Bay from the 1\kp;nnlicook.

PLA'rE XXL V.-1\i(•g1111licook l\lout1l~1i11s aud

1•11!ra11<'c to Cu1:11le111 £arbor.

From the rupi.d manner in which we l1avc been obliged to print this TI.cport, tl1c
following erl'ors have occul'J'cd, whicl1 the render is cd1'!ltstly de.sired to correct with
his pen.
p. 31, line 1st, for "h:ivc1' read has.
p. 56, line ~3d from top, for "silicia'' rcuc-1 silica,.
p. 83, line Gth from lop, for "ox. iron alumiuan rcn<l ox. iron and alumina.
p. 90, line Hth from top, after strata, insert of.
p. 100, line 11th from lop, for "32·1·,000" read 2,592,000.
p. 101, line 3d from bottom, for "225,000,000" road l 80,000,000 of ponnds.
p. 101, lines 3d and 4·th from botton1, for ••Every cubic foot" read This arr:.
p. 112, in some of the copies, 10th line from bottom, for "ever'' read never.

